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Abstract
Multi-user projection systems provide a coherent 3D interaction space for multiple
co-located users that facilitates mutual awareness, full-body interaction, and the coordination of activities. The users perceive the shared scene from their respective
viewpoints and can directly interact with the 3D content.
This thesis reports on novel interaction patterns for collaborative 3D interaction for
local and distributed user groups based on such multi-user projection environments.
A particular focus of our developments lies in the provision of multiple independent
interaction territories in our workspaces and their tight integration into collaborative
workflows. The motivation for such multi-focus workspaces is grounded in research
on social cooperation patterns, specifically in the requirement for supporting phases
of loose and tight collaboration and the emergence of dedicated working territories
for private usage and public exchange. We realized independent interaction territories in the form of handheld virtual viewing windows and multiple co-located hardware displays in a joint workspace. They provide independent views of a shared
virtual environment and serve as access points for the exploration and manipulation of the 3D content. Their tight integration into our workspace supports fluent
transitions between individual work and joint user engagement. The different affordances of various displays in an exemplary workspace consisting of a large 3D
wall, a 3D tabletop, and handheld virtual viewing windows, promote different usage
scenarios, for instance for views from an egocentric perspective, miniature scene representations, close-up views, or storage and transfer areas. This work shows that this
versatile workspace can make the cooperation of multiple people in joint tasks more
effective, e.g. by parallelizing activities, distributing subtasks, and providing mutual
support.
In order to create, manage, and share virtual viewing windows, this thesis presents
the interaction technique of Photoportals, a tangible interface based on the metaphor
of digital photography. They serve as configurable viewing territories and enable
the individual examination of scene details as well as the immediate sharing of the
prepared views. Photoportals are specifically designed to complement other interface
facets and provide extended functionality for scene navigation, object manipulation,
and for the creation of temporal recordings of activities in the virtual scene.
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A further objective of this work is the realization of a coherent interaction space for
direct 3D input across the independent interaction territories in multi-display setups.
This requires the simultaneous consideration of user input in several potential interaction windows as well as configurable disambiguation schemes for the implicit
selection of distinct interaction contexts. We generalized the required implementation structures into a high-level software pattern and demonstrated its versatility by
means of various multi-context 3D interaction tools.
Additionally, this work tackles specific problems related to group navigation in multiuser projection systems. Joint navigation of a collocated group of users can lead to
unintentional collisions when passing narrow scene sections. In this context, we suggest various solutions that prevent individual collisions during group navigation and
discuss their effect on the perceived integrity of the travel group and the 3D scene.
For collaboration scenarios involving distributed user groups, we furthermore explored different configurations for joint and individual travel.
Last but not least, this thesis provides detailed information and implementation templates for the realization of the proposed interaction techniques and collaborative
workspaces in scenegraph-based VR systems. These contributions to the abstraction
of specific interaction patterns, such as group navigation and multi-window interaction, facilitate their reuse in other virtual reality systems and their adaptation to
further collaborative scenarios.

Zusammenfassung
Stereoskopische Mehrbenutzer-Projektionssysteme ermöglichen die perspektivisch
korrekte Darstellung einer 3D-Szene für mehrere Nutzer. Dadurch erschaffen sie einen
kohärenten Interaktionsraum, welcher sowohl die direkte Interaktion mit den 3DInhalten als auch die gegenseitige Wahrnehmung von Aktivitäten einzelner Personen
und deren Koordination unterstützt.
Diese Arbeit berichtet über neuartige Interaktionstechniken für kollaborative 3D Arbeitsplätze für lokale und verteilte Benutzergruppen auf der Basis solcher Mehrbenutzer-Projektionsdisplays. Ein besonderer Schwerpunkt unserer Entwicklungen
liegt in der Bereitstellung mehrerer unabhängiger Interaktionsterritorien in einem
gemeinsamen Arbeitsraum und deren enger Integration in kollaborative Arbeitsprozesse. Wissenschaftliche Untersuchungen über soziale Kooperationsmuster haben
gezeigt, dass kollaborative Arbeitsprozesse sowohl auf Phasen enger Zusammenarbeit als auch auf individuellen Aktivitäten beruhen. Damit einhergehend findet
üblicherweise eine räumliche Aufteilung in gemeinschaftlich oder privat genutzte
Arbeitsbereiche statt. In unseren kollaborativen Arbeitsumgebungen haben wir solche unabhängigen, flexibel nutzbaren Interaktionsterritorien zum einen durch mobile
virtuelle Interaktionsfenster und zum anderen durch mehrere festinstallierte Mehrbenutzerdisplays (3D-Projektionswand und -tisch) realisiert. Jedes dieser Interaktionsfenster ermöglicht unabhängige Ansichten auf die virtuelle Szene, welche für die Exploration und Manipulation der 3D-Inhalte genutzt werden können. Durch ihre Einbindung in eine zusammenhängende Arbeitsumgebung unterstützen sie fließende
Übergänge zwischen individueller und gemeinschaftlicher Arbeit. Die unterschiedlichen Charakteristika der integrierten Displays begünstigen unterschiedliche Anwendungsszenarien. Szenenansichten in Originalgröße können z.B. auf der großen
3D-Projektionswand ideal dargestellt werden, während der 3D-Tisch sich eher für
Miniaturansichten auf die Szene eignet. Die portablen virtuellen Interaktionsfenster
können auf vielfäl-tige Weise genutzt werden, z.B. für Detailansichten, als Bildergalerie und zum Austausch von Perspektiven zwischen den beiden festinstallierten Displays. Im Rahmen diese Arbeit wird gezeigt, dass diese vielseitigen Interaktionsterritorien kollaborative Arbeitsprozesse durch Parallelisierung von Aktivitäten, Aufteilung von Teilaufgaben und Möglichkeiten zur gegenseitigen Unterstützung effektiver gestalten können.
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Als neuartige Benutzungsschnittstelle für virtuelle Interaktionsfenster stellen wir die
Interaktionstechnik der Fotoportale“ vor. Diese beruht auf den Bedienungsmustern
”
digitaler Fotoapparate und ermöglicht die unkomplizierte Erstellung, Bearbeitung
und Weitergabe von separaten Szenenansichten. Fotoportale sind speziell dazu entworfen, alternative Schnittstellen zu anderen Interaktionsaspekten anzubieten. In diesem Kontext bieten sie erweiterte Funktionalitäten zur Szenennavigation, Objektmanipulation und zur Aufzeichnung zeitlicher Abläufe in der virtuellen Szene an.
Ein weiteres Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Realisierung eines kohärenten Interaktionsraums für direkte 3D-Interaktion, der sich über mehrere separate Interaktionsfenster
hinweg erstreckt. Dies erfordert die gleichzeitige Berücksichtigung von Benutzereingaben in mehreren Interaktionsfenstern sowie konfigurierbare Auswahlschemata zur
impliziten Disambiguierung dieser Interaktionskontexte. Wir haben die dafür erforderlichen Mechanismen verallgemeinert und in ein Software-Pattern überführt. Die
Vielseitigkeit dieser Abstraktion wird anhand unterschiedlicher 3D-Interaktionswerkzeuge demonstriert.
Darüber hinaus befasst sich diese Arbeit mit spezifischen Problemen im Zusammenhang mit der Gruppennavigation in Mehrbenutzer-Projektionssystemen. Die gemeinschaftliche Navigation der vor der 3D-Projektionswand verteilten Nutzer kann bei
der Passage beengter Szenenabschnitte zu unbeabsichtigten Kollisionen führen. In
diesem Kontext schlagen wir verschiedene Lösungen vor, die individuelle Kollisionen einzelner Nutzer mit Hindernissen während des Navigationsprozesses verhindern. Die Auswirkungen dieser Lösungsansätze auf die wahrgenommene Integrität
der Nutzergruppe beziehungsweise die der 3D Welt werden hierbei ausführlich diskutiert. Für Kollaborationsszenarien mit sich an verschiedenen Orten befindenden
Nutzergruppen stellen wir außerdem eine Reihe von Optionen für gemeinsame und
unabhängige Navigation vor, die kontinuierlich Informationen zur aktuellen Position
der jeweils anderen Gruppe zur Verfügung stellen.
Nicht zuletzt liefert diese Arbeit detaillierte Informationen und Implementierungsmuster für die Realisierung der vorgeschlagenen Interaktionstechniken und der kollaborativen Arbeitsräume in szenengraph-basierten VR Systemen. Diese Beiträge zur
Abstraktion spezifischer Interaktionsmuster, wie z.B. Gruppennavigation und Mehrfensterinteraktion, können als Vorlage für deren Reimplementierung in anderen VRSystemen beziehungsweise für ihre Anpassung auf weitere kollaborative Szenarien
dienen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The design and development of collaborative workspaces has become a vibrant research field in recent years. Virtual reality (VR) technologies in particular have a
large potential as a collaborative medium since they allow people to interact with
each other and simulated 3D worlds in a natural and direct way. They perceive the
virtual world from their tracked viewpoint, can walk and travel through the scene,
inspect objects, and manipulate the simulated content with direct 3D input. A broad
range of interaction techniques has been developed to utilize the rich set of human expressive skills for content creation, presentation, and entertainment. In recent years,
the focus of virtual reality applications has been shifting from single-user scenarios
towards collaborative experiences, namely in the context of social interaction, education, training, joint analysis, and decision making [1, 23, 27, 61, 113, 114, 119]. The
development of multi-user display setups constitutes an essential building block for
these developments. Projection-based multi-user displays are of particular interest
for co-located cooperation. They can provide perspectively-correct 3D views of the
virtual environment for multiple users at the same time. This enables a mixed-reality
experience where the virtual content seamlessly blends with the physical working environment and the user activities. The coherent interaction space facilitates full-body
interaction, workspace awareness, and coordination between the users [1, 78, 112].
Profound analysis and decision-making often involve domain experts from different fields, who are not necessarily available at the same place. Recent progress in
3D telepresence systems [9, 85, 96] enables groups of co-located and remote users
to meet as high-fidelity avatar representations in a shared virtual world with novel
possibilities for cooperation and exchange.
This thesis reports on novel Interaction Techniques for Collaborative 3D Interaction in
co-located and distributed multi-user VR setups. The driving factors of our developments are the coherent integration of input and output spaces, the coordination
of activities, and the synergistic involvement of multiple users. Another cornerstone
of this work is the abstraction of the presented interaction techniques into Scalable
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Templates and Implementation Patterns, which can serve as a valuable basis for their
reimplementation, refinement, and adaptation to related cooperation scenarios.

1.1

Collaborative Interaction in Virtual Reality

Joint interaction poses manifold challenges for the design of collaborative workspaces
which primarily relate to workspace awareness, to the tight coordination of individual and joint efforts, and to flexible opportunities for mutual support. These general
collaboration requirements are further elaborated in the context of VR-based groupware and in particular projection-based multi-user displays.
The realization of highly dynamic cooperative workplaces involving multiple users,
tools, and interaction territories poses considerable challenges in terms of software
implementation. Another claim therefore lies in the abstraction of the proposed interaction techniques into general implementation patterns and scenegraph templates
that support scalable usage and can be flexibly transferred to other use cases.

1.1.1

Coordinated Interaction

Previous research showed that collaborative workspaces in general benefit from the
support of tightly- and loosely-coupled cooperation phases [37, 64, 67]. Tight couplings imply direct cooperation and frequent communication between the users. In
more loose couplings, the users follow the same global objective but mainly focus on
individual subtasks and have less direct exchange with each other. User interfaces
for cooperation should comply with these different requirements and support fluent transitions between individual activities and collaborative couplings. Multi-user
projection displays provide a shared workspace for tightly-coupled collaboration of
co-located users. At the same time, opportunities for individual user engagement
are less pronounced and mainly refer to individual viewpoint adjustments in front of
the shared display. Basic functionalities, such as navigation and object manipulation,
implicitly effect all other users in the shared simulation, which can result in mutual
interference rather than a common consensus. The provision of multiple interaction
territories can provide a basis for decoupled user activities and multitasking. This
approach complies with the social behavior of emergent territoriality where people
in group settings dynamically structure their working environment in personal and
exchange territories [116]. However, such additional interaction areas must be integrated coherently into the shared interaction space and support dynamic changes of
their usage patterns as a private or a public interface.
If multiple people in a shared virtual environment are provided with the same interaction capabilities at the same time, their activities can result in conflicting situations
rather than mutual support [60, 66, 89, 109]. In real-world cooperation, mutual awareness and social behaviors set the foundation for conflict resolving. Humans attempt
to act according to social protocols and usually do not interfere with private spaces
and ongoing activities of others [55]. Potential interferences can be anticipated early
through continuous observation of each others’ activities and resolved proactively. In
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case the users share a common interest in a resource, a locus, or an activity, they directly synchronize themselves and negotiate its access. In virtual reality applications
the coherent representation of the workspace provides the reference frame for similar
coordination mechanisms based on social protocols.
Past research has also explored possibilities for the active combination of input from
different users for joint task work. In the scope of collaborative object manipulation,
for instance, the combination of multiple input streams was realized by mediation
through physical constraints [2], the separation of the operated degrees of freedom
between the users [101], or input merging [109]. Alternatively, mutual assistance may
also be realized through the encouragement of complementary activities. Here the
users do not explicitly act upon the same attributes but contribute to different facets
of joint tasks. A pragmatic, yet powerful, complementary facet can be the support
and guidance through alternative viewpoints by other users. They can provide supplementary information cues and feedback to increase the efficiency of other users’
actions (e.g. way finding or precise 3D object manipulation). In any case, collaborative interfaces should clearly propagate the possibilities for mutual assistance and
emphasize their benefits for cooperation.
Mutual awareness is a fundamental requirement for collaboration. It provides the basis for “coordinating action, managing coupling, talking about the task, anticipating
others’ actions, and finding opportunities to assist one another” [54, p.2]. In realworld collaboration, workspace awareness naturally emerges through the continuous observation of each other’s activities, involved artifacts, body language, and direct conversations. VR-based collaboration systems in general benefit from the coherent representation of the physical workspace to facilitate mutual awareness. Multiuser display environments inherently support this through the seamless integration
of the physical input and the virtual output space into a coherent mixed-reality experience [1, 5, 78]. In HMD-based collaboration or in telepresence applications, the
(local or remote) physical surrounding may not be directly visible and must be represented digitally, for instance by abstract visualizations, video streams, or 3D capturing technology [9, 96, 138].
Coherent workspace representations facilitate awareness for activities grounded in
real-world interaction, for instance, walking, pointing and direct 3D input. However,
3D interaction techniques do not necessarily correspond with real-world paradigms,
but can also involve more indirect or abstract input mappings. Such “magic” techniques (e.g. remote manipulation, teleportation, scaling and duplication) can increase
efficiency and expressiveness of input or can provide shortcuts and alternatives beyond the constraints of reality-based interaction [75, 118]. Awareness of these indirect
mappings, unfortunately, is much harder to realize and may require additional feedback mechanisms to ensure the integral perception of actors, activities, and states.
While the spatial integrity of a shared interaction space is highly desirable as a basis for shared experiences, it can also conflict with the spatial constraints of the virtual scene. Projection-based multi-user displays in particular pose new challenges
for group navigation through narrow scene sections where individual users may un-
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intentionally collide with obstacles. In such situations, the integrity of the shared
workspace can be temporarily relaxed in favor of individual collision avoidance.

1.1.2

Templates and Implementation Patterns

A further objective of this thesis is the comprehensive documentation and technical description of the presented interaction techniques. The abstraction of concrete
implementation details into higher-level design principles represents a fundamental
aspect which enables other developers to reproduce the presented solutions in other
VR systems, to develop them further, and to transfer them to other cooperative use
cases. The scalability of the proposed techniques regarding the number of users, the
tools, and the involved interaction territories constitutes an essential challenge for
their generalization.
Scenegraphs are a powerful and flexible representation for modeling various aspects
and components in interactive graphical applications. Their inherent hierarchical
structure is well-suited for mapping the semantic relationships between different entities in a joint workspace, in particular those between the users themselves (as a joint
navigation group or as individuals) as well as their relation to the available tools and
interaction windows. While scenegraph configurations in the true sense do not represent classical implementation patterns, they can provide helpful templates for the
realization of the proposed interaction techniques.
One particular implementation challenge for this work is the realization of a continuous interaction space for direct 3D input tools (e.g. 3D pointers) stretching across
multiple independent interaction areas. Research in the domain of 2D user interfaces demonstrated the benefits of consistent interaction capabilities across multiple independent display areas in terms of larger workspaces, the support of storage
and exchange territories, task parallelization, and increased flexibility of user activities [8, 57, 108]. Multi-window workspaces in general require the dynamic selection
of a distinct display area as the interaction focus, which is usually solved by testing
the geometric superposition of the input cursor and the potential interaction areas.
When operating direct 3D input tools in immersive 3D environments, the situation
is more complex since the different interaction territories extend into 3D space and
potentially overlap with each other in the shared workspace. Input disambiguation
in 3D multi-window workspaces, thus, has to consider the dynamic spatial relation
between the input handles and the visible 3D content in different user views. The additional effort associated with the representation and context-dependent activation
of interaction tools in the different interaction windows is quite similar for different
tool types and is independent of the actual functionality itself. To cope with the increased complexity in the implementation of multi-window interaction techniques
and to reduce the redundancy for similar tools, it is appropriate to separate the involved responsibilities (e.g. functionality, representation, and context selection) into
individual configurable software components and to aggregate these in a high-level
implementation pattern.
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Contributions

A pivotal design goal for collaborative workspaces lies in the comprehensible and
synergistic application of multiple concurrent user activities while minimizing potential input conflicts. Following this objective, this thesis reports on novel collaborative
3D interaction techniques which were specifically designed to:
• support phases of loose and tight collaboration by providing independent interaction territories,
• realize a coherent interaction space for direct 3D techniques across independent
but co-located 3D interaction territories,
• facilitate mutual support through complementary interface facets,
• maintain workspace awareness in co-located and distributed group configurations, and
• enable comfortable travel experiences through confined virtual spaces.
This thesis presents scientific and technical contributions from four publications that
were published individually in the scientific VR and CSCW community. These are:
Photoportals: Shared References in Space and Time, Multi-Window 3D Interaction for Collaborative Virtual Reality, C1x6: A Stereoscopic Six-User Display for Co-located Collaboration in Shared Virtual Environments, and Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence. The
generalization of these interaction techniques into scalable scenegraph templates for
co-located and distributed multi-user VR environments constitutes a further building
block of this work.
Our efforts rely on a novel collaborative virtual reality setup building on multi-user
display technology for co-located and remote interaction (Figure 1.1). Multi-user projection displays facilitate tightly-coupled collaboration of co-located users through a
coherent representation of the shared workspace. At the same time, opportunities for
more loosely-coupled activities such as individual exploration, preparation or private
work are less available. In order to enhance opportunities for broad user engagement,
additional viewing and interaction territories were implemented in our setup in the
form of handheld virtual viewing windows and separate hardware displays. The different affordances of these displays facilitate various tasks, such as egocentric scene
exploration, miniature overviews, close-up inspection, object manipulation, storage,
and exchange. Their tight integration into a coherent workspace facilitates fluent
transitions between individual and joint activities in the group. Our systems also
support collaboration among user groups at different locations. The focus lies in
enabling various group configurations and comprehensible awareness cues between
the distributed sites. Not least, our interfaces are specifically designed to minimize
input conflicts and to increase the effectiveness of complex activities through complementary operation patterns. A central component hereby are our multi-window
interaction techniques which enable coherent 3D interaction with a broad set of input
tools across the independent display areas in our workspace.
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Figure 1.1: Our collaborative workspace integrates multiple 3D displays (a multi-user wall, a
tabletop display and handheld virtual viewing windows) into a coherent 3D interaction space.
Users can utilize these territories to work independently or to solve tasks in close cooperation.
We realized a continuous interaction space, where the users can operate various 3D interaction
tools across these independent display territories. Our virtual viewing windows, for instance,
can be moved seamlessly across the borders of both hardware displays and are dynamically
represented in the according context. Another example is the 3D pointing ray operated on the
right side, which is also dynamically activated in the respective interaction window. Our interfaces are specifically designed to complement each other. Through their combination they
enable extended functionality for exploration and manipulation and offer additional opportunities for mutual support. Another focus of this work lies in the generalization and scalability
of the realized techniques for further collaborative 3D workplaces with alternative display configurations, tools, and user groups working at distributed sites. In the illustration shown here,
two remote users (visible on the large screen) are cooperating with the local ones.

The specific contributions of the this thesis are as follows:
Photoportals (Chapter 3) are a novel interface for the ad hoc creation and management of portable virtual viewing windows based on the metaphor of digital photography. They serve as independent interaction territories that can be used privately
for preparations or as a public interface for exchange with others. The virtual views
are rendered for the individual viewpoints of the users and contribute to a coherent workspace experience where users can directly access the visible content inside.
Additionally, they support specialized viewing modalities in the form of 2D, orthographic, and cutaway views. The synergistic integration of Photoportals with further interaction facets (i.e. navigation and manipulation capabilities) provides the
basis for a coherent set of reference-based interaction techniques. Photoportals enable
secondary scene representations (similar to WIM [123]), remote object manipulation
(similar to Voodoo Dolls [99]), and navigation shortcuts for group travel (teleportation). Furthermore, they can be used to create temporal references and allow the
recording and analysis of entire interaction sequences.
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Multi-Window 3D Interaction (Chapter 4) presents a novel collaborative multi-display
3D interaction environment based on two co-located multi-user 3D displays and
handheld virtual viewing windows. Phases of loose and tight collaboration are supported by independent interaction territories at each display that can be used by individual users or as a (sub-) group. The tight integration of these displays into a joint
workspace enables multiple parallel options for user engagement and synergistic cooperation. The interfaces for complementary activities are generalized into a highlevel software design, which enables continuous 3D interaction with a broad set of
input tools across all viewing windows. The realization of a continuous interaction
space specifically involves the dynamic representation and activation of user input
in multiple disjunct scene views. We propose implicit context selection based on the
visibility of tools and effects in the different interaction windows. Our descriptions
include examples for various interaction tools and the comprehensive discussion of
the applied disambiguation heuristics.
Augmented Group Navigation Techniques (Chapter 5) are designed to mitigate individual collisions of users with obstacles in the scene during the passage of spatial constrictions. This novel problem is directly related to the coherent workspace experience in projection-based multi-user setups (C1x6). However, there is no general
solution and one must balance the advantages and disadvantages of the conflicting
requirements of spatial coherency and user comfort. Our work suggests different solution strategies to prevent collisions that either prioritize the consistency of the user
group or the shared virtual word. Specifically, the virtual viewpoints of the users can
be redirected to a collision-free path or the obstacles can be made transparent. Our
implementations focus on smooth transitions between phases of regular group travel
and the suggested collision responses. The inconsistencies are temporary and can be
quickly resolved as soon as the constriction is passed.
Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence (Chapter 6) combines two separate multi-user
displays in a single application setup to enable remote collaboration. 3D video avatar
representations of the users in combination with traceable visualizations of the interaction input facilitate the perception and coordination of activities between the distributed groups. We equipped both groups with a central input device that can be
used for group navigation or for manipulation of a coupled object. Additionally, we
propose the application of this device as a central docking port for bidirectional input
couplings between the remote sites. In order to support phases of tight cooperation,
we realized group couplings in the form of face-to-face or side-by-side meetings. The
former configuration supports the collaborative manipulation of a shared object or
WIM while the latter enables the joint travel of both groups.
Finally, this thesis contributes a detailed elaboration on Scenegraph Templates for Cooperative Interfaces (Chapter 7) that facilitate the realization of multi-user viewing capabilities, augmented group navigation techniques, remote collaboration in telepresence scenarios, virtual viewing windows, and multi-window 3D interaction. The
proposed scenegraph configurations can serve as scalable templates for their integration into other multi-user VR setups, and they can provide a reference for the
implementation of future collaborative interaction techniques.
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Chapter 2

Background
The developments in this thesis build on Workspace Coherence, Emergent Territoriality,
and Complementary Capabilities, which were identified as high-level design principles
for collaborative workspaces in the PhD thesis of Alexander Kulik [76]. In the following, these principles are introduced and related to the corresponding research literature. Two further subsections refer to multi-user display setups and immersive telepresence systems as the technical foundations for workspace awareness in co-located
and distributed group configurations. Finally, an overview of navigation techniques
is given with a specific focus on workspace coherence during group travel.

(a) Workspace Coherence

(b) Emergent Territoriality

(c) Complementary Capabilities

Figure 2.1: Basic building blocks for our cooperative workspace developments: Workspace
Coherence supports mutual awareness and coordination of activities (a). Emergent Territoriality facilitates frequent transitions between phases of loose and tight collaboration through
dynamic workspace partitioning (b). Complementary Capabilities encourage mutual support
and minimize interaction conflicts through concurrent opportunities for user engagement and
their synergistic combination (c). Illustrations by Alexander Kulik [76]
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Background

Workspace Coherence
“The combination of physical space and artifacts makes a shared workspace an
external representation of the joint activity.”
Gutwin and Greenberg [54]

A fundamental building block for collaborative work is the generation and maintenance of workspace awareness among all participants in a shared interaction space.
Gutwin and Greenberg described workspace awareness as the “up-to-the-moment
understanding of another person’s interaction with the shared workspace” [54, p.7].
It involves continuous knowledge on (1) the presence, identity and authorship of participants (who is interacting), (2) the involved artifacts, actions and intentions (what
is going on) and (3) the location, gaze, view and reach of users (where are things happening). The mechanisms to gather this information rely on the continuous observation of each other’s activities (consequential communication), the sensory perception
of the involved artifacts (feedthrough), and the verbal or visual communication between the group members (intentional communication).
Workspace coherence relies on the coherent representation of the spatial, temporal,
and semantic relationships between actors, activities, and artifacts in a joint workspace. It constitutes a foundation for mutual awareness, the coordination of actions,
and the management of loose and tight couplings. Coherent workspace experiences
can be supported by explicit awareness cues in interaction design as well as by technical means. Stereoscopic multi-user environments (Section 2.4) enable the visual synthesis of the virtual content, the acting users, and their activities in order to exploit
the inherent perceptual coherence of real world workspaces. As such, they provide
a strong basis for consequential communication and feedthrough [54]. Workspace
coherence in distributed collaboration scenarios (Section 2.5) is particularly demanding since the remote entities (actors, activities, objects) have to be conveyed virtually.
Modern telepresence setups enable the realistic representation of the users as lifesized 3D avatars and thus support a high level of co-presence between the remote
partners.
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Emergent Territoriality
“Like human territories in general, tabletop territories [personal, group, and storage] appear to help people coordinate their task and social interactions.”
Scott et al. [116]

Another important aspect of collaborative workspaces is the social behavioral pattern of emergent territoriality. Scott et al. [116] observed the spontaneous emergence of dedicated group, storage, and personal interaction territories in real-world
tabletop settings. Supporting this subdivision in cooperative interfaces can minimize input interferences between users and increase the effectiveness of joint activities [66, 72, 100, 119, 129, 133]. The provision of multiple independent interaction
areas can provide a concrete basis for spatial partitioning. These territories must be
integrated tightly into the shared workspace and support frequent changes between
loose and tightly-coupled operation patterns. Independent interaction territories for
3D environments have been realized in different ways, for instance by means of additional virtual viewing windows (e.g. Through-The-Lens techniques [103, 121, 124],
Magic Lenses [13, 136]), additional scene representations (e.g. WIM [123], Voodoo
Dolls [99]), or secondary display devices [119].

2.3

Complementary Interaction Capabilities
“We focus on the idea of designing interfaces to subtly encourage collaboration.
[...] This is achieved through the approach of ’tool mixing’ where interface tools
can be combined to give new effects.”
Benford et al. [10]

The principle of complementary input is less popular in the research literature. Benford et al. [10] suggested that efficient cooperation and mutual support can be encouraged with complimentary input facilities that enable additional functionalities
through their combination. This approach is based on the observation that the parallel usage of the same interaction modalities by different users in a shared environment can result in manipulation conflicts and coordination overhead rather than
mutual support [46, 89]. The design of complementary interfaces, however, is challenging since the opportunities for combination should be clearly visible to the users
and clearly point out the added value for cooperation.
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Multi-User Display Environments
“Two important aspects of virtual reality are suspension of disbelief, in which the
user ignores the medium, and viewer-centered perspective, in which the perspective view is simulated from the location of the viewer.”

Cruz-Neira et al. [34]
A foundation for collaborative work with 3D content in virtual reality applications is
the perspectively correct perception of the virtual world by each user. The perspective projection is defined by the relationship between the physical position of a user’s
eye and the physical position and size of the projection screen. A correct perspective
enables size, shape, and distance perception in the virtual world. In combination
with headtracking, the user can walk around and inspect virtual objects in a similar
way as with real world objects.
Common displays present the same stereoscopic image pair to all users. Since this
perspective can only be correct for one user at most, all the others perceive distorted
versions of the virtual objects [1], which severely impairs information exchange and
cooperation. Only by providing each user with an individually rendered perspective, a group of co-located users can perceive a virtual model as if it were a part
of their shared physical reality. Bare-handed pointing towards virtual features becomes possible and can be understood by others (Figure 2.2). According to Salzmann
et al. [112], pointing in stereoscopic multi-user environments, nevertheless, is more
error-prone than real world pointing in particular regarding depth accuracy. The authors attribute this to the mismatch between accommodation and vergence of our
eyes in stereoscopic image synthesis.

Figure 2.2: Multi-user VR creates a shared workspace in which multiple users can interact with
the virtual content in a natural way. For instance, hand gestures can be used to point and show
details of the virtual models to other persons.
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Various technologies have been developed to present multiple images to different
users at the same time, e.g. head-mounted displays (HMDs), spatial barriers,
optical filtering, time-multiplexing, volumetric, and light field displays (Figure 2.3).
A comprehensive overview can be found in the work of Munoz-Arango et al. [91].
A straightforward approach to provide multiple users with individual views of a
shared virtual world is the use of personal displays such as HMDs or handheld displays. Szalavári et al. [128] presented the Studierstube, a co-located collaborative augmented reality based on see-through HMDs. Hua et al. [61] equipped multiple users
with head-mounted projectors, which projected the virtual content on retro-reflective
surfaces. Recent developments in consumer HMD hardware increased the interest
in collaborative virtual reality applications in the domain of gaming, entertainment,
and social interchange (e.g. SteamVR1 , VRChat2 ).
Further examples of multi-user VR systems such as the PIT [5], the IllusionHole [70],
the Joint Space Station [90], or the Virtual Showcase [14] make use of multiple separate
display areas and spatial barriers to show the individual stereoscopic images only to
the respective users. The overlapping volume of all users’ viewing frusta constitutes
the shared 3D workspace. However, the workspace is limited in size and the users are
required to stay in their dedicated display zone and cannot take arbitrary viewpoints.
Fast time-sequential image projection provides the means to show multiple user views
on the same display area one after another such as the Responsive Workbench by
Agrawala et al. [1] or the two-view installation by Blom et al. [15]. In combination
with polarization filters, either the image frequency can be increased which results in
a less perceivable flicker (e.g. Virtual Surgery Table3 , Two-View Display4 ) or the number
of separable images can be doubled to support twice as many users [44, 52, 78].
Volumetric displays generate illuminated voxels in a confined volume, e.g. by projecting images on a fast rotating display surface [39] or on a stack of scattering shutter elements [126]. While these techniques create a consistent representation of a 3D
scene for all viewing directions without special eyewear, the displayed volume is nevertheless limited in size, depth resolution, and image quality. Also, direct pointing to
the displayed objects inside the (shielded) projection volume is not possible.
A very promising technology to produce 3D images without the need for 3D glasses
or head tracking are light field displays. Here, a synthetic light field is created in
such a way that each pixel on a screen surface can emit different colors into different
viewing directions. So far, prototypical demonstrators were presented that show the
potential of such designs [68, 82]. Certainly, these hardware setups are quite complex,
of limited quality, and involve heavy computation for the image generation.
We developed the first multi-user projection system that provides six users with individual stereo views [78]. The interaction techniques and collaborative workspaces
developed in this thesis build upon this setup and its refined successors (Figure 2.3f).
1 https://steamcommunity.com/steamvr
2 https://www.vrchat.net/
3 https://www.barco.com/de/product/virtual-surgery-table
4 http://www.imk.fraunhofer.de/de/twoview
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(a) Multiple HMDs by Weissker et al. [138]

(b) Studierstube by Szalavári et al. [128]

(c) Illusion Hole by Kitamura et al. [70]

(d) PIT by Arthur et al. [5]

(e) Responsive Workbench by Agrawala et al. [1]

(f) Six-user projection system by Kulik et al. [78]

(g) Volumetric Display by Favalora et al. [39]

(h) Light Field Display by Lanman et al. [82]

Figure 2.3: Various multi-user Virtual Reality systems.
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Immersive Telepresence Systems
“Effective telepresence depends on quality sharing of both person and task space.
Through this, the interaction breaks out of being like watching TV, into a direct
engagement of the participants. They meet each other, not the system.”
William A. S. Buxton [25]

Bill Buxton introduced the concept of telepresence for the domain of telecommunication [25]. In his work, he described two essential building blocks for remote collaboration in telepresence systems: a shared person space and a shared task space.
The person space refers to the mutual awareness and copresence between the remote
partners, which is directly linked to gaze, facial expression, gesture, and body language. As such, the visual representation of the users is of vital importance. Simple
geometric representations in the form of viewing frusta [41] or abstract humanoid
avatars [45, 58, 138] may suffice to communicate the viewpoint of a user, but they can
hardly convey attitude, emotions, and intentions of the remote collaborators. The 3D
capturing and reconstruction of humans as digital doubles has been significantly improved in recent years. Modern immersive telepresence systems comprise the highfidelity real-time reconstruction, streaming, and rendering of the users as 3D avatars
and can create a high level of co-presence between the remote partners, e.g. Office of
the Future [105], blue-c [50], MirageTable [12], Encumbrance-Free Telepresence [85], Holoportation [96], and Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence [9] (Figure 2.4).
In telecommunication settings, the task space is often separated from the person
space, for instance in the form of separate application windows for video communication and document editing. This separation can impair the association between
actions and actors in the shared workspace. Ishii and Kobayashi’s Clearboard system [65] demonstrated that a more seamless integration of person and task space
results in a higher level of mutual awareness and coordination.
We developed the first immersive group-to-group telepresence system that builds
on two separate multi-user projection systems [9]. This setup enables groups of distributed users to meet each other as realistic life-sized 3D video avatars in a coherent
interaction space. The person space and the task space here coincide in the shared virtual environment and offer novel possibilities for remote collaboration (Figure 2.4f).
My contributions to this system comprise software developments for collaborative
exploration and interaction in the shared virtual environment (Chapter 6).
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(a) Office of the Future by Raskar et al. [105]

(b) blue-c by Gross et al. [50]

(c) MirageTable by Benko et al. [12]

(d) Holoportation by Orts-Escolano et al. [96]

(e) Encumbrance-Free Telepresence by Maimone (f) Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence by
and Fuchs [85]
Beck et al. [9]

Figure 2.4: Various Telepresence systems.
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Navigation in Virtual Environments
“Interaction techniques for the task of travel are especially important for two major reasons: First, travel is easily the most common and universal interaction task
in 3D interfaces. [...] Second, travel (and navigation in general) often supports
another task rather than being an end unto itself.”
Bowman et al. [18]

Navigation is a fundamental task in virtual environments and can be categorize into
three task domains (Bowman et al. [18]). Exploration focuses on the free navigation
through the virtual environment to build up knowledge. Search tasks involve traveling to a specific location which is either known to the user (primed search) or not
(naive search). Maneuvering aims for the precise alignment of the viewpoint mostly
relative to a point of interest. Depending on these different objectives, navigation
techniques may involve the control of up to seven degrees of freedom (DoF), three
DoFs each for inducing translations and rotations in 3D space and possibly one DoF
for uniform scaling of the view. Over the last decades, a huge number of virtual navigation techniques have been developed and evaluated for various application scenarios. The survey paper of Al Zayer et al. [3] provides a comprehensive overview
on the state of the art in the field based on a high-level categorization into walking-,
steering-, selection-, and manipulation-based methods.
Walking-based techniques are naturally suited for HMD setups where the user can
reach different places in the virtual world by physical walking. If the size of a virtual
environment exceeds the size of the available tracking space, the effective walking
range can be extended through amplification of the measured walking input [62],
by walking in place techniques [120], treadmills [36], or by using redirection techniques [95, 106, 122]. Research shows evidence of higher levels of presence and spatial orientation in virtual environments for walking techniques than steering-based
techniques [28, 127, 134, 144]. However, physical locomotion can quickly become tedious if larger distance have to be covered. In projection-based setups, walking is
restricted to the relatively small tracking range in front of the screen and is usually
supplemented with other travel techniques, e.g. steering.
Steering-based techniques provide continuous control on the travel direction and
the movement velocity. Usually, they follow metaphors such as driving, flying, or
hovering. The input is either produced with dedicated controllers (e.g. joysticks,
gamepads, sliders) or by tracking the user’s gaze, hand, or body posture [20, 88, 110,
127]. Frequently, multiple input sensors are combined into a steering interface, e.g.
the Flystick5 where the travel direction is indicated by pointing with the handheld
device and a joystick is used to adjust the movement velocity. During the movement,
the virtual scene is perceived continuously, which facilitates the incremental buildup of a spatial model of the environment. However, due to the constant exposure to
5 https://ar-tracking.com/products/interaction/flystick-2/
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optical flow, the users can also suffer from an increased level of cybersickness symptoms [31, 139].
Selection-based techniques involve the explicit definition of a target location or target
view by the user. The actual movement process is then carried out automatically or
with minimal user control [20, 73, 84]. The transition to the target can be instant,
multi-stepped, or smoothly animated and has considerable impact on user comfort
and orientation [16, 19, 20, 104]. A widely known representative of selection-based
travel is teleportation, which is often used in HMD setups [21, 139]. Due to their
discrete nature, these techniques are well-suited for primed search tasks, where the
target is known or visible to the user, but inconvenient for free exploration and naive
search due to the potential loss of information along the path [31].
Manipulation-based techniques enable virtual travel by either direct manipulation of
the user’s viewpoint or by movement of the virtual scene relative to the user, e.g. Eyeball in Hand [137], Scaled-World Grab [88] and Grabbing the Air [86]. Various common
object manipulation techniques have been tested for view control as well [18]. Other
approaches involve a secondary representation of the scene. Here, a representation
of the user view (e.g. avatar, icon) is manipulated in a world in miniature [123] or an
overview map [19], which results in instant or subsequent view updates of the user.
Research on navigation techniques in co-located multi-user systems, and specifically
in projection-based display environments, has received little attention so far. Chen
et al. [30] enabled users with individual navigation capabilities to improve user cohabitation in a two-user CAVE. Joint group navigation, on the other side, requires
the consistent application of the navigation input to all users. The navigation is conducted by one user (navigator) and shared by the others (passengers) from their individual tracked viewpoint in the physical workspace. Vehicle-based metaphors are
often used to model shared group input without compromising the individual headtracking capabilities. Fleury et al. [40] presented the Immersive Interactive Virtual Cabin
(IIVC) to represent the physical workspace (including users, displays, and devices)
in the virtual world. The IIVC itself can be moved inside the virtual world by navigation techniques. The software developments for group navigation in this thesis
(C1x6: A Stereoscopic Six-User Display for Co-located Collaboration in Shared Virtual Environments [78] and Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence [9]) also follow the concept
of a virtual vehicle, which is here dubbed the navigation platform (Section 7.3). The
navigation platform provides the reference system for the physical assets and input,
i.e. where the users can walk and interact, and is itself moved in the virtual world by
navigation input (Figure 2.5).
However, when navigating a group of users through a virtual model, situations may
arise in which there is not enough space to place the users in the virtual world in the
same way as they are positioned relative to each other in the real world. This is a new
problem that is directly linked to the introduction of stereoscopic multi-viewer systems. Martin Friedrich [43] implemented an automatic navigation stop and a camera
redirection technique for the Two-View Display6 when passing narrow doorways in a
6 http://www.imk.fraunhofer.de/de/twoview
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Figure 2.5: The navigation platform (transparent plane) provides the reference frame for all
entities of the physical workspace, such as users, displays, and interaction devices, in the virtual world. The platform, and implicitly all associated entities, can be navigated through the
virtual scene. In our setups, we utilize a centrally placed device, the Spheron [78], for navigation input. The movement path of the navigation platform is visualized in black while the
resulting travel paths of the individual users are shown in red, green, and blue.

virtual museum. For collision detection and avoidance, the constrictions in the virtual model had to be explicitly denoted beforehand. In this thesis, several Augmented
Group Navigation techniques are presented and evaluated that enable the dynamic detection and collision-free passage of spatial constrictions in virtual scenes (Section 5).
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Chapter 3

Photoportals: Shared References
in Space and Time
This chapter reports on joint work with Alexander Kulik, Stephan Beck, and Bernd
Fröhlich at Bauhaus-Universtität Weimar. It has been presented at ACM Conference
on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing (CSCW) 2014 and
was published in the conference proceedings under the title:
“Photoportals: Shared References in Space and Time”
© 2014 ACM. Reprinted, with permission, from Kunert et al. 2014 [80].

Abstract
Photoportals build on digital photography as a unifying metaphor for referencebased interaction in 3D virtual environments. Virtual photos and videos serve as
three-dimensional references to objects, places, moments in time and activities of
users. Our Photoportals also provide access to intermediate or alternative versions
of a scenario and allow the review of recorded task sequences that include life-size
representations of the captured users.
We propose to exploit such references to structure collaborative activities of collocated and remote users. Photoportals offer additional access points for multiple users
and encourage mutual support through the preparation and provision of references
for manipulation and navigation tasks. They support the pattern of territoriality with
configurable space representations that can be used for private interaction, as well as
be shared and exchanged with others.
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Introduction

Virtual reality allows the exploration of simulated places and objects as if they exist
in real space and real time. Many 3D interaction techniques are correspondingly
based on the experiences and skills we have acquired in the real world – with the
restriction that the displayed objects cannot be touched and felt with bare hands.
Instead, mediating tools and references are used to manipulate the virtual matter.
We suggest photography as a unifying metaphor for reference-based interaction techniques. We have learned to use photos as visual representations of places, objects and
moments in time and to exchange these with others. In this sense, photography allows the appropriation of inaccessible objects and locations for review and presentations. Photos also capture viewpoints and serve as mnemonics for relations and past
experiences. Scaling is an implicit parameter of the recording process. Scenes captured with contemporary digital cameras can be instantly reviewed on the built-in
screen.

Figure 3.1: Collaborative interaction with Photoportals. Left: A user takes a virtual photo of a
local and two remote collaborators in a virtual city model. Note that the local user (standing
on the left) also appears in the virtual photo. Right: Two local users (on the left side) share
a box-shaped Photoportal with two remote collaborators (on the right side). A remote user
operates a virtual pointer inside the portal to manipulate the ship model in the background at
a convenient scale and distance while the other users provide guidance from their individual
viewpoints.

Our virtual photos capture scenes and actions not just as images, but in 3D and,
therefore, they become portals to remote locations or alternate realities which can be
entered or manipulated at any time. Our virtual camera also supports the recording and playback of 3D videos that involves animated objects, as well as actions and
body representations of local and remote users (Figure 3.1 left). We show how this
metaphor of virtual photography supports a multitude of reference-based 3D interaction techniques while maintaining the direct manipulation paradigm on the basis
of a congruent input-output space.
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The work presented in this paper is a first approach to provide groups of collocated
and remote users acting in a truly shared 3D space with advanced collaborative tools
and techniques. The main contributions of our work are:
• A novel interface concept that builds on the metaphor of digital photography
for the immediate creation and the management of sharable references in space
and time.
• A coherent set of interaction techniques that exploit scene references for efficient
collaboration in shared virtual environments.
• A user study demonstrating the usability of Photoportals.
We designed a powerful mixed-reality system to explore the future of local and remote 3D collaboration in immersive virtual environments. We argue that referencebased interaction techniques are an important tool in such systems since they support
territoriality, exchange of information and complementary activities of users. Our
Photoportals demonstrate the applicability of this interface concept to address the
challenges of interaction in 3D collaborative systems.

3.2

Design Challenges of Collaborative Systems

Mutual awareness of participating users and their actions is a primary requirement
of collaborative user interfaces. Gutwin and Greenberg defined workspace awareness as the ”up-to-the moment understanding of another person’s interaction with
the shared workspace” and emphasized its three main elements: 1. the presence,
identity and authorship of participants (who), 2. the involved artifacts, actions and
intentions (what) and 3. the location, gaze, view and reach of users (where) [54]. The
framework also considers the history of artifacts and events (how and when). They
noted that the ease of people maintaining workspace awareness in real-world collaborative settings is based on the continuous gathering of this information through
consequential communication (the observation of each other’s activity), feedthrough
(the sensory perception of involved artifacts) and intentional communication (verbal
and gesturing).
In collocated settings, real-world workspace awareness can directly be exploited for
computer-supported collaborative work. Multi-touch tabletops, for example, provide such a shared space for joint interaction with 2D data. More elaborated technologies are required for multi-user 3D applications, as the appearance of 3D geometries depends on the users’ individual viewing perspectives. In 1997 Agrawala et al.
presented the two-user responsive workbench [1], the first 3D display system that
supported more than one user. Since then, various alternative approaches and improvements have been proposed (e.g. [5, 51, 68, 78, 114]).
In the realm of distributed collaborative systems, workspace awareness is often limited by low bandwidth and several explicit notification options have been proposed
[45, 46]. Novel sensor technology and increasing network bandwidth, however, promote the introduction of high-fidelity telepresence systems that support whole-body
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3D capturing and reconstruction of remote participants in real time [9, 50, 85]. The
quality of remote user representations is not yet perfect and factors such as noise,
missing data and latency clearly affect usability but, like in collocated settings, the
systems already offer similar levels of workspace awareness. They create a seamlessly shared 3D interaction space for users at different physical locations.
The high level of workspace awareness provided in collocated and tightly coupled
distributed settings supports the coordinated interaction of multiple users. However, conflicts still occur, specifically if users try to manipulate the same virtual objects simultaneously [60, 89, 100, 109]. Grossman and Balakrishnan [51] suggested
the locking of manipulated objects while highlighting which user is operating on it.
Riege et al. instead proposed merging the input of multiple users and visualizing the
simultaneously-induced forces [109]. In both cases, only a mapping for the conflicting input is suggested. The actual conflict is not prevented.
Avoid
Input Interference

Exploit
Simultaneous Input

Avoid
Fragmented Visibility

Exploit
Multiple Views

Avoid
Unexpected Motion

Exploit
Collaborative Planning

Known Techniques
•

Object locking [51]

•

Explicit
notifications
[45, 51]

•

Input merging
[22, 101, 109, 111]

•

•

Territoriality
[51, 72, 87, 116,
121, 130, 133]

•

•

Complementary
input [10]

Extended field of
view [58]

•

Specialized
views [1]

Show Through [4]

•

Shared control [78]

•

Augmented group
navigation [78]

•

Shared WIM [9]

Novel Strategies for Collaboration Support as Provided by Reference-Based Interaction with Photoportals
Secondary scene representations
reduce
demand for object
manipulation.

Mutual
interaction
support with location
references.

Perspective sharing
reveals invisible fragments of the shared
environment.

Individual manipulation of viewing parameters in privately
used Photoportals.

Group transit through
portals
reduces
demand for steeringbased navigation.

Rapid creation and
management
of
shared WIMs and
previews of target
locations.

Table 3.1: Several major challenges of collaborative 3D environments (in columns) have been
addressed in prior work. Our Photoportals add a range of alternative strategies that exploit
the concept of shareable references for collaborative interaction.

The design space of combining the input from multiple users received particular interest. Distributing degrees of freedom among participants, for example, can enforce
the users’ cooperation [22, 101]. However, Pinho et al. also found that this approach
negatively affected the comprehensibility of the interface [101]. Ruddle showed that
merging the input from different users is likely to increase the cooperation overhead [111].
Instead of enforcing joint efforts, Benford et al. suggested encouraging collaboration
with complementary tools that can be combined for additional functionalities [10].
We followed this example of complementary interfaces. Photoportals can be used
to prepare location references for the manipulation input of other participants or as
targets for group navigation.
Scott et al. observed the pattern of territoriality in collocated collaboration. It refers to
the common behavior of individuals in a group to establish three distinct interaction
areas: personal, group and storage territories [116]. Supporting this user behavior can
reduce input interferences [133]. Several implementations of the concept have later
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been reported in the context of collaborative tabletop applications. They generally
divide the screen space into individual areas (e.g. [72]). Grossman and Balakrishnan
applied this approach to multi-user interaction with a volumetric display [51]. Alternatively, additional displays have been proposed for private views of details or
independent content manipulation [87, 121, 130].
We adopted the pattern of territoriality. Our Photoportals support the ad-hoc creation of configurable spacelets that can be used as private or storage spaces. Users
can instantly create secondary scene representation and use them for the individual examination of objects and locations from various perspectives. Manipulation
conflicts are effectively prevented, as this does not affect the shared scene. If users
actually want to change the configuration of the shared scene, they can apply their
manipulations in individual Photoportal versions, compare their proposals and enter
the one they agree on.
The design of collaborative 3D user interfaces involves further challenges that relate
to 3D viewing perspectives and group navigation. A surrounding 3D environment
cannot be overseen completely and the appearance of 3D objects depends on the
viewing perspective. As a result, each user only sees fragments of a shared 3D scene
at a time. Hindmarsh et al. addressed this fragmented visibility problem for the case
of individually navigating users in a distributed virtual reality system. They suggested extended peripheral vision and exaggerated representations of other users’
actions to improve the perception of remote participants [58]. Another type of fragmented visibility is interpersonal occlusion. Geometric features may be hidden behind other geometry from several perspectives. Argelaguet et al. suggested tackling
this problem with cut-away visualizations that let indicated features show through
occluding parts of the shared scene [4]. Note that both techniques imply a distorted
perception of the scene which can be highly detrimental, e.g. if the evaluation of
geometric properties is purposed.
We suggest an alternative approach to resolve fragmented visibility that preserves
the appearance of the scene. Objects and locations that cannot directly be seen by
everybody can be captured in a Photoportal and shown to everybody else. Geometry clipping at the surface of the virtual photos implicitly enables cut-away views
towards occluded geometry.
Exploring a 3D virtual world requires navigation during which the visual and the
vestibular perceptual systems perceive contrary motion signals: visual motion flow
without physical acceleration. This perceptual conflict may induce cybersickness,
even more so if the virtual motion is not expected. Input for group navigation should
thus be observable by all involved users and they should be allowed to interfere easily if they do not agree. Kulik et al. suggested a large stationary device to increase
mutual awareness of group-related input. They also developed a set of augmented
group navigation techniques that avoid collisions of individual users with the virtual environment – at the price of temporarily giving up the notion of a shared 3D
space [78].
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By using Photoportals, the demand for group locomotion can be drastically reduced.
Individual users can prepare a location reference to a new travel target and then invite
the whole group to enter this place directly, using the photo as a portal.
Our design process was inspired by the tangible interaction framework of Hornecker
and Buur [59]. Following their guidelines, our interaction techniques build on direct
haptic manipulation with isomorphic mappings and enable lightweight interaction
in experimental steps (Tangible Manipulation). As demanded by their concept of
Spatial Manipulation, we ensure a consistent space among users and interactive objects in which the movement of objects and the users’ bodies has a comprehensible
meaning. While the effects of individual perspectives in 3D environments imply the
problem of fragmented visibility, our Photoportals provide simple ways to solve it.
The operation of our interface elements generally involves the whole body in action.
With a set of complementary interfaces that include one or many Photoportals, we
provide multiple access points to engage users in the collaboration (Embodied Facilitation). In the sense of preparing and exchanging scene references for further interaction, Photoportals also support the externalization of ideas and provide unambiguous references for the communication and collaboration (Expressive Representation).
Reference-based interaction techniques have rarely been applied to solve design challenges of collaborative systems. Beck et al. suggested a shared World in Miniature
for collaborative tour planning, but did not consider further usage scenarios [9].
Spindler et al. suggested Tangible Windows as private views towards a shared 3D
scene [121]. Their design builds on the concept of handheld magic lenses [13] and
extends it with techniques for object manipulation and navigation. They also mentioned the advantage of private views for parallel interaction of multiple users, but
no particular workflow of collaborative interaction was outlined in their paper. We
show how the concept of secondary scene representations can minimize common
collaboration obstacles including fragmented visibility and the coordination of manipulation and navigation.

3.3

Reference-based 3D User Interfaces

Photoportals are visual references to captured objects and locations in a shared 3D
environment. While this concept is new in the realm of collaboration support, similar
reference-based interaction techniques are successfully used for manipulating virtual
objects that are out of reach: A reference to a distant part of the scene held in one
hand provides a reference for input from the other hand.
Such bi-manual interaction also leverages the benefits of proprioceptive cues [53].
Voodoo Dolls, for example, provide the user with an additional miniature representation of selected objects [99]; a World in Miniature (WIM) can represent the whole
virtual environment on a smaller scale [123]. WIMs are often used to visually support wayfinding. Several extensions have been proposed to the technique, including
scaling and scrolling [142] and a navigation technique that flies the user into selected
locations of the handheld miniature [97].
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Hinckley et al. suggested physically graspable props as reference objects [56]. If the
prop’s physical shape fits into the human hand, users can take advantage of their
manual dexterity. The necessary dislocation of visual space and motor space, however, may be detrimental. We aimed for a novel interaction technique that combines
the advantages of physical grasping and a congruent input-output space.
Stoev and Schmalstieg suggested building on the paradigm of magic lenses for
reference-based interaction [124]. They proposed virtual lenses that show parts of
the scene from a different viewpoint and defined a set of corresponding ”throughthe-lens” interaction techniques. Several of them, including pick ray manipulation at
the remote location and virtual travel ”through the lens,” were similar to corresponding techniques of our Photoportals. Our work builds on this example and extends it
with additional viewing modes and a refined user interface for collaborative settings.
The concept of interconnecting different virtual locations is also known as ”locales”
that can be assembled to virtual environments of potentially unlimited size [7].
Greenhalgh et al. extended this concept with temporal links that capture sequences
of user activity [47, 48]. They explored various application scenarios for this functionality, including the intuitive authoring of dynamic 3D content and the post-hoc
evaluation of user interaction. They also proposed several manifestations of temporal links mostly corresponding to the requirements of digital storytelling. Most comparable to our sequence recordings with Photoportals is Holovid, a WIM-like scene
representation that includes captured motion sequences. Other than temporal links
in the distributed system MASSIVE-3 [49], our Photoportals support the recording
of temporal sequences that include life-sized 3D video avatars of local and remote
participants. Our tangible camera interface furthermore enables inexperienced users
to operate the recording and manage several of them in a virtual gallery.
Technically, our Photoportals are most closely related to the pioneering work of Stoev
and Schmalstieg [124], but our implementation in the context of collaborative virtual
reality goes beyond their original proposal. We created a novel tangible interface for
the immediate creation and management of scene references that corresponds to the
familiar functionality of digital cameras. The resulting ease of use enables the application of Photoportals in collaborative settings with naive users. Furthermore, our
Photoportals incorporate other successful concepts from prior research into a unifying interface. This includes all of the above mentioned extensions to WIM-like scene
representations.
The immediate creation of secondary scene representations can be compared to that
of Voodoo Dolls, but instead of a grasping gesture in screen space, our interface exploits the metaphor of digital photography. This novel approach directly supports
adaptations of the capturing process to create specialized representations for different use cases, as well as the management of multiple scene representations in a virtual gallery. Our tangible camera interface facilitates the handling and the exchange
of Photoportals.
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Multi-User Interaction in Virtual Environments

We developed and tested our interaction techniques with a state-of-the-art immersive telecollaboration system that connects two multi-user 3D power walls. The participants in front of each display are captured using color-and-depth cameras. The
resulting color- and depth-image streams are transferred to the other location where
real-time 3D video representations of remote users are shown [9]. For a group of collocated users, each user can independently walk in front of the screen, but navigation
through the environment is always performed for the entire group [78]. Otherwise,
the consistency of the shared virtual environment cannot be preserved. We coupled
virtual locomotion for the whole group and limited its control to input from a single group navigation device (Spheron) that is purposefully large in order to increase
awareness and its accessibility for everybody in the group (Figure 3.1 right). The six
degree-of-freedom device consists of a large 3D trackball and a separate joystick-type
handle for 3D translational input. Its operation requires comparably large movements that are visible to all group members.
Both groups use a multi-user 3D power wall display with a resolution of 1920 by
1200 pixels. The larger display measures 4.3 by 2.7 meters screen size and provides
stereoscopic image pairs for up to six users [78]. The smaller one supports only two
users with a screen size of 3 by 2 meters.
The setup generally provides high workspace awareness – at least as long as the remote group is visible within the boundaries of the screen and the participants’ actions
correspond to the real-world, as in direct walking and bare-handed gesturing. As
soon as augmented, non-isomorphic interaction techniques are involved, it becomes
much more difficult to maintain awareness of each other’s actions. However, interaction with virtual objects requires a certain level of abstraction, as the data cannot
be grasped directly. Therefore, we focused our efforts on the design of interfaces and
interaction techniques that support the mutual understanding of ”magic” techniques
like teleporting, remote manipulation or scaling.
The pick ray is a common solution for interaction with virtual objects. We also provide this basic technique, but not to everybody simultaneously. We experienced conflicts of users that try to operate on the same object. In a first attempt to increase the
group’s coordination, we limited direct manipulation to the selection of a virtual reference point on a geometry. The whole scene could then be rotated around this point
using the 3D trackball of the Spheron device as a physical reference. The manipulation of individual objects required indirect input that was operated with motion
input relative to the 3D trackball. The technique prevented input conflicts, but only
at the price of inhibiting simultaneous input. Moreover, the dislocation of physical
input and visual output was confusing for many users.
One of the main motivations for object manipulation is the desire for their examination from various perspectives. An unintentional side effect often is the change of the
object placement relative to the surrounding scene. The demand for object manipulation can thus be reduced if users can easily view objects from every angle without
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actually moving them. The scene rotation around a selected reference point, as described above, provides such functionality, but only for the whole group. If someone
wants to explore a particular detail, not everybody else will share this interest. Collaborating users often prefer to divide their focus temporarily in order to explore various aspects of a shared context and then exchange their findings. Consequently, we
aimed to create an interaction technique that allows individual examination of different scene details and promotes immediate sharing of gathered perspectives without
disturbing anybody or compromising the coherence of the shared virtual environment.
Secondary scene representations such as a WIM or Voodoo Dolls allow users to virtually get hold of some part of the virtual environment and observe it from all sides
while the original scene remains unchanged. Providing users with such references
can thus be very useful – if their creation and handling can be done without hassle.
Successful collaboration support with a shared WIM has been shown earlier [9]; the
rapid creation of a WIM with dedicated parameters, has not been considered so far.
Voodoo Dolls can be created rapidly with a grasping gesture in screen space but, as a
result of this gesture-based creation, the doll is attached to the user’s pinched fingers
and vanishes if the fingers are released. This complicates their handling; in particular,
rotation beyond the range of the wrist and sharing between multiple people.
We propose the metaphor of digital photography for the immediate creation of secondary scene representations to which we refer as virtual photos or Photoportals. In
correspondence to actual photography, snapshots can be made instantly and the capturing device provides a physical handle to the resulting virtual photo. Moreover, as
known from photographic cameras, various controls enable the parameterization of
the capturing process for different use cases and facilitate the management of multiple virtual photos in a gallery.

3.5

Photoportals

Photoportals combine the capabilities of reference-based interaction techniques in a
consistent user interface that builds on the metaphor of photography. It consists of
a tracked tangible camera prop with a set of physical buttons and a virtual display
through which the captured scene can be perceived. Users can take virtual photos
or record a video of anything they find interesting in the scene. These virtual photos or videos are not just images like their real-world counterparts, but they can be
augmented with powerful features and functionalities. We exploit the following four
elements of photos for the interaction with virtual environments: 1. a frame that contains the captured scene, 2. a focused object or location of interest, 3. the camera
viewpoint, and 4. recording time.
Once a view has been recorded, the respective scene features can be individually examined without necessarily involving the whole group. If interesting aspects shall
be discussed, they can easily be shown to others. A collection of successively taken
photos shows parts of the virtual environment that are currently not visible. During
an architectural walkthrough, for example, users can take photos of details and per-
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spectives they want to discuss with others – now or later. This approach corresponds
to groups exploring real environments and it helps with structuring the collaborative review process. It is even more attractive in virtual environments. Our virtual
photos are essentially portals and thus provide shortcuts to the captured locations.
Consequently, we dubbed our mixed-reality interface Photoportals.
The most fundamental implementation of Photoportals is a monoscopic projection of
the scene on the virtual screen of our device. This 2D viewing mode is most effective
if a particular vista towards the scene shall be shown to others. It corresponds exactly
to real-world photography with the live-view function of digital cameras. Alternatively, our 3D viewing mode shows the captured scene in stereo and continuously
adapts the view according to the users’ head positions in relation to the camera’s virtual screen. In this case, the Photoportal can be considered a window to a remote
place. This mode is most appropriate for accessing remote locations.
Furthermore, the visual appearance of our Photoportals can be switched from a single
window to a box shape, which is a composite of six individual portal windows that
are used in conjunction to show the same scene location from six orthogonal directions. The portal box is well-suited for the examination and manipulation of remote
objects. In combination with the 3D viewing mode, it resembles a fish tank containing objects of interest. Protruding parts of the objects are automatically clipped. In
combination with the 2D viewing mode, the display box shows six aligned orthographic projections of the captured part of the 3D scene. This mode is particularly
useful for the accurate examination of geometric relations, as well as for constrained
object manipulation.
We also experimented with other combinations of viewing and display parameters,
but we found that the combination of two viewing modes (2D and 3D) with two
display setups (Window and Box) provides the most sensible manifestation of Photoportals. The four resulting Photoportal modes are:
• 2D-Window (Figure 3.2 green Photoportal to the right)
• 3D-Window (Figure 3.2 blue Photoportal to the left)
• 2D-Box (Figure 3.3 green Photoportal to the right)
• 3D-Box (Figure 3.3 blue Photoportal to the left)

3.6

Photopartals: Reference-based Interaction

Photoportals offer a unifying interface for reference-based interaction techniques,
some of which are novel, others building on prior work. The following subsections,
organized by interaction goals, explain these techniques in detail. At the end of each
subsection, we summarize the implemented functionalities with references to related
work where applicable.
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Figure 3.2: Capturing scene references in both window display setups. The blue Photoportal to
the left illustrates the 3D-Window mode. The live preview in the blue frame integrates seamlessly with the scene behind. The green Photoportal to the right illustrates the 2D-Window
mode. The captured 2D image corresponds to a real photo. It appears identical from all perspectives.

3.6.1

Taking Photos and Videos

Taking a virtual photo or video is an almost equivalent operation to its real-world
counterpart. The user orients the camera towards the target object or location and
then triggers the capturing with a button on the device (see Figures 3.2 and 3.4).
We use a two-state button as known from autofocus cameras. In our case, the intermediate state enables a live preview of the Photoportal which helps to optimize
the captured perspective. Fully depressing the trigger button captures the current
perspective as a photo or video.
The Photoportals in our system do not only capture virtual content. The photos and
videos also record the users as 3D video avatar representations (Figure 3.1 left). This
feature can be used to capture user postures and movement sequences, e.g. for studies of ergonomics. During virtual videotaping, the current color- and depth-image
streams of the captured local and remote users are stored for later playback.
In both box modes (2D-Box, 3D-Box), the capturing process is optimized for the creation of an object representation that may later serve as a reference for remote manipulation (Figure 3.3). If the user encloses 3D objects with the portal box, these objects
become captured as they are, but with all protruding parts cut away. If, instead, the
box is empty during the capturing process, the camera tries to fetch distant objects
along its capturing direction. We search for candidate objects by means of an intersection ray that extends from the Photoportal camera into the scene along the capturing
direction. The first intersected object will be represented in the box. The original
object placement in the scene remains unaffected, but equivalent to the creation of a
Voodoo Doll, [99] the view is parameterized such that the geometry will appear as a
miniature inside the handheld Photoportal Box (with its size remaining equal in 2D
image space). In 2D-Box mode, the algorithm sets the viewing parameters such that
the bounding box of the selected object fits inside the Photoportal box and is aligned
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Figure 3.3: Captured scene references in both box display setups. The blue Photoportal to
the left illustrates the 3D-Box mode. The captured scene is shown within the blue box as a
miniature. The green Photoportal to the right illustrates the 2D-Box mode. The captured car
model appears aligned within the green box with orthographic projections shown on all of its
sides. The blue and green intersection points on the surface of the car model in the background
define the selected geometry.

to the coordinate system of the parent node in the scene graph. The live preview in
the box modes shows only the intersection point of the capturing ray with the scene.
All virtual photos are automatically saved in a gallery that is associated with each
Photoportal camera device. They can be reviewed, adapted and deleted at any time.
After the initial capturing, the viewpoint can still be adjusted by moving the camera
device while pressing the trigger button. The viewing and display modes of a virtual
photo can be modified at any moment, as well. In analogy to the zoom control of
real-world cameras, our Photoportal input device offers a two-way button scaling of
the displayed scene representation.
Photoportals do not capture static images, but a certain viewpoint towards a 3D
scene. If changes to that same scene are applied after a photo has been taken, they
affect the situation that is visible on the photo. Some users expected that a scene that
had been captured on a photo could not be changed anymore. Correspondingly, we
extended the capturing functionality of Photoportals to record versions of the scene if
the recording of temporal aspects is enabled via the time button on the camera device
(see Figure 3.4 right). This allows users to go back to earlier versions of the scene if
they are unsatisfied with their manipulations. In collaborative work, it also enables
users to apply manipulations to a separate version and show their results to everybody else. Then the group can accept the suggested changes by entering this version
of the scene. We currently record the full scene graph for a version and only support
a full exchange of scenes, but we aim to include a versioning system that supports
branching and merging of content.
Recording temporal aspects naturally supports the capturing of action sequences
similar to the creation of temporal links in the work of Greenhalgh et al. [48]. Our
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Figure 3.4: Left: The Photoportal in 3D-Window mode. The live-preview integrates seamlessly
with the surrounding scene. Right: The assignment of buttons on the tangible camera device.

virtual video sequences also include the captured performances of the life-sized 3D
video avatars of local and remote users.
In summary, our capturing techniques offer the following features:
• Immediate creation of scene references
• Two display setups:
– Photoportal Window for location references
– Photoportal Box for object references and WIM
• Two viewing modes:
– 2D View for aligned perspectives
– 3D View for portal functionalities
• Recording of versions and animations [48]
• Capturing of local and remote users as 3D video avatars
• Storage and management of scene references in a gallery

3.6.2

Sharing Perspectives

Our 3D display system enables the perception of a shared 3D environment among
multiple users. However, sharing the same 3D environment does not guarantee that
everybody sees the same (fragmented visibility). Our Photoportals provide three
techniques to increase the visibility of relevant scene details for all involved users:
perspectives can be shared, occluding objects can be cut away and additional object
representations can be acquired within arm’s reach.
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Figure 3.5: Left: A user shares an interesting perspective with a local collaborator. Right:
The exchange of captured photos is supported with a copy functionality between Photoportal
cameras.

If users want to share a particular perspective of the scene, e.g., to show the alignment
of several objects, they can take a photo of this view and immediately show it to others on the virtual display of the camera device (Figure 3.5). The 2D-Window mode is
often preferable in this case. It ensures that all users can see exactly the same perspective on the Photoportal display. However, the lack of stereo and motion parallax also
hampers depth perception. In cluttered environments, such as a car’s engine compartment, it can become impossible to distinguish between objects that are located
at different depth levels along the perspective. In these occasions, the 3D-Window
mode can be the better choice.
Each group of users typically has a single camera device, but multiple devices per
group are also supported. Each device maintains its own gallery but their content
can be shared too. Taking a photo of the virtual screen of another camera device
copies the shown photo (Figure 3.5 right).
If the groups’ attention shall be drawn to a particular object that cannot easily be
seen behind surrounding geometry, they can make use of the Photoportal as a cutting
plane. The near clipping plane of our Photoportals is aligned to the virtual display;
hence the tool facilitates the exposure of hidden objects through clipping of occluding geometry. Such cutaway views can be captured, readjusted and scaled as any
other virtual photo in our system. This facilitates the group discussion of zones that
cannot be reached comfortably (Figure 3.6). Using the display box for cutaway views
provides additional information on adjacent geometry. The box’s shape can even be
adjusted to the object of interest.
In summary, our interface supports communication and mutual exchange with the
following features:
• Rapid capturing of individual perspectives
• Shareable handheld view representations
• Cut-away views to reveal hidden geometry
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Figure 3.6: Two users examining interior parts of a building model with a Photoportal used as
a cutting plane (left) or a 3D cutout (right).

3.6.3

Navigation Techniques

Photoportals provide references to remote locations and it seems natural to use these
for navigation too. Earlier frameworks for reference-based interaction suggested navigation support in terms of camera-manipulations in a WIM [123, 124], but the resulting viewpoint motion can be uncomfortable from an egocentric perspective. Our
Photoportals provide the means for the ad-hoc creation of a WIM. We simply need to
scale down the scene representation in the 3D-Box mode (Figure 3.7). Miniaturized
3D avatar representations of local and remote users are also visible inside the WIM.

Figure 3.7: Using Photoportals as a WIM. The image on the right side illustrates the benefits of
implicit geometry clipping for wayfinding inside a virtual building. Note the 3D video avatars
of remote users in the miniature view.

For viewpoint navigation, however, we do not manipulate the position of these avatars
in the WIM. Instead we switch to 3D-Window mode, adjust the scaling and enter the
visible locations through the Photoportal. Each user can individually enter a remote
scene directly by putting his head into a handheld Photoportal in 3D viewing mode.
The user who does this experiences a seamless transition from the main scene that is
shared with everybody else to the place displayed by the Photoportal. If the distance
between the portal window and the user’s head is less than 15 cm, the main scene
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becomes fully replaced by the portal scene - but only for that user. The others remain
completely unaffected by this individual transition. They only see the respective user
putting the head into the portal (Figure 3.8 left).
Group transit to another location requires more steps to ensure everybody’s awareness and agreement. Our group interaction policy requires that all group-related
input must be operated via a highly-visible central control station, which is generally the aforementioned Spheron in our setup. Placing the Photoportal device on the
board around the 3D trackball triggers a coupling between the two input devices. In
2D- or 3D-Window mode, this coupling activates a public gallery with the device’s
collection of virtual photos on our large physical screen (Figure 3.8 right). The near
clipping planes of all user views become aligned with the gallery in order to avoid
occluding scene geometry in front of it. With the buttons of the camera device, the
users can browse through the Photoportal collection and select a location they want
to enter. Pressing the capturing button grows the selected Photoportal to full screen
coverage without affecting the scale of the displayed scene. This entering process
deactivates the public gallery and resets the near clipping planes of all user views to
the default distance of 15 cm in front of the eyes.
The scene shown in a Photoportal can be scaled up or down before entering. Therefore, navigation in terms of entering Photoportals implicitly supports multi-scale
navigation similar to that suggested by [74].

Figure 3.8: Two ways of entering a Photoportal. Individually, users can put their head into the
portal (left). Group transitions require the selection of the target view from a public gallery
(right).

In summary, Photoportals support navigation tasks with the following features:
• Shared scene overview for collaborative tour planning [9]
• Preparation of 3D location references
• Multi-scale navigation [74]
• Individual viewpoint transition to remote locations [124]
• Group transit to remote locations
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Manipulation Techniques

Similar to other reference-based interaction techniques, our Photoportals enable the
remote manipulation of distant objects. The basic principle for all these techniques is
the transformation of pick ray input towards the Photoportal display into the shown
scene. This has been described previously by Stoev and Schmalstieg [124]. Our implementation of pick ray manipulation in the 3D-Window mode corresponds to their
implementation, including the suggested drag-and-drop operation to extract objects
from the Photoportal into the main scene. We extended the concept with different
manipulation techniques that correspond to the characteristics of our Photoportal
modes and added further functionality.

Figure 3.9: Left: A 3D object is extracted from a Photoportal in 3D-Window mode. Right: The
Photoportal in 2D-Box mode supports constrained manipulation. For more relaxed operation,
the Photoportal box can be coupled with the Spheron device.

We found that the single-display Photoportal does not support the manipulation of
distant objects very well. Without laborious viewpoint adaptations, the distance to
the captured object remains the same and it can only be accessed from one direction.
The drag-and-drop operation for object extraction, instead, works well (Figure 3.9
left). We extended the technique with functionalities for object scaling, duplication
and animation. When dragging an object from a scaled portal scene into the main
scene, the object retains the scaling of the scene from which it is extracted. Inserting objects into a Photoportal works vice versa. A duplicate of an object is created
if the user holds the trigger button of the camera device during the object extraction. Extracting a moving object from a video sequence retains its motion path and
automatically loops this motion at the new location in the main scene. This feature
facilitates the creation of simple animation sequences.
Remote manipulation with the Photoportals in 3D-Box mode corresponds largely to
the Voodoo Dolls technique [99]. The corresponding capturing process fits the focused object or location into the box; hence it provides a secondary representation
within arm’s reach. In our implementation, the remote scene reference appears more
like a WIM and is attached to the physical camera device which facilitates its handling among multiple users.
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The 3D-Box mode does not support object extraction. Instead, we increased the manipulation range. Once an object inside the Photoportal has been selected with the
pick ray, it can be moved beyond the borders of the box. The object does not get
lost when passing the border and it is generally still visible in the main scene. The
viewport of the Photoportal can be moved thereafter such that the object of interest
becomes enclosed by the box again for further manipulation.
The 2D-Box mode additionally offers constrained manipulation for the precise manual alignment of remote objects. Pick ray interaction on one of the six orthogonal
projection views is limited to 2D translations along the respective display plane and
1D rotation about its normal (Figure 3.9 right).
Depending on the task, object manipulations may take time. Continuously holding
the Photoportal device to provide a reference for manipulation input can become exhausting. For these situations, we couple the Photoportal interface in box display
mode with the Spheron device. The Photoportal box becomes detached from the
camera device and is then displayed hovering above the Spheron (Figure 3.9 right).
Rotation input to the trackball is now directly applied to the orientation of the Photoportal box.
In summary, Photoportals support manipulation tasks with the following features:
• Manipulation of remote objects [99, 123, 124]
• Mutual provision of manipulation references
• Drag-and-drop transitions between 3D locations [124]
• Drag-and-drop copy operations with implicit scaling
• Constrained object manipulation

3.7

User Experience Workshop

Photoportals offer novel functionalities that can improve collaborative interaction in
3D virtual environments – but only if they can be operated without hassle. Therefore,
the general usability of the interface was a primary concern during development. For
the evaluation of our novel interface, we invited design students from a partner university to realize their own ideas of interactive virtual environments. In preparation
for this workshop, we visited the students at their university and introduced them
to the interactive possibilities of our system using photos and videos to illustrate
various functionalities. Groups of two to four students were then asked to develop
application scenarios.
The six resulting scenarios ranged from 3D design reviews over a futuristic 3D file
browser to more gaming-oriented applications. Most fascinating was the possibility
of creating experiences that would not be possible in the real world, e.g. traveling
through hyperlinks, walking upside-down or meeting oneself in recorded scenarios.
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After five weeks of preparation, eight of the students came to our lab to realize their
ideas. We focused on four scenarios which had to be managed by groups of two
students.

3.7.1

Procedure

Before we started to work on the students’ scenarios, we familiarized them with the
multi-user 3D displays and the 3D capturing and reconstruction technology for telepresence applications. The participants were also thoroughly introduced to the operation of the Photoportals in groups of two. In an existing virtual environment, they
were shown each functionality and then asked to operate it themselves. By following a predefined script, we made sure that each user operated every function alone,
but also in collaboration with the other. This took between 60 to 90 minutes per
group. Then each user was asked to complete a questionnaire on the usability of the
overall system and the Photoportal interface. It consisted of a system usability scale
(SUS) [24] and more specific items on 7-point Likert scales. In particular, we were
interested in ratings of the different Photoportal functionalities and the usefulness of
the system to promote collaboration. We worked on the realization of the students’
ideas during the following two days. This gave us the opportunity to observe users
during the unsupervised use of the interface and to discuss their opinions in brainstorming sessions.

3.7.2

Results

The overall feedback was very positive. The students were excited about the system
and also rated the general usability of the Photoportals positively. On a scale between
1 (worst) and 7 (best) a mean score of 5.25 (SD = 1,04) was given. The mean score on
the system usability scale was 71.65 (SD = 10.43), which is above average [83]. One
of the students added the comment that using the Photoportals primarily required
learning the button mappings of modes and functions, which he considered to be
normal for any new electronic device. During their independent work with the system, we observed that it took everybody a while to remember the mapping.
The ease of using the individual functionalities was also rated on the same scale
(1 - 7). Capturing, deleting and exchanging photos, as well as entering the portals
individually or as a group, were rated to be most easy with an average score of 6.17
(SD = 0.86). The later adjustment of perspectives, including the scaling of the scene,
was rated slightly lower (M = 5.31, SD = 1.10). This corresponds to our observations
that users had difficulties estimating the scale of distant objects and that relocating a
Photoportal capturing position in a scene can be cumbersome if the scene is shown
at a large scale. The ease of using the Photoportals to create cutaway views was rated
on a similar level with an average score of 5.43 (SD = 1.28). In practice, it requires
the same operations to create a cutaway view as any other adjustment of the perspective. When asked to decide between cutaway views in plane or box mode, all
but one voted for the box view. The ease of creating object copies was rated with an
average score of 5.25 (SD = 1.39). We observed some users having difficulties remem-
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bering that the trigger button had to be pressed in order to create a copy rather than
removing the object from the portal.
The two remote manipulation techniques were rated differently. The average score
for remote manipulation of objects in the 3D box mode was 5.5 (SD = 0.93). The constrained remote manipulation in 2D box mode was still rated positively, but worst
among all of our functionalities (M = 4.63, SD = 0.92). During the discussions, one
participant mentioned that, for accurate placement, the input should be further constrained (e.g. only 2D translation) and that the orthogonal viewing in 2D box mode
can be hard to understand in complex scenes. We observed that our participants
tended to use the portals to navigate to the optimal position for manipulation rather
than using it for remote manipulation.
All but one participant agreed that using Photoportals in a multi-user environment
like ours can improve the collaboration of participants. One participant was neutral
on that question; the average score was 6.13 (SD = 1.36). Some participants argued
that the overall system clearly promotes collaboration, but that it takes more than a
few days’ experience to evaluate the impact of individual aspects like the Photoportals on the collaborative use of the system.
We observed that two aspects of Photoportals for collaboration were immediately
used: perspective sharing and territoriality. Our test users frequently assumed Photoportals as temporary private spaces (territoriality) and used them to prepare perspectives towards interesting parts, sometimes while somebody else was steering the
rest of the group through the environment. These scene references were then shown
to others (perspective sharing) – in most cases they referred to detailed scene features
or suggested a new target location. More closely-coupled collaboration, like preparing a reference view for another user, occurred only rarely. Instead of asking each
other for such support, most users wanted to operate the device themselves – despite
being otherwise busy.

3.8

Discussion

Our collaborative virtual reality system supports collocated interaction in a shared
3D environment and the inclusion of remote participants through 3D video avatars.
We experienced that these characteristics provide an overall high level of workspace
awareness, but that it can still be hard to understand and follow each other’s actions
in the virtual world if these go beyond real-world behavior.
This deficit and the desire to better support parallel activities led us to the design of
a novel interface metaphor: Photoportals provide powerful reference-based interaction techniques for collaborative settings. Primarily, they support the communication
about details of a shared virtual environment. Users can immediately capture objects,
locations and views they want to discuss. Motion sequences can also be recorded.
The resulting virtual photos and videos can then be shown to others directly or stored
for later use. The physical camera device further promotes exchange between users.
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The interface also supports post-hoc adjustment of the view towards the captured
scenes, including scaling, which helps to emphasize relevant aspects.
The novel interface metaphor also supports the navigation requirements of groups in
virtual environments. It only takes several seconds to create an appropriately scaled
and oriented WIM that can be used for wayfinding. The possibility of entering locations of interest directly through the virtual photo reduces the need for traveling long
distances, which can be particularly cumbersome for groups. Furthermore, users can
enter saved versions of the scene which can also include the captured movements of
objects, themselves and other users. This allows them to travel into the past of a design process, create alternative versions or observe an interaction sequence including
all the movements of the users. A further important aspect in that regard is the possibility of using the interface as a private display or territory. If a user wants to inspect
a particular location within the scene that might not be relevant for everybody else, a
Photoportal can be used to provide an individual view of this place.
Photoportals can also be used for object manipulation. In this context, they can be
considered as an amalgamation of Voodoo Dolls and tangible props. Like Voodoo
Dolls, our Photoportals clearly show what they are referring to, while grasping the
physical capturing device facilitates the handling of these references. Our technique
contributes further advantages for collaborative scene editing. The capturing of a remote object or location for manipulation does not yet change anything in the shared
scene. It only manifests the intention and provides a reference to the relevant part
of the scene. The collection of photos thereby provides a storage space for planned
activities. The actual editing can be postponed to a moment that fits into the collaborative workflow and allows participants to discuss the intended changes. Moreover,
if the group ultimately does not agree on the applied changes, they can use Photoportals to return to an earlier captured version.
Our interfaces and interaction techniques have been designed to encourage the engagement of each individual through multiple access points and different levels of
involvement. At the lowest level, each user can explore the shared scene from various angles by walking around. The consistency of the shared environment facilitates
gestural communication about the application content. As a next step, one can take
a camera device for capturing photos of interesting features and show them to the
others. Alternatively, the pick ray can be used to select and manipulate objects in
the scene. The group can also be navigated through the virtual environment. Such
group-related operations are controlled through the centrally located Spheron device
to increase awareness and minimize conflicts.
This selection of tools provides the users with complementary functionalities and
thus invites cooperation. For example, the Photoportals provide references for manipulation with the pick ray and the Spheron can be coupled with the Photoportals.
We observed that users easily distribute fully orthogonal tasks like navigation and
manipulation amongst each other, but that more closely intertwined collaboration
only occurs among users that are proficient with the involved technologies and know
each other well.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We presented Photoportals as a consistent interface for reference-based 3D interaction
techniques in distributed multi-user virtual reality systems. Photoportals allow the
quick creation of references and provide easy access to stored ones. Our user experience workshop revealed their usability and showed indications of their benefits for
collocated and remote group interaction. The development of our collaborative interaction techniques followed well-established guidelines from the field of computersupported collaborative work. In particular, the tangible interaction framework of
Hornecker and Burr guided our developments [59]. The consistency of the shared
3D space inhabited by locally and remotely collaborating users leverages workspace
awareness and promotes full-body interaction.
Our Photoportals allow users to take photos and videos of the surrounding scenery
while they are collaboratively exploring a virtual environment. Recordings can be
shared among collocated and remote users and serve as portals into the captured 3D
scenes. Photoportals provide additional access points for interaction, minimize the
issue of fragmented visibility and provide unambiguous references for communication, manipulation and navigation. They also provide users with a private interaction
space where they can prepare views that refer to individual areas of interest. Photoportals can also refer to alternate versions of the scene in which users can explore
their ideas for modifications. In that sense, Photoportals support the externalization
of ideas that can be collaboratively discussed before they are applied to the shared
virtual environment.
Given the development in 3D scanning, light field acquisition and display technology,
we envision that, in the future, static real-world photos will only be placeholders for
interactive portals to the captured scenes in a simulated mirror world and suggest
virtual reality as a development platform for appropriate user interfaces.
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Abstract
We present a novel collaborative virtual reality system that offers multiple immersive 3D views at large 3D scenes. The physical setup consists of two synchronized
multi-user 3D displays: a tabletop and a large vertical projection screen. These displays afford different presentations of the shared 3D scene. The wall display lends
itself to the egocentric exploration at 1:1 scale, while the tabletop affords an allocentric overview. Additionally, handheld 3D portals facilitate the personal exploration of
the scene, the comparison of views, and the exchange with others. Our developments
enable seamless 3D interaction across these independent 3D views. This requires the
simultaneous representation of user input in the different viewing contexts. However, the resulting interactions cannot be executed independently. The application
must coordinate the interactions and resolve potential ambiguities to provide plausible effects. We analyze and document the challenges of seamless 3D interaction across
multiple independent viewing windows, propose a high-level software design to realize the necessary functionality, and apply the design to a set of interaction tools.
Our setup was tested in a formal user study, which revealed general advantages of
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collaborative 3D data exploration with multiple views in terms of user preference,
comfort, and task performance.

4.1

Introduction

Multi-user 3D displays enable co-located collaborative interaction in and with shared
virtual environments [1, 78]. However, collaborating groups do not continuously focus on the same aspects of a shared task or the environment, but recurring phases of
independent interaction can be beneficial. For object manipulation tasks, the necessary workspace separation can emerge spontaneously in a sufficiently large shared
interaction space [116]. However, if navigating a large virtual environment is a primary subtask, groups may benefit from separate navigation capabilities for individual users that enable the parallel exploration of a virtual environment without mutual
interference [30].
We developed a multi-window Virtual Reality (VR) system to support close and loose
coupling during the the collaborative exploration and analysis of large-scale 3D data
sets. Our hardware setup consists of two immersive multi-user 3D displays (Figure 4.1): a large vertical projection screen and a smaller tabletop display. Both displays are synchronized and each provides three users with stereoscopic image pairs
according to their individual viewing positions. They serve as independent viewing
windows into the 3D scene and provide separate navigation capabilities. The tabletop is most suitable for allocentric overviews of the scene or the close-up analysis of
surface details. The wall display, instead, facilitates egocentric scene exploration at
1:1 scale.
Despite the functional separation of both displays to serve as independent viewing
windows, their physical co-location affords a continuous interaction space for all user
input, where the same input devices with their virtual representations and application states (e.g., an object-dragging 3D pick ray) can be used consistently. While this
appears similar to the operation of a mouse pointer across several independent 2D
windows, it requires a more complex software architecture to enable similar behavior across discontinuous 3D views. We describe the implementation challenges and
suggest a high-level software design to realize the required functionality. On this basis, we adapted common 3D manipulation techniques and visualization tools. This
includes a set of heuristics to solve inherent ambiguities of multi-window 3D interaction for fundamental types of direct 3D user input.
Furthermore, we integrated handheld 3D viewing windows that can be used for private preparations as well as for public information exchange. These virtual displays
constitute additional 3D interaction contexts, in which user input must also be represented. At the same time, they are virtual interaction tools that can be used consistently across all physical displays in the workspace. Consequently, they can be
carried around between the wall and the tabletop display to compare and exchange
views (Figure 4.7b).
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Figure 4.1: Three users collaboratively explore a 3D building model in a co-located multi-user
multi-display environment. The physical displays (wall and tabletop) and additional virtual
views (portals) facilitate the simultaneous exploration of the virtual scene from different viewpoints. User input (e.g., a 3D pick ray) can be consistently applied across these independent
viewing windows. 3D video avatars represent the users in the virtual environment (see tabletop view).

We tested our multi-display setup in a formal user study on the collaborative exploration of a 3D city model. Our user study compared the combination of both 3D displays with independent virtual navigation capabilities to a baseline condition using
only the wall display. The results revealed benefits of multi-window 3D interaction
in terms of usability, task performance, and user preference.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:
• the presentation of a collaborative multi-display 3D interaction environment
building on two co-located multi-user 3D projection displays,
• the identification of challenges to realize seamless 3D interaction across multiple independent but co-located 3D displays and virtual viewing windows,
• a high-level software design for the implementation of the necessary functionality,
• implementation examples of seamless 3D interaction techniques across independent viewing windows,
• the results of a formal user study that demonstrate the benefits of multi-window
3D environments and 3D interaction for collaborative work.
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Related Work

The work presented in this paper builds on a large body of prior research concerning the design of collaborative user interfaces. We paid particular attention to create
a shared workspace that facilitates implicit awareness cues, while supporting both
closely and loosely coupled cooperation. To this end, we followed the well established approach of multitasking support through multiple independent application
windows. Our work extends and generalizes interface developments concerned with
the continuous representation of user input across multiple displays and windows to
solve the particular challenges involved in the collaborative interaction with multiple
immersive 3D viewing windows.

4.2.1

Workspace Requirements for Collaboration

One of the primary collaboration requirements is the generation and maintenance of
mutual awareness among users in a shared interaction space. Gutwin and Greenberg [54] emphasized that such workspace awareness in co-located settings largely
builds on implicit information exchange through the observation of each other’s activity (consequential communication) and the sensory perception of involved artifacts (feedthrough). In remote settings, such implicit cues are often missing and
workspace awareness must be realized by more abstract notifications [17, 45, 58].
Many researchers also stressed the need of collaborating users to temporarily separate their activities and work on independent subtasks [6, 64, 67, 131]. Scott et al. [116]
observed that people in physical workplaces tend to establish different interaction areas (territories) to serve for private usage and group exchange. Similar behavior was
found during collaboration on visual analytics tasks with large computer displays,
although territories were found to be more transient if the interface design promoted
user mobility [64, 67, 129]. During such phases of loose coupling, maintaining awareness of collaborators and their activities, is a prerequisite for frequent transitions back
to closely-coupled collaboration [54, 64, 67].
Collaborative applications that primarily require selection and manipulation input
may suffice with a large enough interaction space to support territoriality behavior
[64, 67, 129]. Virtual navigation on a shared display, on the other hand, affects all
involved users. Chen et al. [30] suggested to exploit multi-user 3D displays for the
presentation of completely different content according to the different subtasks and
interests of involved users and thus provide each user with individual virtual navigation capabilities. They also observed, however, that the resulting incoherence of
the shared workspace hampers mutual awareness and can result in perceptual conflicts [29]. As an alternative, we suggest the combination of multiple shared 3D views
to maintain workspace coherence, while enabling independent 3D navigation and
transient territoriality.
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Multi-Window Workspaces

Desktop workplaces with multiple displays and/or viewing windows are well established to support multitasking. In collaborative systems, multiple windows or
portals have also been suggested to provide personal interaction territories for individual users in a larger shared workspace [42, 63, 72, 80, 133]. Similarly, multidisplay environments support loosely-coupled collaboration with individual users
focusing on separate subtasks [35, 87, 102, 117, 121, 125, 140]. Our system combines
both approaches with virtual 3D viewing windows that can be moved across independent multi-user 3D displays. So far, research on collaboration in multi-window
workspaces had been primarily concerned with 2D display systems. Combinations
of multiple 3D displays are most established to extend a single view and gain a larger
field of view (e.g., tiled displays and CAVE setups (see [94]).
The benefits of multiple 3D views at the same scene have also been explored in
various forms, e.g., secondary scene representations (e.g., WIM [123], and Voodoo
Dolls [99]), 3D portals [80, 103, 124], and independent 3D displays [32, 125].
Stürzlinger et al. [125] and Kunert et al. [80] considered also collaborative settings,
but none of both groups proved the expected benefits. Also, the implementation
challenges to realize consistent user input across independent 3D windows had not
been addressed before.
The most similar prior workspace development was presented by Hua et al. [61].
They used head-mounted projectors in combination with retroreflective surfaces to
build a combination of a large 3D wall display, a 3D tabletop and handheld lenses
for collaborative use. Our technical setup constitutes a very similar configuration
of multi-user 3D displays, but with higher image quality, better ergonomics and
advanced input opportunities. It was applied in several experimental settings, for
which we developed suitable interaction tools and techniques. Our interface design
supporting continuous user input across the separate views extends beyond the pioneering work of Hua et al. We also contribute a detailed description of novel interaction opportunities and their implementation challenges.

4.2.3

Continuous User Input Across Independent Views

Workspaces consisting of multiple independent displays and viewing windows have
become a commonplace in the realm of 2D user interfaces. Users expect that their
input can be continuously applied in all visible contexts. Prior research showed that
adherence to geometrical consistency across all displays in the same workspace improves usability [8, 57, 92, 108]. In case of larger gaps between the displays, lowresolution projections have been suggested to show the moving cursor between the
involved displays [141, 143].
The implementation of continuous user input across multiple independent 3D views
or scene representations did not yet receive as much attention as multi-surface interaction with 2D user interfaces. In the latter case, input can always be precisely
assigned to a single surface. Multi-window 3D interaction, instead, implies multiple
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simultaneous representations of user input which must be disambiguated according
to the respective functionality. Benko et al. [11] suggested cross-dimensional gestures
to realize transitions between collocated 2D and 3D displays. However, since only a
single 3D view was provided, input could be clearly associated with either the 2D or
the 3D context. The closest description of multi-window 3D interaction techniques in
prior work are “through-the-lens techniques” by Stoev and Schmalstieg [124]. They
suggested disambiguation based on the visibility of a 3D cursor (tip of a stylus) in a
single nested 3D view (lens). We present a more generic approach that considers the
visibility of potential input effects and their distance to the effector. This allows us to
support various types of 3D user input across an unlimited number of concurrent 3D
views that are not necessarily nested.

4.3

A Multi-User, Multi-Display Workspace
for Collaborative 3D Data Exploration

We present a novel multi-user, multi-display infrastructure for the collaborative exploration and analysis of large 3D data sets. More specifically, we combined a multiuser 3D wall display and a 3D tabletop display in a joint workspace.

4.3.1

Technical Setup

Both displays are based on 360 Hz projection technology that provides individual
stereoscopic image pairs with 60 Hz update rate for three users on a shared screen
(similar to [78]). Shutter glasses separate the images in front of the users’ eyes. As a
result, the users perceive a shared 3D scene, undistorted, at the same location, and
corresponding to their individual tracked viewpoints. The wall display dimensions
are 4.2 m × 2.6 m (W × H) with a pixel resolution of 1920 × 1200. The multi-user tabletop display offers an image size of 1.14 m × 0.85 m with a resolution of 1400 × 1050
pixels. The projection hardware of both displays as well as the shutter glasses are
synchronized. The latter are optically tracked at 150 Hz across the whole workspace.

4.3.2

Terminology

We use the following terms and definitions to describe the basic attributes of our
multi-display VR setup (Figure 4.2a): The Workspace sets the stage for user interaction with the application content. It involves the available displays and interaction devices. Multiple 3D Viewing Windows implement independent 3D Views
and Interaction Contexts in terms of different spatial relations between users in the
Workspace and the perceived virtual environment. Separate Viewing Windows can be
tied to a single physical display or span across multiple ones. Our Multi-Context Objects ensure consistent input functionality across these concurrent Interaction Contexts
and resolve inherent ambiguities. We suggest the visibility of input effects to the
operating user as the main factor for heuristic selection among Interaction Contexts.
The spatial boundaries of the latter are thus defined by the viewing frusta per user
and Viewing Window.
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Interaction Opportunities

In contrast to CAVE setups, the wall and the tabletop display in our setup serve as
separate viewing windows into the virtual 3D environment. Through each of these
windows, users can see individual, but corresponding, 3D perspectives of different
scene locations (Figure 4.1). Navigating through the virtual environment using any
of the 3D windows does not affect other views. The virtual navigation techniques
implemented for the separate displays differ in their modes of operation according
to the physical affordances and intended use of the respective display. However,
all of them support full 3D navigation and uniform scaling of the perceived virtual
environment. A shared group navigation device for steering-based travel at the wall
display is placed centrally accessible in the workspace. The tabletop display supports
3D navigation with multitouch input [79].

(a) Situation from a user’s perspective

(b) Sit. in the workspace

(c) Situation in the virtual scene

Figure 4.2: The wall and the tabletop display offer independent 3D views of the same virtual
scene, hence also two different Interaction Contexts (a). The central illustration shows the spatial configuration of users, displays, and a 3D pointer in the workspace (b). Both users and their
interaction tools are represented twice in the scene according to both displayed locations (c).

In addition to both physical displays, we provide virtual viewing windows to prepare, navigate, and share interesting views of the environment with a handheld input
device (similar to [80]). The tracked device is equipped with several buttons that support the capturing and adaptation of views. The perceived position, orientation, and
scale of the captured location can be freely adjusted to prepare any desired view of
the scene. It allows users to individually explore data sets from various perspectives
without mutual interference. If interesting features have been found, the handheld
view can be easily shown or handed over to others (blue frame in Figures 4.1 and 4.7).
Various VR application scenarios benefit from direct 3D interaction capabilities. Commonly, direct 3D manipulation follows the metaphor of either a virtual hand or a 3D
pick ray. A main contribution of our work is the adaptation of these basic interaction
tools to enable their continuous and conflict-free operation within our multi-window
environment in order to create new interaction and collaboration opportunities. Not
least, our system represents users as live 3D video avatars (similar to [9]) to increase
workspace awareness and facilitate mutual support. These avatars can be seen in
different views of the virtual scene, for instance in the miniature overview on the
tabletop display (Figure 4.1).
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Implementation Challenges

An immersive 3D display can be understood as a viewing window into a virtual 3D
world, in which a section of this world becomes visible. However, the corresponding
interaction space is not restricted to the surface, as in the case of monoscopic displays.
It extends in front and behind the screen plane into the workspace. Multiple 3D displays or viewing windows in a shared workspace, thus result in a spatial overlap
of the corresponding interaction volumes. Consequently, user input cannot simply
be associated with a single viewing window at a time, but interactions with content
shown on different displays must be considered concurrently. The main challenge
of multi-window 3D interaction, therefore, consists in the combination of separate
viewing capabilities per display and a continuous interaction space. Individually,
each requirement is trivial to comply with. CAVE setups and tiled displays enable
continuous interaction across multiple physical display areas but provide only a single view into the scene. Separate views, instead, can be realized with independent
view transformations per display, but this also implies discontinuous spatial relationships between user input and the 3D content.

4.4.1

Concurrent Spatial Relationships

Multiple independent 3D viewing windows, imply concurrent spatial relations of
users and their input tools and the displayed virtual environment. These must be
modeled and processed separately by the application. The two users and the tracked
pointer in Figure 4.2, for instance, are represented twice in the virtual scene: once
according to the egocentric view on the wall display (Figure 4.2c red figures in the
white-framed callout), but also as interacting with a miniature overview of the same
scene shown on the tabletop. (Figure 4.2c turquoise figures). Both transformations
must be considered for visualization and interaction. From a user perspective, however, the resulting visual input representations are perceived to be integral, e.g., a
single pointing ray spanning across both spatial contexts (Figure 4.2a).

4.4.2

Dynamic Context Selection for User Input

Interaction tools must be adapted to cope with concurrent spatial transformations.
Depending on the functionalities, input can be globally applied across multiple displays or it may affect only a single selected view. Operating a virtual flashlight in the
workspace is an example for a global input scope. Continuous illumination across
the different scene sections of all displays appears reasonable in most cases and does
not introduce conflicts (Figure 4.7a). Object manipulation in the virtual environment,
on the other hand, requires the meaningful selection of only one active spatial transformation between user input and the virtual scene. Without further coordination,
multiple pick ray transformations could independently affect different scene parts.
This is generally undesired and can result in conflicts. Figure 4.5 illustrates a situation where the transformations of a 3D pick ray into two views could simultaneously
move two different objects in the scene. In other situations, they might even attempt
to move the same object in different directions. In any case, the user interface must
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derive a conflict-free, consistent, and comprehensible solution. If users want to move
virtual objects between the displays (e.g., drag and drop transitions), the active relation must be determined and continuously updated during dragging. Also, the tool
states must be kept consistent among its different representations.
2D interfaces with multiple interaction windows generally use the window geometries as proxies for the selection of the corresponding input transformations. A 2D
cursor, for instance, can be unambiguously associated with a single 2D viewing window. In case of overlaps, the frontmost window is selected. For user input in 3D
space, the presence of the input device in the respective viewing frustum must be
considered as suggested by Stoev and Schmalstieg: “The user can manipulate remote
objects by reaching with the stylus into the frustum volume defined by the lens and
the current viewpoint” [124, p.63]. If the interaction tools extend in 3D space (e.g.,
a 3D ray pointer or a flashlight), a proxy geometry of the tool can be used for the
intersection test with the viewing frusta instead of the position of the physical input handle. For example, the pick ray in Figure 4.3a can operate inside the virtual
viewing window although the location of the pointing device lies outside.
Intersection tests of input proxies and the viewing frusta, however, may not always
suffice for the disambiguation between different contexts. If the operated tool is at
least partially visible in a particular view, we must also consider its functionality,
compute potential effects in the scene, and check their visibility. In case of the 3D pick
ray the intersection point with the scene geometry must be computed and confirmed
to be visible. Figure 4.3a shows the pointing device outside of the frustum of the
virtual window, but the operated pick ray intersects visibly with the model inside.
If input effects occur in multiple views simultaneously, but only one effect can be
applied without conflict, further effect parameters such as the distance to the tool
handle or its size in the different views can be considered to select a single interaction
context.

(a) Operator View

(b) Observer View

Figure 4.3: The visibility of input effects for the operating user in different viewing windows
implies the reference frame for interaction. Seen from the operator’s perspective (a), the 3D
ray intersects with content visible inside the virtual viewing window (blue dot on the tower).
However, for an observer (b), the ray does not intersect with any visible scene parts.
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In the case of multi-user systems, the visibility of input effects may differ between
users. Figure 4.3 illustrates such an ambiguous situation. The operator of a virtual
pointer perceives the ray intersecting with scene content through a virtual viewing
window (Figure 4.3a). For another user, however, this intersection may be invisible
(Figure 4.3b). Visibility-based context selection, thus, requires the association of all
input events to a unique operating user. It may be predefined or dynamically derived
from the spatial relationships between users and input devices in the workspace.

4.4.3

General Approach

Multi-window 3D interaction can be realized with multiple scene representations
(with individual transformations) in the users’ interaction space (e.g., a WIM [123]).
User input must be dynamically associated with one of these representations. To
maintain a consistent world state, all scene representations have to be synchronized.
We follow the opposite approach and represent users and their inputs multiple times
in the same virtual scene at different locations. This implicitly enables the visualization of users and interaction effects in different spatial contexts (Figure 4.1).
Specifically, we propose Multi-Context Objects (Section 4.5) to model and disambiguate
multiple concurrent relations between user input and the displayed 3D content. They
were designed to maintain the semantic consistency of interaction tools and other
user-space objects across all views in a workspace. This is achieved through multiple representations in the scene and rules selecting the most suitable ones for the
application of each functionality.
Many software architecture models have been introduced in the past to meet the increasing complexity of interactive systems (e.g., MVC [107], PAC [33], PAC-C3D [38],
PAC* [26]). They all build upon the functional separation of concerns in the software structure targeting various asects such as parallelism, reusability, portability,
distributed applications, and groupware support. The implementation pattern of
Multi-Context Objects facilitates the coordination of concurrent spatial input mappings. To our knowledge, this complementary design challenge was not addressed
by prior work. However, the suggested software structure can be integrated with
existing models, for instance as an extended Controller acccording the Model-ViewController (MVC) paradigm [107]. In our case, the Model is a virtual 3D environment
that can be perceived through different Views as provided by multiple 3D viewing
windows. Users operate Controller entities to manipulate the Model according to the
given functionality in the spatial contexts of the selected Views.

4.5

Multi-Context Objects

Multi-Context Objects implement seamless 3D interaction across independent 3D viewing windows and resolve potential conflicts. We suggest the separation of responsibilities among three components (Figure 4.4): 1. unique input Functionalities for consistent interface behavior with 2. multiple input Representations at various locations in
a scene and 3. functionality-specific Context Selectors that select one or multiple Interaction Contexts based on the visibility of the potential interaction effects.
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Interac�on Context

Func�onality
Viewing Window
Mul�-Context Object

Mul�-Context Ray

Mul�-Context Portal

Mul�-Context Flashlight

...

Figure 4.4: Class diagram of an abstract Multi-Context Object (blue) and its association with
Interaction Contexts. The latter specify the spatial transformations between the workspace and
the virtual scene and thus imply separate, functionality-specific Representations of user input
at the specified scene locations. Context Selectors determine which of these Representations
will be used for the execution of one or more Functionalities. For similar Functionalities, the
same Representations and Context Selectors can be reused. Concrete multi-context 3D interaction techniques are implemented by inheritance.

4.5.1

Functionality

The Functionality component represents a particular interaction method in our model.
Despite its interaction with the Context Selector, it is equivalent to the corresponding
implementation of the same method for single-display systems. It implements the
functional behavior of Multi-Context Objects, e.g., an object dragging method for a
Multi-Context Pick Ray. Based on its current state, the Functionality component calls
its associated Context Selector to receive one or several Representations through which
it then executes the functionality at the respective scene location(s). A Multi-Context
Object can have multiple Functionalities, e.g., a pick ray tool may support target selection, object dragging, path tracing, and many other interaction methods.

4.5.2

Representation

Representations are the virtual embodiments of user input (e.g., a ray or a 3D cursor) at
a specific location in the 3D scene. Their appearance may vary, like the ray colors in
Figures 4.1, 4.3, and 4.6. Showing all of these concurrent representations in all views
can be confusing. Therefore, their visibility and further visualization parameters are
defined per Interaction Context. Each Representation of an interaction tool is typically
only visible in the Interaction Context it was created for, but it can be exposed to other
contexts on demand, e.g., to increase mutual awareness of activities (Sections 4.6.1
and 4.6.3). The Context Selector decides which of these Representations are applicable
for a specific Functionality and enables or disables them on demand.
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4.5.3

Context Selector

The Context Selector implements Functionality-specific heuristics for the selection
among input Representations in different Interaction Contexts. Most tools for direct
3D input (e.g., a 3D cursor or pick ray) require the unambiguous selection of a single Interaction Context and its corresponding Representation. Other Functionalities (e.g.,
a virtual flashlight or lens visualization) can be simultaneously applied in multiple
Interaction Contexts. If a tool Functionality requests the selection of valid Interaction
Context(s), the following disambiguation steps are performed subsequently:
1. Window Visibility: First of all, the visibility of all viewing windows related
to a particular Interaction Context is tested. If the operating user cannot see
any of these windows, i.e., they are out of his field of view, the corresponding
Representation is rejected.
2. Object Visibility: Thereafter, the visibility of the remaining Representations is
tested. We use geometric abstractions of users and their interaction tools for the
validation of their visibility, e.g., a 3D point (3D cursor or virtual hand), a line
segment (ray-based tools), a plane (lenses), or volumetric shapes (flashlight).
3D point abstractions must be inside one of the operator’s viewing frusta of an
Interaction Context. All other geometric abstractions are tested for intersections
with these. They may thus be partially outside of the viewing frustum.
3. Effect Visibility: Several manipulation tools like a ray pointer require the determination of an exact effect location, e.g., an intersection point with the scene
geometry. If an effect can be computed and is visible to the operating user, the
corresponding input Representation remains a candidate for interaction.
4. Effect Weighting: Input that can only be applied in a single spatial context may
require a final disambiguation step. This final selection could either involve
explicit user control or further implicit selection rules. So far, we follow the
latter approach and evaluate further aspects of the input effects such as the
distance to the user or the visible size.
The described selection process depends on the viewpoint and viewing direction of
the operating user. In multi-user settings, the ownership of input tools must be predefined or determined dynamically. Currently, we identify the operating user based on
the shortest distance between the input device and lines representing the users’ upright positions in the workspace. This simple calculation is sufficient for most cases
since people usually follow proxemic constraints and do not enter private spaces of
others. To avoid involuntary re-evaluation during an operation, ownership is only
updated in phases of tool inactivity. During a dragging operation, for instance, the
user assignment is not changed.
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Pattern Application

We adapted several 3D interaction techniques (e.g., 3D cursor, 3D pick ray, virtual
flashlight, and 3D portals) according to the proposed pattern. In the following, we
describe three implementation examples of Multi-Context Objects with a particular
focus on the Context Selection heuristics.

4.6.1

Multi-Context 3D Pick Ray

Object dragging with the pick ray can only be applied in a single Interaction Context without inducing conflicts. Below, we explain the disambiguation process of the
Context Selector exemplarily for the situation illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: The user’s pick ray is represented twice in the same scene. One Representation
relates to the wall display view (red parts), the other one to the tabletop (turquoise parts).
In this situation, both Representations intersect with scene objects. This ambiguity must be
resolved by the Context Selector. We apply the ray input in the Interaction Context with
the closest geometry intersection (colored dots), that is visible for the operator. Here, the
Interaction Context of the wall display is chosen, since the intersection point with the miniature scene on the tabletop lies outside of operator’s tabletop viewing frustum.

In a first step, the Interaction Contexts of the wall and the tabletop are both confirmed
to be valid since both displays are visible for the operating user. The ray geometry
also intersects with the viewing frusta of both displays, hence, also the second disambiguation step confirms the validity of both potential Interaction Contexts. In the
third step, the Representation related to the tabletop view is rejected because the corresponding intersection point with the scene (turquoise dot in Figure 4.5) is outside
of the respective viewing frustum. Thereafter, only one spatial context remains valid.
The final disambiguation step, thus, can be skipped. If both ray intersections with
scene geometry were visible for the operator (red and turquoise dot in Figure 4.5),
the Effect Weighting step would have favored the closer one (relative to the tracked
input handle) in the spatial context of the tabletop display.
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By default, the selected ray Representation is only visible in its associated Interaction
Context, while the dragged object can be seen in all views. Without an obvious effector, the object movement can be irritating. We thus dynamically adapt the visualization settings of the selected ray Representation to appear in all views during dragging
operations.
Similar to most 2D graphical user interfaces, our Multi-Context Pick Ray supports object dragging across the different Interaction Contexts. If an object is dragged beyond
the boundaries of the currently active Interaction Context (i.e., outside the corresponding viewing frustum), a new spatial context for the dragged object is identified by the
Context Selector. If the intersection point of the pick ray is not located in any of the
operator’s viewing frusta in the different Interaction Contexts, object dragging is continued in the prior one. In case of multiple candidate contexts, we choose the closest
one visible from the operator’s viewpoint.

(a) Object appears cropped

(b) Seamless object visualization

Figure 4.6: Objects can appear cropped at the display borders (a). During dragging operations,
we show copies of the dragged object in all adjacent Interaction Contexts to realize visually
seamless and predictable transitions (b). Here, the bench inside the virtual viewing window is
dragged (blue) and duplicated at the location of the main display context (red).

If the dragged object is simply removed from one Interaction Context and inserted to
another one, the transition is not always comprehensible due to cropping at the borders of both involved contexts (Figure 4.6a). To realize visually seamless transitions
(Figure 4.6b), we show copies (multiple Representations) of the dragged object in all
adjacent Interaction Contexts during the dragging operation. If these show the scene at
different scale levels, the object copies must be scaled inversely to appear consistent
in size for the user.
At object release in the new context, the adapted size can be maintained for scale consistency in the users’ interaction space. This might be useful to examine size variations of objects at a specific location (e.g., furniture models). Alternatively, the object’s
scale can be reset to the initial value to maintain scale consistency relative to the virtual scene. We usually prefer the latter, thus the bench in Figure 4.6 is automatically
resized to its original dimensions after release.
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Multi-Context 3D Portals

Our virtual viewing windows are similar to earlier examples of 3D portals [71, 80,
98, 103, 124]. The implementation in a multi-display setup, however, is slightly more
complex. On the one hand, portals serve as independent views and Interaction Contexts. Therefore, other user input such as a 3D pointer (Figure 4.1 and 4.6) or a virtual
flashlight (Figure 4.7a) can be directly represented at the shown portal locations. On
the other hand, they are also input tools that must be represented in multiple other
Interaction Contexts, e.g., on both physical displays in our setup. A tracked handle
allows users to move them in the physical workspace, which implies transitions between other Interaction Contexts (Figure 4.7b).

(a) Comparing parts of a scene

(b) Portal transition between displays

Figure 4.7: Handheld 3D portals provide additional views to other locations in the same scene.
On the left (a), 3D scans of rock engravings at two different places are compared under the
influence of a virtual flashlight tool affecting both views. Portals are also Multi-Context Objects
that can be used across different physical displays in the workspace (b).

In contrast to the Interaction Contexts of physical displays, the portal windows are
more dynamic. This means that they are activated and deactivated based on the visibility of their Representations in other active Interaction Contexts, which is evaluated
by the respective Context Selector. For the continuous portal visualization across Interaction Contexts, multiple Representations can be active at the same time (Figure 4.7b).
In case that the views of these Interaction Contexts have different scale levels, the respective Representations have to be scaled inversely to appear seamless for the users
(similar to object copies during dragging across contexts).
For the specification of the perspectives shown on these portals, we follow the earlier
suggested metaphor of virtual photography [80]. Mimicking the operation of a photo
camera, users can directly capture views from any other Interaction Context. The described context selection process (Section 4.5.3) defines a single spatial context to that
end. In case the portal is present in multiple contexts, the final Effect Weighting step
in the Context Selector takes the visible size of the portal window into account. The
Interaction Context with the largest visible portal section will be chosen.
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Multi-Context 3D Avatars

In the simplest case, Multi-Context Objects have only a single Functionality that adjusts
the visualization rules of the corresponding Representations. Multi-Context Avatars are
such an example using the suggested software structure to coordinate the rendering of multiple virtual user Representations at different scene locations. Their Context
Selector follows the general selection scheme, but instead of testing and weighting
functional effects as required for interaction tools, visibility filters are applied.
In our projection based setup, users can see their real bodies. Other than the virtual
representations of interaction tools, their avatars thus do not need to be rendered in
the Interaction Contexts that define their location in the scene. Instead, showing these
avatars in other Interaction Contexts allows users to observe themselves in the virtual
environment, e.g., as miniatures in the tabletop view (Figure 4.1). We also decided
to show only avatars that appear smaller or approximately life-sized to avoid aweinspiring giants in the perceived virtual environment.

4.6.4

Generalization

We discussed that multiple independent 3D views in the same workspace result
in concurrent transformations between user space and the displayed virtual environment. These need to be coordinated for visualization and interaction purposes.
Multi-Context Objects therefore associate multiple virtual Representations of user-space
objects with a shared set of Functionalities. Functionality-specific Context Selectors resolve the resulting ambiguities. As shown with the examples above, this general
implementation pattern applies to a variety of 3D interaction tools and techniques
with very different Funtionalities and Representations. Also the Context Selection rules
are application specific, but we note that the suggested sequence of visibility tests
with geometric primitives can often be reused.
Predefined selection and visualization rules, as suggested so far, may not always
comply with the user’s expectations. The same is true for transitional effects like
the scaling of dragged objects described in Section 4.6.1. Towards more explicit user
control, effective strategies for manual interference must be identified in future work
and carefully integrated into the interaction sequences.
Multi-Context Objects are also directly applicable to HMD-based multi-window environments. Users, then, would meet in a virtual workspace where virtual viewing
windows as described in Section 4.6.2 provide different Interaction Contexts. These
virtual windows can be operated by handheld interfaces or they can be placed at
fixed positions in the virtual workspace, for instance to mimic the tabletop/wall configuration in our laboratory.

4.7

User Study

We used our multi-display infrastructure and our set of multi-context tools in an archaeological application focusing on the visual analysis of 3D scanned prehistoric
rock engravings (Figure 4.7a) and their surrounding environment [77]. Archaeolog-
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ical experts provided a positive high-level evaluation of our system and the multicontext interaction techniques. This feedback was motivating, but it did not allow
us to evaluate in depth, how groups of collaborating users can take advantage of
the proposed multi-display environment. We therefore devised a more formal user
study.

4.7.1

Hypotheses

Our developments were motivated by the assumption that separate viewing and interaction windows in a coherent interaction space facilitate more effective multi-user
collaboration. We aimed to simultaneously support both independent subtask execution (loose coupling) and joint decision making (close coupling). A single shared
viewing window enables the latter, but it does not allow two users to perform different subtasks if these involve independent view navigation. We therefore expected
general benefits of multi-window 3D interaction based on a higher parallelization
of subtasks and increased flexibility. Furthermore, we expected an increase in user
comfort regarding the amount of the perceived viewpoint navigation. With a second
display at disposal, a user can always change over to the other display to avoid being
passively moved around by others.
Specifically, we tested the following hypotheses:
H1: The combination of two shared displays enables more effective collaborative
performance.
H2: Group navigation with a single display increases symptoms of cybersickness.
H3: Collaborating users prefer using both displays.

4.7.2

Apparatus

Our experimental setup consisted of the multi-display environment described in Section 4.3.1, but with slightly constrained navigation facilities to reduce confounding
variables. The tabletop only offered a common 2D navigation interface with four degrees of freedom and also navigation on the wall display favored ground-following
locomotion. All demonstrators and the user study were implemented using the VR
framework Avango-Guacamole [115]. The scene was continuously updated and rendered at 60 Hz. We measured an end-to-end latency of about 100 ms.

4.7.3

Experimental Task

The study compared collaborative visual search performance in a virtual 3D city
model. A low fidelity city model was used to control the recognizability of search
targets in terms of their visual features. The building models featured roofs and pediments but no windows, textures, or other facade details. We captured a number of
views in this city model as 2D pictures. All of these target images showed the scene
at 1:1 scale. They were unique but not recognizable without visual comparison to the
3D city model (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.8: Left: A participant pair performing the experimental task in the multi-display condition. The user at the wall display is aligning the picture frame with the assumed capturing
position of the shown perspective. The other user is simultaneously searching for the next
target image using a top-down miniature view of the scene on the tabletop. Right: Two exemplary views that had to be found and aligned at original scale.

We placed additional assets, such as trees and car models, in the scene to create target perspectives with five levels of the difficulty as defined by the number, recognizability, and uniqueness of features. Two sets of ten images with overall comparable
difficulty were compiled. The images in each set were sorted with increasing difficulty: 1. very easy, 2. & 3. easy, 4 - 6. medium, 7 - 9. hard, 10. very hard. Another set of
six different images was prepared for training of the participants on the task and the
operation of the user interfaces. We paid attention that all target locations were recognizable from an egocentric view at the life-size model as well as from an allocentric
view at its miniature.
The 2D target images were shown on handheld virtual picture frames, a simplified
version of the portal windows described in Section 4.6.2. These frames could display
two different images at the same time, one on the front and one on the backside. We
provided each user with such a picture frame and a 3D pick ray to facilitate parallel
activities. Both frames showed the same two images. The pick rays and the picture
frames were implemented as Multi-Context Objects. As such, they could be carried
around between both displays and were automatically associated with the Interaction
Contexts in which they were visible.
The participants were organized in pairs and had to solve the search task collaboratively (Figure 4.8). Specifically, they were asked to 1. find the target views in the
city model, 2. navigate to the shown locations at 1:1 scale, and 3. confirm the found
perspectives. When a target perspective had been located, the 3D pick rays could be
used to place a visual marker on the ground at this position (a large upright cylinder), which helped to reach it at 1:1 scale. Eventually, the picture frame with the
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corresponding view had to be placed precisely at the assumed capturing position
and then confirmed with the pick ray. The position and orientation of the picture
frame relative to the original capturing pose of the image was logged as a measure of
accuracy. We asked our participants to agree on each adjusted view before confirmation. If a user group deemed a particular view too difficult to find, they could skip
over to the next one.

4.7.4

Conditions

We tested the multi-display condition against a single-display baseline. The singledisplay condition involved only the wall display, while the tabletop offered an additional 3D interaction window in the multi-display condition. We chose the larger
and more versatile wall display for the single-display condition, since the tasks could
always be solved using the wall display alone. It supports the exploration of virtual environments from an egocentric perspective at 1:1 scale, but through scaling,
users can also create a miniature of the scene for a better overview or fast travel
between locations. The multi-display condition offered the benefits of two simultaneously available views and more freedom for the parallelization of activities. Both
display conditions were compared using a within-subjects design. The order of conditions and the order of image sets was balanced between four experimental groups
of participant pairs.

4.7.5

Procedure

The study was structured in three parts. An introduction and training session was
followed by two recorded experiments, one for each condition (Figure 4.9). Each part
took about 30 minutes and we devised breaks of 10 minutes in between. The whole
study took about 100 to 120 minutes.

Figure 4.9: Timeline of the study procedure. Subsequent to an introduction phase, the two
display conditions (brown and light blue color) were tested in consecutive experiments. The
order of conditions (orange and dark blue color) was balanced between the participant pairs.

Initially, the participants were asked to provide their consent on data recording and
they had to fill a self-assessment questionnaire on skills and experiences we considered relevant to the task. Thereafter, they were introduced to the technical setup with
an emphasis on 3D tracked stereo viewing, the virtual navigation techniques, and
the 3D input devices. Both participants of each pair were introduced explicitly to all
interaction tools. They could spend up to ten minutes to learn the system operation
with available assistance until they felt confident. Eventually, the experimental task
was explained in detail, demonstrated by the experimenter, and performed at least
one time by the participants to prove their understanding.
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Each test of a display condition started with a formal training of 10 minutes during
which the experimenter encouraged the participants to explore the available options
for subtask distribution in the respective condition. Thereafter, the recorded task
required to find and align 10 target views with the assumed capturing position in
the scene as fast and precisely as possible. They were given 20 minutes to perform
all search tasks. If this time elapsed during the alignment phase of an identified
perspective, we allowed to complete it within a tolerance of two extra minutes.
Before and after testing each display condition, participants filled a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) [69]. We also asked for subjective feedback after each condition, which included a quantitative assessment using the System Usability Scale
(SUS) [24]. A final questionnaire captured subjective preferences with respect to task
efficiency, collaboration support, and user satisfaction.

4.7.6

Participants

Our system was tested by 40 participants (11 female, 29 male) in groups of two. The
participant’s age ranged from 19 to 36 years (M = 24.5, SD = 3.68). They were recruited
from our university campus, received 10 Euros allowance and were motivated to win
a 80 Euro restaurant voucher if they found the most views in the shortest time.
Skills and prior experiences were captured with Likert-scales ranging from 1 (very
bad or very little) to 5 (very good or very much). Most participants claimed to have
good or very good spatial perception and orientation skills (M = 3.94, SD = 0.65). Reports on earlier experience with interactive 3D graphics applications were more diverse, ranging from 1 to 5 (M = 2.8, SD = 1.34). Most participants stated to know their
partner well (M = 4.03, SD = 0.92), also from working or playing together (M = 3.9,
SD = 1.17). One group reported to know each other very little and three others noted
that had no or little experience of acting together.

4.7.7

Performance Results

Task performance was captured in terms of the number of perspectives that were
found by each participant pair, their placement accuracy, and the total task completion time. We identified seven cases of erroneous image placement with a rotation
error larger than 30 ◦ or a translation error larger than 50 meters. These cases were
not counted as successfully solved search tasks. In total, 311 successful subtasks
were performed by the 20 participant pairs. Statistical results for both conditions
are presented in the following with subscript-M (multi-display) and subscript-S (single
display).
Despite the mentioned outliers, all participant pairs achieved very similar accuracy
in both conditions (Rotation error: MS = 7.40 ◦ , SDS = 5.74 vs. MM = 7.03 ◦ , SDM = 4.61;
Translation error MS = 9.49 m, SDS = 7.97 vs. MM = 9.53 m, SDM = 8.05). In both conditions the translation error was most pronounced on the depth axis (M = 8.71 m,
SD = 8.42).
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As expected in H1, our participants found and confirmed slightly less images in
the single-display compared to the multi-display condition (MS = 7.40, SDS = 1.70 vs.
MM = 8.20, SDM = 1.70). For more accurate comparisons, we computed a performance
score, which expressed the ratio of perspectives found by a group and their task
completion time. If all ten perspectives were found in the available 20 minutes,
the resulting performance score would be 0.5 p/min (perspectives per minute). According to a Shapiro-Wilk test, the resulting performance scores in all display conditions and with both image sets were normally distributed. The average performance
score was 0.39 p/min (SD = 0.10). The difference between both image sets was marginal
(M1 = 0.39 p/min, SD1 = 0.11 vs. M2 = 0.38 p/min, SD2 = 0.09) and not significant according to a t-test (t(38) = 0.330, p = 0.74, Cohens d = 0.10).
The performance difference between both display conditions was more pronounced
(MS = 0.36 p/min, SDS = 0.08 vs. MM = 0.42 p/min, SDM = 0.11). An ANOVA with display
conditions as a within-subjects factor and order of conditions as a between-subjects
factor revealed a significant effect for display condition (F(1,18) = 6.06, p = 0.024) with a
large effect size (ηp2 = 0.25). The order of conditions had no significant effect
(F(1,18) = 0.52, p = 0.48, ηp2 = 0.028), but we found a significant interaction of order with
display condition that also had a large effect size (F(1,18) = 16.258, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.48).
This indicates that both experimental groups with different order of conditions performed on a comparable level overall, but training effects between the subsequent
conditions differed significantly depending on the order. Using the multi-display condition after the single-display condition allowed a mean performance improvement of
44.5 % (from 0.31 p/min to 0.45 p/min), while the participants could only improve about
8.6 % (from 0.39 p/min to 0.42 p/min), when using both display setups in reverse order
(Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10: Visual search performance (perspectives per minute) plotted against order of conditions and display conditions (brown and light blue color), the latter sorted by sequence.
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Detailed Analysis of User Activities

During all experiments, the application state and all user input were logged at 60 Hz.
Noise and jitter were removed with a moving average filter of 200 ms. The headtracking data of the users was related to that of other input devices as well as the
known positions and dimensions of the displays and the group navigation device
in the workspace. This allowed us to derive more meaningful information about
each participant’s activities and display usage. Data on virtual view navigation was
recorded for both displays individually. During each experiment, we accumulated
deltas of the view orientation, translation and the scaling factor between subsequent
frames. The resulting translation distance was scale-corrected to represent the visually perceived motion flow in the interaction space of the users. Our logs for the wall
display revealed about twice as much view translation in the multi-display condition,
but 27 % less rotation and 45 % less scaling. At the tabletop, if available, users extensively scaled the shown city model and changed its orientation. The applied view
translations, instead, were comparably small. Miniature scale levels were used here
most of the time, which implies short perceived translation distances.
Display Usage in the Multi-Display Condition
In the multi-display condition, both participants could decide which display to use
and how closely they collaborate. Most groups used the wall display almost constantly during the task (M = 1148 sec., SD = 108) and they also used it together for
about half of that time (M = 562 sec., SD = 224). The mean tabletop usage duration
was shorter (M = 620 sec., SD = 189) and it was only rarely used together (M = 33 sec.,
SD = 67). This means that our participants focused their joint activities at the wall
display, which was left occasionally by one of them to work on alone at the tabletop.
We found large differences between participant pairs in their strategy of activity distribution. While some sticked together most of the time, others preferred to work
separately. For pairs who worked with both displays in their second test condition,
the ratio of parallel display usage seems to correlate with their task performance
(Figure 4.11, orange data points). Those who started with the multi-display conditions did not become proficient enough with the overall task to take advantage of
more parallel work (Figure 4.11, blue data points). Three of the four participant pairs
who reported little experience of mutual collaboration also showed the lowest performance (see dotted lines in Figure 4.11).
Exemplary Activity Visualizations
We created timeline visualizations and motion maps of all recorded user activities
during the experimental tasks (Figure 4.12). The typical pattern of workload distribution in the single-display condition was that one user primarily controlled the
navigation, while the other operated the handheld input devices. Some participants
swapped roles during the task. This type of subtask distribution had not much potential for increased efficiency since the bulk of interaction was view navigation to
locate and reach the target perspectives. In the multi-display condition, we observed
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Figure 4.11: Visual search performance of each participant pair with both display conditions
(linked by grey lines) and plotted against the ratio of parallel display usage. The single-display
condition (crosses) did not enable parallel display usage, while in the multi-display condition
(encircled crosses), this possibility was exploited to different degrees. Learning effects between
subsequent experiments depended on the order of conditions (color coded). The dotted lines
represent the four groups, who knew each other only briefly. The exemplary groups 3 and 11
in Figure 4.12 are highlighted with a darker line between conditions.

different usage patterns of the two displays. Some groups used the wall and the
tabletop displays together most of the time, while others exploited the possibility of
parallel scene navigation at different displays. Figure 4.12 shows two representative
participant groups for the mentioned strategies.
Also, the aforementioned differences in the amount of virtual viewpoint navigation
between both conditions can be seen in these diagrams. In the single-display condition, both groups frequently altered the scaling between 1:1 and miniaturization (see
dashed scale-level lines in Figure 4.12a and 4.12b). In the multi-display condition, instead, less scaling occurred at the wall display. Most often it was used at 1:1 scale,
while the tabletop was preferred for visual search in miniature scene views.

4.7.9

Simulator Sickness

Participants filled in a simulator sickness questionnaire before and after their experience with our system in both display conditions. This resulted in four subsequent
measures of simulator sickness (S-pre and S-post for the single-display condition, Mpre and M-post for the multi-display condition). The computed SSQ scores (N-ausea,
O-culomotor disturbance, D-isorientation, and T-otal; see [69]) were not normally
distributed but highly right-skewed, hence, non-parametric tests were applied for
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(a) Activity visualization of participant pair 3. In the single-display condition (upper timeline), the blue
user primarily operated the handheld input devices, while the orange user was navigating. Eight perspectives were found. In the multi-display condition (lower timeline), a strategy of highly parallel display
usage was applied. The blue user searched for perspectives at the tabletop display and joined her partner
at the wall display in the final picture alignment phases. The group found the maximum number of 10
perspectives in less than 15 min.

(b) Activity visualization of participant pair 11. This group was working closely together in both conditions. Roles (navigator and tool operator) were swapped after half the experiment duration in the singledisplay condition (upper timeline). In the multi-display condition (lower timeline), both displays were
used, but mostly together. Phases of parallel display usage are rarely found. In both conditions, 5 perspectives were found.

Figure 4.12: Activity visualization for two participant pairs (both started with the singledisplay condition). The timelines on the left hand side (range: 0 - 22 min) illustrate user
activities over the duration of an experiment (above: single-display condition (S), below:
multi-display condition (M)). Activities associated to the wall display (W) are shown above
the separating black timeline, while those related to the tabletop display (T) are shown below
in mirrored ordering. Blue and orange areas illustrate the display visibility for the respective user over the course of the experiment (less saturated if navigation input is out of reach).
Gray spots within these areas illustrate motion of the handheld picture frames and pointers
associated with the corresponding user and display. Layered area plots above and below the
visibility graphs show normalized view rotation (light gray) and translation (dark gray). The
dashed line shows the absolute scale between level 1:1 and the maximum scale level per display (W = 1:300, T = 1:1000). The vertical lines indicate the start (blue) and end (red) of subtasks.
The two motion maps on the right hand side illustrate the same activities for both conditions
in a top-down view of the physical workspace. The gray rectangles in these maps represent
the two displays.

statistical analysis. A Mann-Whitney U-test revealed small but significant effects of
order of conditions on nausea symptoms (N) (z = 2.42, p = 0.016, r = 0.27) and total
severity (T) (z = 2.31), p = 0.021, r = 0.26). All further tests were thus performed separately for both experimental groups with different order of conditions.
Friedman tests revealed significant differences within the four subsequent measures
for both experimental groups and in all four categories (all p < 0.05, most p < 0.01).
The three more specific scores (N, O, and D) followed the general trend of total
severity scores (T). Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank tests were only performed on
the latter. We compared pre and post measures of both display conditions for both
experimental groups with different order of conditions independently (Bonferroni-
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adjusted a = 0.0125). For both experimental groups, we found significant differences
between pre and post measures in the single-display condition with medium effect sizes
(z = 2.99, p = 0.003, r = 0.33 and z = 3.74, p < 0.001, r = 0.42). The differences between
pre and post measures in the multi-display condition, instead, were not significant
(Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: Increase of the simulator sickness symptoms (median) during the experiments
plotted against both display conditions (left: single-display condition, right: multi-display
condition) and order of conditions (color coded). Working in the single-display setup resulted
in a large increase of sickness symptoms. No significant increase of symptoms was reported in
the multi-display condition.

4.7.10

Subjective Usability Evaluation

Frequency

Both conditions scored almost equally well on the SUS with 80.13 (SD = 11.52) for
the multi-display setup and 74.94 (SD = 13.62) for the single-display condition. We also
asked participants to express on five-point scales 1. which condition better supported
their work tasks, 2. which better supported their collaborative coordination, and 3.
which of both they considered to be more fun to use (1 = strong single-display tendency, 5 = strong multi-display tendency) (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14: Stacked histogram of subjective preference ratings. The majority of users reported
a strong preference for the multi-display setup regarding efficiency, coordination, and fun.

Twenty-five of our 40 participants found the multi-display system much more effective (5). Eight of the remaining expressed a moderate preference for this condition
(4), four were undecided (3) and three expressed a moderate preference for the singledisplay condition (1). Twenty-nine test users found that the multi-display system supported their coordination with their partners much better (5). Seven users expressed a
moderate preference in that respect and the remaining four expressed a slight preference for the single-display system (2). Twenty-six users found the multi-display system
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to be much more fun to use (5), nine stated it was slightly more fun (4), two were
undecided (3), one reported to have slightly more fun with the single-display system
(2) and only two users considered the latter to be much more fun to use (1). The
responses to these questions clearly support our hypothesis H3.
Further user comments emphasized the particular importance of continuous interaction capabilities across both displays available with the Multi-Context Picture Frame
and the Multi-Context Pick Ray.

4.7.11

Discussion

The study results confirmed our three hypotheses. On average, our participant pairs
achieved significantly higher performance in a visual search task if they could use
two independent 3D displays in parallel (H1). This multi-display condition also resulted in significantly less simulator sickness symptoms after extended use of the
virtual reality setup (H2). Moreover, almost all participants of our study preferred
the suggested combination of 3D displays compared to the single-display setup (H3).
The visual search performance of participant pairs in our study was also dependent
on learning effects. Significant interaction effects between display condition and the
order of conditions were observed. Apparently, it requires proficiency with the task
and the system to take advantage of parallel activities at the different displays. The
largest performance improvements were achieved by groups who used the multidisplay after the single-display condition. Not much of a task improvement could be
observed, instead, if the conditions were tested the other order. We also note that
the necessary coordination to achieve benefits of cooperative interaction depends on
the participants’ familiarity with each other. Three of the four participant pairs, who
stated to know each other only briefly, were those with the lowest visual search performance in both display conditions.
Significant differences of simulator sickness symptoms support our hypothesis H2
that collaborative visual search and virtual navigation with a single shared display
increases the risk of such effects. However, the reasons may be other than expected.
We identified the more passive and the more dominant users on the navigation controls during the single-display condition from our activity logs, but we could not find
an interaction with the obtained SSQ scores. We also assumed that providing a secondary display, for an allocentric overview, would decrease the demand for egocentric viewpoint navigation on the wall display. The accumulated scale and orientation
changes on the wall were indeed higher in the single-display condition, but the amount
of translation was higher in the multi-display condition. Perhaps scaling and turning
have a stronger impact on sickness symptoms than viewpoint translation, but without a measure of the perceived visual flow, this is mere speculation.
Nevertheless, we observed that some users who reported a notable increase of sickness symptoms in the single-display condition could avoid these issues by working
primarily at the tabletop display in the multi-display condition.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a novel collaborative VR setup consisting of a 3D wall display, a 3D
tabletop, and handheld 3D viewing windows in a shared workspace. The displays
are synchronized and provide three users with individual stereoscopic views. The
different affordances of the display types as well as the demand for closely and
loosely coupled collaboration motivated us to use them as separate viewing windows
into the same virtual scene. However, with respect to the physical co-location of the
displays in the shared workspace, it is nonetheless desirable to support a coherent
interaction space across the independent views.
The suggested design of Multi-Context Objects facilitates the implementation of a large
variety of 3D interaction tools and techniques with functional and perceptual consistency in multi-window VR environments. It presents a solution to the problem of
managing the seamless representation of users, input tools and manipulated objects
across multiple independent 3D views.
A formal user study based on a collaborative visual search task revealed significant
advantages of our multi-display environment compared to a single display setup. We
will continue the analysis of behavioral patterns and the applied strategies for task
distribution in multi-window environments to advance our collaborative 3D user interfaces.
We are also continuously extending the system’s functionality with novel interaction
tools which confirms the versatility of the Multi-Context Objects approach. Future
work will include the design and smooth integration of interaction techniques that
offer more explicit user control over context selection and behavior during transitions. In order to support a wider range of applications, we will add further displays
with specific capabilities as well as extended support for remote collaboration in distributed setups across multiple independent workspaces.
We are convinced that the seamless operation of 3D interaction tools across real and
virtual multi-window VR systems significantly improves the usability of such advanced collaborative applications and that its a key feature expected by most users.
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Chapter 5

Collision-free Group Navigation
through Spatial Constrictions
This chapter is an extended version of my contributions to the publication:
“C1x6: A Stereoscopic Six-User Display for Co-located Collaboration in Shared
Virtual Environments”
© 2011 ACM. Kulik et al. 2011 [78].

The publication is joint work with Alexander Kulik, Stephan Beck, Roman Reichel,
Roland Blach, Armin Zink, and Bernd Fröhlich at Bauhaus-Universtität Weimar. The
technical contributions for the multi-user projector and the shutter hardware were
laid by Armin Zink, Alexander Kulik, and Roman Reichel. These contributions were
omitted from this excerpt and can be found in the full paper. The presented augmented group navigation techniques were tested in a formal user study by Alexander Kulik. The results were summarized as Section 5.3 “User Feedback”. A detailed
description of the experimental setup and the study results can also be found in the
paper. My specific contributions for this work were the design and implementation
of the multi-user VR application and the augmented group navigation techniques.
The description of the augmented group navigation techniques was extended with
additional algorithmic details and illustrations.

5.1

Motivation

Multi-user projection displays enable co-located collaborative work in shared virtual environments (Figure 5.1). Each user is tracked and can move freely in front
of the display while perceiving perspectively correct views of the virtual environ-
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ment. For collaborative design reviews, we developed the Spheron, an input device
which makes interactions transparent to other co-located users. The Spheron supports object manipulation and group travel. However, when navigating a group of
users through a virtual building, many situations arise in which there is not enough
space to place the users in the virtual world in the same way as they are positioned
relative to each other in the real workplace. This problem did not exist in common
projection-based virtual reality systems where all the observers share the same perspective as the head-tracked navigator. Therefore, we present several approaches to
facilitate group navigation in head-tracked multi-user scenarios by preventing individual collisions of group members with surrounding scene geometry such as walls
and other obstacles.

Figure 5.1: The six-user projection system by Kulik et al. [78]. Each of the users is tracked and
provided with a perspectively correct image. Twelve different images are projected onto the
screen; only one image is shown here. The Spheron, our group navigation device, is centrally
placed in front of the display. The navigator is steering the whole group through the scene.

5.1.1

Multi-User Projection Displays

Projection-based multi-viewer systems expose each user to an individual pair of images, which can be computed in a way that the following two properties are ensured:
• Perspectively-correct perception of the virtual world by each user. The perspective
projection is defined by the relationship between the physical position of a
user’s eye and the physical position and size of the projection screen. Since
each user is in a different position with respect to the projection screen, the
perspective projections and computed images are also different. The correct
perspective enables correct size, shape and distance perception in the virtual
world. Regular stereoscopic displays present the same stereoscopic image pair
to all users. Since the perspective can only be correct for at most one user, all
the other users perceive distorted versions of the virtual objects [1].
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• Perception of a consistent virtual world among all users. The users and the projection screen are placed in the virtual world in exactly the same spatial configuration as in the real world, apart from a global scaling factor. Only this configuration ensures that the virtual world is consistently perceived by all users
(i.e. they are seeing a virtual model as if they were standing around a real
version of the same model). Bare-handed pointing becomes possible and each
user interprets the pointing gesture as in the real world, accompanied by some
limitations with respect to accuracy [112].
These two properties enable a group of co-located users to visually perceive a virtual
model as if it was a real part of their shared physical environment.

5.1.2

Inconsistencies during Group Navigation

Navigation is a basic interaction capability of almost all virtual reality applications.
For collaborative design reviews, we developed the Spheron (Figure 5.2), a stationary
group navigation device which makes interactions transparent to other co-located
users. The most prominent feature of the Spheron is a large 3D trackball for 3DoF
viewpoint rotation. Two elastic joysticks are mounted on the left and right side for
rate-controlled 3DoF translation. The scale level of the view can be continuously adjusted by lateral movements of the two joysticks in opposite directions. The position
of the Spheron in front of the display wall is tracked with an optical tracking system
to determine the center of the 3D trackball and use it as a rotation and scaling center
for virtual interactions.

3D Trackball

3D Joystick

Figure 5.2: The Spheron device. Moving either of the two joysticks induces rate-controlled
scene navigation. Rotation of the 3D trackball is mapped 1:1 to the viewing direction.
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The availability of projection-based multi-viewer systems, however, introduces a new
problem for the navigation through a virtual world, which did not exist in classical
VR display walls with a single head-tracked user. In such single-user systems, all
the users share the same perspective and if the navigator is moving along a collisionfree path, all the group members also perceive the path as being collision-free. In
multi-viewer systems, all of the users are simultaneously moved around along with
a virtual representation of the projection screen (Section 7.3.1). Since projection displays can be quite large (e.g. our display is 4.3 m wide), the users are typically distributed around the space in front of the display. In this configuration, they may
not fit through constrictions such as doors or aisles even if the navigating person
chooses a collision-free path (Figure 5.3a). As a result, the passengers might pass
through walls, which can be disturbing, and the navigator may not even be aware
of these problems. In other situations, the co-travelers may find themselves in different sections of the virtual scene, for instance in separated rooms of a virtual building
(Figure 5.3b).

5.2

Augmented Group Navigation Techniques

Unfortunately, there is no general solution to this problem that maintains a correct
perspective and the consistency of the shared virtual world for all users without requiring that all users are looking from the same position as the navigator, which is
physically impossible. However, we suggest the following approaches to mitigate the
problem: Stop and Crowd, Redirection, and Obstacle Fading. These augmented group
navigation techniques are orthogonal to the actual applied navigation technique.
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(a) The green and the blue user collide with the wall.

(b) The green user is separated from the rest of the group.

Figure 5.3: Group travel in projection-based multi-user setups can lead to problematic situations that impair presence and cooperation between users. These situations occur if the configuration of the users in the real world does not fit into the spatial layout of the virtual scene.
Specifically, some users may not pass through spatial constrictions without bumping into the
scene geometry (a). Furthermore, individual users may become spatially separated from the
rest of the group, for instance by standing in different rooms or isolated scene sections (b).
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Stop and Crowd

As a simple solution, we can perform collision detection for each user in the group’s
steering direction and block the navigation input if at least one user will collide with
obstacles (Figure 5.4). To continue travel, the users need to resolve the collision situation, i.e. by moving closer to the Spheron navigation device in the center of the
workspace.

(a) The group was automatically stopped because of (b) The users crowd around the Spheron navigation
predicted collisions along the travel path of the left device in the center of the workspace to fit through
(blue) and the right user (green).
the constriction.

(c) The group passes the door in a tight formation.

(d) After the passage the group members may
spread out again to a more relaxed formation.

Figure 5.4: A group passes a narrow doorway using the Stop and Crowd technique. The
group navigation is automatically stopped in case of imminent collisions in the travel path of
any user (a). To resolve this conflict, the group members need to reposition themselves in the
workspace to fit through the virtual constriction, i.e. by walking closer to the Spheron (black
model in the center of the workspace) (b). After the constriction is passed (c), the users may
spread out again in front of the display to obtain more comfortable interpersonal distances (d).
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Redirection: Detour and Distort

Alternatively to the adjustment of the position in the workspace, the virtual view of
the users can also be automatically redirected to a collision-free path during the passage of narrow sections (Figure 5.5). In our setup, the navigator is steering the whole
group with the Spheron device, which provides the controls and the reference for all
navigation input. Thus, we assume that the movement path of the Spheron (and implicitly the path of the navigator) is save and without any collisions. During navigation, obstacles in the travel path of each user are detected and avoided by moving the
user’s virtual view towards the path of the Spheron as much as necessary (redirection
phase). As a consequence of these viewpoint adaptations, the system must deal with
two representations of each user’s position: one is corresponding to the original head
position defined by the tracking system (dark colored paths in Figure 5.5) and the
other corresponds to the adjusted view position for collision avoidance (bright colored paths in Figure 5.5). When the constriction is passed, the shifted view is moved
back to original tracked viewpoint of the user in the workspace (recovery phase).

congruent
recovery

redirection

congruent

Figure 5.5: Different navigation phases of the left user (blue) while passing a constriction. In
case a collision is detected, the virtual view of the user is moved towards the position of the
navigation device in the workspace (redirection phase). The redirection towards the Spheron is
stopped if the user fits safely through the constriction. Thus, the right user (bright green trace)
is completely redirected on the path of the Spheron (black trace) while the left user (bright
blue trace) only needs to be moved halfway towards the Spheron. If no further collisions are
predicted from the user’s tracked viewpoint in the workspace, the shifted view is moved back
to the original position (recovery phase).
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The following tests and operations are executed individually for each passenger:
1. Collision Detection: Ray-intersection tests are used to predict collisions with
the scene geometry during travel. Specifically, a ray is shot from each user’s
tracked viewpoint in the movement direction of the group. If an intersection
closer than a distance threshold is found, the virtual redirection towards the
navigation device is started. The distance threshold is a function of the steering velocity. Currently, collisions are identified up to five seconds ahead (e.g.
3.5 m at a velocity of 0.7 m/sec). The effective detection distance is, nonetheless, clamped to the range 2 - 5 m to ensure reasonable response times in case
of very slow or fast movement velocities. To minimize the deviation from the
user’s original path, the intersection test is repeated also from the position of
the shifted virtual viewpoint. In case no further intersections are found from
this position, the user is not redirected any further. As an additional enhancement, secondary ray-tests can be carried out 35 cm to the left or the right of the
respective main test position to ensure sufficient lateral distance to obstacles
during the evasion process.
2. Redirection: The redirection heuristics are based on the assumption that the
Spheron (or the navigator) provides a collision-free reference path for all passengers. In case of collisions, the other users are moved to the position of the
Spheron device in the workspace, which involves planar movement with two
degrees of freedom (forward and lateral translation). The velocity of the corrective movement is defined as a function of the distance to the reference path of
the Spheron and the current steering velocity ensuring that it is zero once the
predicted collision would occur. The translation towards the Spheron can be
stopped before entering the constriction if a lateral distance of 35 cm towards
the passage is reached (bright blue path in Figure 5.5).
The redirective movement can be applied in to ways, by either moving the
whole viewing setup (Detour) or by merely shifting the virtual viewing position of a user (Distort). Both techniques are explained in detail later on.
3. Offset Recovery: The redirected user view is moved back to the original tracked
viewing position as soon as possible if no further collisions are predicted in the
user’s movement path and no obstacles are found between the user’s redirected
and the original viewpoint (Figure 5.5). The recovering movement is executed
over multiple consecutive application frames and blends into the regular forward movement of the group. Specifically, the velocity of the recovery translation is set to the group’s actual steering velocity or maximal 1 m/sec.
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The Detour and Distort techniques can be compared to the concept of redirected walking [95, 106, 122] since they redirect a user from a given navigation path. Redirected
walking aims to extend the range of physical walking motions in virtual environments by redirecting the user from an actively controlled walking path. In our system, a group of users is being navigated by an operator as if being passengers in a
vehicle that is driven by somebody else. Thus, the passive passengers do not have
particular information on the exact movement path through the virtual environment
or a proprioceptive reference that would allow them to judge the extent of the redirection. The only reference are the positions of the other users in front of the display
and the size of the constriction in the virtual world.
Detour Technique
On a path towards an obstacle, the system interferes and moves the user towards
the collision-free path of the Spheron navigation device while maintaining a perspectively correct view (Figure 5.6). To this end, the whole viewing setup of a user, including the virtual viewpoint and an individual screen representation, are moved
conjointly during the redirection with the same evasive input. The viewing frustum
still corresponds to the real-world configuration of user and display and enables the
perspectively correct perception of the virtual world. The consistency of the shared
workspace, however, is temporarily broken since the spatial relation between users
in the real world and their relation in the virtual world is not the same anymore (see
Section 7.4.1 for further implementation details).
Distort Technique
On a path towards an obstacle, the virtual head position of the user is moved towards
the position of the tracked navigation device in the workspace until the collision is
avoided (Figure 5.7). Moving the virtual viewpoint away from the physical one in the
workspace, however, incurs a distortion of the virtual viewing perspective, which
leads to incorrect perception of size, shape, and position of virtual objects. During
the distortion process, the workspace is not perceived consistently among the group
members (see Section 7.4.2 for further implementation details).
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(a) Top down view of the passage.

(b) Corrected viewpoint of the left user (blue).

Figure 5.6: A group passes a narrow doorway using the Detour technique. The virtual viewpoint (camera icon) and the screen representation (colored frame) of the user are both redirected towards the Spheron device (black model) to avoid the collision (a). In the left user’s
view (blue), the redirection is perceived as an integral part of the main travel path (b). This
approach temporarily gives up the consistency of the shared virtual world while the perspectively correct perception is maintained.
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(a) Top down view of the passage.
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(b) Corrected viewpoint of the left user (blue).

Figure 5.7: A group passes a narrow doorway using the Distort technique. The position of
the virtual viewpoint (camera icon) is moved towards the Spheron device (black model) if the
physical head position of a user would collide on its original path (a). Shifting the head position away from the tracked workspace position leads to a distorted perception of the virtual
world (b).
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Obstacle Fading

During group navigation, if a user is on a path towards an obstacle, occluding scene
geometry can be slowly faded out (Figure 5.9). The perceived opacity of the obstacle
is defined individually in each user’s view as a function of its distance to the user’s
viewpoint and current movement velocity. Object geometry less than three seconds
away starts fading out such that it becomes fully transparent one second before the
imminent collision. Assuming a moderate steering velocity of 0.7 m/sec, for instance,
the objects will continuously fade out between 2.1 m and 0.7 m distance (Figure 5.8).
Physical movement of a user in the tracked workspace alone does not trigger geometry fading. Thus, irritating collisions with obstacles can be avoided during regular
virtual travel while users may still examine scene details if they approach them by
real walking or by steering slowly. However, during fading, the consistency of the
shared model is affected since other users may see the same scene segments in different fading states, e.g. with varying opacity, unaffected, or fully transparent.

RO = 2.1m
RI = 0.7m

User

Figure 5.8: While steering, obstacles fade out linearly between an outer (RO ) and inner (RI )
radius defined around each user. Both distance thresholds are adjusted dynamically based on
the group’s actual movement velocity. Object fading starts three seconds before and reaches
full transparency one second before the imminent collision. The fading process is individually
carried out in each user’s view. This illustrations exemplarily shows the specific fading distances (RO = 0.7 m and RI = 2.1 m) for the left user (blue) with a moderate steering velocity of
0.7 m/sec.
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(a) Top down view of the passage.
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(b) View of the left user (blue) with fading obstacles.

Figure 5.9: A group passes a narrow doorway using the Fade technique. The left and the right
user will collide with wall segments during the passage (a). The obstacles continuously fade
out in each user’s view during the approach, here exemplary shown for the left user (b).
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5.3

User Feedback

The proposed augmented group navigation techniques were evaluated in a pilot and
a formal user study. The results can be summarized as follows:
• All participants agreed that bumping through opaque walls is not acceptable
and augmented group navigation techniques are needed.
• The Stop and Crowd technique provided the most realistic experience. However, it quickly became tedious when traveling through multiple consecutive
constrictions.
• The Distort technique was consistently rated low for two major reasons: the
distorted geometry breaks the realistic impression of space, and the animated
transitions in and out of the distortion can contribute to a feeling of dizziness.
• The Detour technique was preferred by users with a focus on the spatial integrity of the 3D model. They reported it to provide the most realistic experience of virtual environments without the necessity of physical crowding. Many
of them even claimed that they did not even realize the redirection.
• The opinions on Object Fading varied. It was preferred by users who identified
the consistency of the virtual view to their physical position in the group as the
most relevant feature of multi-user virtual reality systems. Others, however,
found that it would deteriorate the appearance of the virtual model.

5.4

Conclusions and Future Work

Augmented group navigation techniques prevent users from irritating collisions with
scene geometry during group travel through narrow passages. Obstacle Fading and
Detouring are the preferred solutions for this problem. They either compromise the
spatial integrity of the virtual models or the consistency of the shared workspace. The
significance of these impairments, however, is rated differently by users and depend
on the use case. The heuristic approach for collision detection and avoidance has
limitations regarding the shape and orientation of obstacles that can be robustly detected. However, in practice, it worked well in typical use cases such as architectural
walkthroughs and was sufficient for an evaluation of the general applicability and
user acceptance of the different collision handling techniques for group navigation.
Our augmented group navigation techniques can be further refined in many directions. In particular, formulating the combination of different collision-avoiding strategies as an optimization problem could result in a good heuristic to select the best
strategy for each situation and provide smooth transitions in between. So far, we
have focused on keeping the shared space intact as much as possible while navigating. While this seems highly desirable in most cases, there might also be situations
where it is beneficial to temporarily relax this requirement. For example, there are
situations where each user might stroll through a museum on an individual path but
has the possibility to rejoin the group if desired.

Chapter 6

Remote Collaboration in
Immersive Group-to-Group
Telepresence Applications
This chapter is an excerpt of my contributions to the publication:
“Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence”
© 2013 IEEE. Beck et al. 2013 [9].
The publication is joint work with Stephan Beck, Alexander Kulik and Bernd Fröhlich
at Bauhaus-Universtität Weimar. The technical and algorithmic foundations for the
capturing and reconstruction of users as 3D video avatars were laid by Stephan Beck.
These technical contributions were omitted from this excerpt and can be found in the
full paper. The presented telepresence setup was tested in a formal user study by
Alexander Kulik. The specific results regarding collaborative interaction were summarized as Section 6.3 “User Feedback”. A detailed description of the experimental
setup and the study results can also be found in the paper. My specific contributions
for this work were the design and implementation of the distributed multi-user VR
application, the proposed group configurations, the individual and joint navigation
capabilities, and the interaction with a shareable world in miniature. Some text passages from the publication have been extended to consolidate these contributions.

6.1

Motivation

Direct encounters are an essential part of interpersonal interaction in our everyday
lives. Immersive 3D telepresence systems enable similar forms of encounter for people at spatially separated locations by providing realistic 3D representations of the
individual users in a shared meeting space. In combination with stereoscopic display
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technologies, the expressiveness of interpersonal communication involving body language, gestures, facial expressions and eye contact, can be conveyed in a similar way
as in real-world meetings.
Our immersive group-to-group telepresence system seamlessly combines the local
and remote collaboration spaces of two groups at remote sites in a shared virtual environment (Figure 6.1). The real-time 3D reconstructions of the users, their activities
and the involved objects enable a high level of presence and mutual awareness between the remote co-workers. This setup allows us to realize direct face-to-face group
meetings in a similar way as real ones, and also offers novel possibilities for remote
collaboration. We explored other configurations where the groups were placed sideby-side or where they can navigate independently in the shared virtual world. We
realized bidirectional input couplings between the central input stations of the two
remote sites for joint navigation and object manipulation for closely-coupled group
meetings. In decoupled configurations, we suggest the use of a world in miniature
(WIM [123]) to provide awareness of the locations of the respective other group.

Figure 6.1: Two remote user groups meet inside a virtual castle model. On the left, the local
users greet the life-size 3D representations of the remote user. On the right, the two user groups
discuss the specifics of a 3D model by pointing and gesturing. The image material shown here
is from a more advanced version of our telepresence system.

6.1.1

Workspace Coherence in Remote Collaboration

A primary goal of collaborative interfaces are joint experiences based on mutual
awareness and efficient information exchange. In real world cooperation, this is implicitly given by the spatial and temporal coherence of the workspace. People use eye
contact, pointing gestures, and body language to convey their views and emotions
and to coordinate their activities. In telecommunication scenarios, these awareness
cues are not directly given and must be depicted virtually to enable the emergence
of a shared sense of space. Abstract representations of users and their activities have
been commonly proposed for collaborative spaces [45, 58, 138]. However, for direct
communication between remote collaborators, more realistic user representations are
favorable. Following this goal, a lot of research was carried out in the field of 2D
videoconferencing with direct eye contact [65, 93, 135]. More recently, research on
high-fidelity user representations based on 3D capturing technology has become increasingly popular [50, 85, 96, 105].
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Bill Buxton described the shared person space and the shared task space as two essential components of collaborative systems [25]. The shared person space designates
the mutual sense of copresence between the users and directly links to gaze, facial expression, voice, and body language. The shared task space is the collective sense of
copresence regarding the task domain. Buxton emphasized that effective telepresence
benefits from the tight integration of both person and task spaces. In telecommunication setups, however, these two spaces are often dissociated. For instance, separate
application windows for the video transmission and the joint work can compromise
the coherent perception of activities and authors.
We created a novel immersive telepresence system for remote collaboration where the
person space and the task space coincide in the shared virtual environment. Thus, the
local physical reality, the life-sized 3D representation of the remote users and their
activities, and the simulated content of the virtual meeting place blend seamlessly
together as a mixed reality experience.

6.1.2

Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence Setup

Our Group-to-Group Telepresence setup builds upon these four properties:
• Multi-View Support: Our telepresence setup is based on two coupled projectionbased multi-user displays [78], each providing multiple users with perspectively correct stereoscopic images. This enables a coherent workspace experience for the local user activities with the virtual scene.
• Realistic User Representation: At each site, the users and their local workspaces are continuously captured using a cluster of registered depth and color
cameras. The captured data is then transferred to the remote location in real
time and reconstructed as 3D video avatar representations in the shared virtual environment. A central microphone and speaker at each site enable basic
audio communication between the groups. Thus, mutual awareness of local
and remote activities is supported. The person space and the task space of the
distributed groups coincide in the shared virtual environment.
• Configurable Meeting Places: The two remote user groups meet inside a shared
virtual environment. The virtual scene can be minimal and comprise only the
captured local workspaces to reproduce real-world encounters involving people, motion sequences and physical artifacts. Alternatively, the focus can also
be set on the joint exploration, analysis, and presentation of the virtual content
itself, for instance in the context of collaborative design reviews and architectural walkthroughs.
• Support of Loose and Tight Cooperation: We equipped each group with independent navigation, way finding, and manipulation capabilities to explore and
interact with the scene on their own. For tight cooperation, the groups can also
be coupled together in different spatial configurations. Our user interfaces are
specifically designed to support local and remote input, for instance for joint
navigation. During independent exploration, overview visualizations can provide additional awareness cues on the other group’s activities.
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Group-to-Group Interaction

Many application scenarios can benefit from an immersive telepresence system that
allows two or more groups of users at different locations to meet in a shared virtual
environment. Architectural applications are a prime example since they traditionally involve face-to-face discussions around a small-scale model and appreciate the
possibility for joint explorations of a life-size 3D model. For enabling a local group
to work together in a co-located setup, we use a projection-based multi-user system,
which provides each tracked user with a perspectively correct visualization of the
3D scene. In such a system, co-located users can show details of the model to each
other by simply pointing with their bare hands. Salzmann et al. [112] showed that an
accuracy of two to three centimeters can be achieved in co-located multi-user display
environments. They also reported that tracing along the boundaries of small objects
allows other users to identify the object more accurately than by simply pointing at
it. Remote participants, represented by life-size 3D video avatars in our telepresence
system, can join this gestural communication just as naturally (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2: Two groups of users meet face-to-face in a virtual city model. Both groups are 3D
captured and represented as 3D video avatars at the remote site. The greeting situation here is
shown from the perspective of each group.

Besides bare-handed pointing, navigation is an important part of the interface. In
our system, each group is equipped with a stationary input device, the Spheron [78],
which is placed in the center of each workspace approximately 1.5 m in front of the
screen. The Spheron is equipped with a 3D joystick on the side for moving through
the scene and a large 3D trackball on the top for changing the viewing direction.
Alternatively, the input can also be used to manipulate a selected object. In navigation
mode, the whole navigation platform of each group, including the users’ viewing
setups, the screen, the avatar representations, and operated input devices, is moved
through the scene (see Chapter 7.2 for further implementation details).
Our interface also provides a WIM for each group to facilitate way finding and mutual awareness. Each WIM is attached to a tracked handle and can be freely moved
inside the workspace. If the prop is placed on the tray of the Spheron, the WIM
becomes attached to the stationary device. It is then visualized hovering above the
trackball and can be further manipulated with input from the Spheron. We observed
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that users on both sides preferred this alternative for collaborative way planning and
navigation.
We differentiate among three different configurations of the two user groups that
support different requirements: face-to-face, side-by-side or independent. In the following sections, we explain these configurations. Figures 6.2 - 6.6 illustrate the resulting
situations in the exemplary scenario of a joint tour through a 3D city model.

6.2.1

Face-to-Face Meeting

A face-to-face configuration of the two groups is the most natural starting point for a
meeting. Figure 6.2 shows the users engaging in a virtual handshake. The navigation
platforms of both groups are facing towards each other and overlap at least partially
such that the remote participants can reach into the local group’s workspace in front
of the screen. The Spheron devices of both groups can also be directly coupled, which
results in both navigation platforms to overlay at the Spheron’s position in the virtual world. The Spheron then becomes the centrally shared object for both groups.
Figure 6.3 shows this exemplarily with a WIM attached to the Spheron. The users
can then point and trace details of the shared WIM with their fingers. If a remote and
a local user are touching the same point on the model, their fingers (the real finger
of the local person and the reconstructed finger of the remote person) will converge
at the same point. Furthermore, if they zoom into the WIM to their actual location
in the virtual world, they can see their own 3D representations acting in real-time in
the virtual world (Figure 6.3, right). By coupling both Spheron devices, the motion
input from both sites is combined such that either group can manipulate the view of
the attached WIM. This generally does not result in interferences between input from
both groups since users see each other accessing the control of their local device and
directly resolve disagreements by talking and gesturing.

Figure 6.3: Two user groups meet in a face-to-face configuration with a WIM in between them.
To the left: The WIM is shared by both groups. Its view can be adjusted with input from each
group’s Spheron device. To the right: By zooming into the WIM, the users can see themselves
live as miniature avatars.
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Side-by-Side Coupling for Joint Navigation

Face-to-face meetings are most suitable for exploring small-scale virtual content displayed between the two groups. For jointly exploring a large-scale virtual model,
the two user groups can couple themselves together so that they are both facing in
the same direction. In this case, both navigation platforms are connected with the
Spheron devices and screens in alignment. Each of the two groups can take over
navigation control by operating their own Spheron. Typically, they coordinate in taking turns by talking to each other. If one group stands slightly left of their Spheron
and the other group slightly to the right, they are truly in a side-by-side configuration. In this configuration, none of the virtual user representations can be seen. Only
if remote users move forward, they will partially appear to the local users as they
enter the local users’ viewing frustum. At this point, it is possible that the remote
user points to a virtual object and the local user is able to correctly see this gesture
if there is no occlusion. However, such a true side-by-side placement of the users is
not required and local and remote users can stand in arbitrary locations in front of
the screens as in Figure 6.4. In the side-by-side configuration, unusual situations may
arise such as a virtual arm of a remote user extending from the body of a local user.

Figure 6.4: The two groups stand next to each other. The user on the right side is standing
behind the remote users. Thus, he can see their virtual representations from behind.

6.2.3

Independent Navigation

At times, both user groups might want to be more independent of each other. They
can detach from the coupled face-to-face or side-by-side configuration and switch to
an independent navigation mode, where they can explore the virtual world on their
own, travel in a loose convoy (Figure 6.5, left) or meet each other from a distance (Figure 6.5, right). These situations mimic real-world situations with the limitation that
each display system provides only a window into the virtual world through which
the others can be seen. The navigation platforms of both groups leave temporary
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Figure 6.5: Both user groups individually travel a virtual city. To the left: One group loosely
trails the other one on a tour. To the right: The two groups later meet again inside a building.

movement trails on the ground that help finding the respective other one. If a group
cannot see the other one directly, the WIM also comes in handy. Colored handles
sticking out of the WIM show where both groups are actually situated in the virtual
scene (Figure 6.6). They can then zoom into the WIM to see what the others are doing.
The handle or the avatar representations can be picked and moved inside the WIM
using ray-based manipulation with 3D pointers. As a result, the whole group can be
moved rapidly to a particular landmark or to the location of the other group. Such an
act may cause confusion - if not discomfort. Performing actions that strongly affect
the other users should at least be announced. If the other group is not in viewing
distance, the only possible communication method is via audio.

Figure 6.6: The different position of both groups inside the virtual world are indicated by
colored handles sticking out of the WIM. The handles can be dragged and dropped inside the
navigation with a ray pointer as a navigation shortcut.
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6.3

User Feedback

We evaluated our Group-to-Group Telepresence system in a pilot study. The results
can be summarized as follows:
• The 3D video avatars conveyed a strong sense of spatiality. Pointing and tracing
gestures were used to communicate naturally with each other.
• The comprehensibility of remote pointing gestures is on a similar level as colocated pointing. In both situations, we measured 95% correct identifications.
We attribute the observed errors in the two conditions to different issues. Colocated pointing is hampered by the accommodation/vergence mismatch while
remote pointing may suffer from inaccurate finger reconstructions.
• The WIM including the miniature video avatars was rated to be very helpful
for orientation and group-to-group coordination during decoupled travel.
• Everybody agreed that this type of system would be a useful extension to telecommunications and that they would like to use it if it comes to the collaborative
analysis of virtual 3D models.

6.4

Conclusion and Future Work

We realized the first symmetric 3D telepresence system that provides a coherent
workspace for two groups of users based on two coupled stereoscopic multi-viewer
systems. Our system captures the users in front of each display using a set of colorand-depth cameras and reconstructs life-sized 3D avatars at the respective remote
site. Experiments with the system showed that pointing and tracing gestures of the
remote users could be equally well understood as co-located pointing. The participants expressed that turn taking and collaboration worked well while they were
fascinated by the directness and naturalness of the interaction with the remote collaborators. Several navigation techniques support the exploration of a shared virtual
world in different group configurations, which are particularly suitable for architectural applications. A WIM facilitates mutual awareness between the groups during
phases of independent travel. The WIM can also be used conjointly in face-to-face
meetings for exocentric overviews and route planning.
The developed collaborative interfaces for immersive telepresence provided the basis for group-to-group interaction in our later publications. For instance, our Photoportals were designed to work in remote scenarios as well and include video avatar
representations of the local and remote groups. Their views can be adjusted to provide miniature views in a similar way as a classical WIM. We extended the concept
of sharable and complementary (WIM) interfaces and support interaction and manipulation with Photoportals by local and remote users. We also integrated a recording functionality into the Photoportal interface that allows to record and replay sequences of local or group-to-group interaction, including the 3D video avatars and
other user activities in the scene.

Chapter 7

Scenegraph Templates for
Cooperative Interfaces
This chapter describes derived scenegraph templates that were used for the realization of the presented interaction techniques and collaborative setups in scenegraphbased VR systems. In a first step, a basic viewing and interaction setup for single-user
display environments is introduced. This configuration is then extended with multiview support for a group of co-located users. A specific focus is put on navigation
and in particular the realization of augmented group navigation techniques that can
prevent individual collisions of users during group travel. Further templates comprise the description of telepresence setups, the implementation of virtual viewing
windows, and input representations in multi-window workspaces.

7.1

Scenegraph Basics

A scenegraph is a collection of nodes in a graph or tree structure used to describe
the logical and spatial relationships of the entities in a graphical application. These
entities are modeled by different node types like screen, camera, group, and geometry nodes. Some properties appear in all node types such as the local coordinate
system which is used to describe the position, orientation, and scale of a node in the
scene with a transformation matrix. Other attributes are used to model the specifics
of one entity, for instance the display dimensions in a screen node. The nodes are
connected with edges (usually directed) which describe their hierarchical dependencies as parent-child relationships. Each scenegraph node may have many child nodes
but typically only has a single parent node (with the exception of multi-parent scenegraphs). The operations executed on a specific node implicitly affect all of its subtree
nodes. When changing a node’s coordinate system, this is automatically concatenated with the local coordinate system of all child nodes during any graph traversal
(e.g. for rendering). Each node N, hence, has a local transformation T(N) state and
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global one, the so called world transformation WT(N) which describes the spatial relationship of this node relative to the world coordinate system. Points expressed in a
particular node’s coordinate system can be transformed into any other node’s coordinate system by a sequence of matrix multiplications. For this purpose, we consider
all nodes on the connecting path from the source to the target coordinate system.
Operations in ascending direction imply the multiplication of the local transformation matrices in a subtree while during descend the inverse local transformations are
multiplied (Figure 7.1).

W
T(N21)-1
WT(N21)-1

N21

N11
N22

N12
N23

N24

T(N25)

N25

WT(N25)

Figure 7.1: Basic matrix transformations in an exemplary scenegraph. Each scenegraph node
Nij contains a local coordinate system, which describes the relative spatial transformation
T(Nij ) with respect to the parent’s node coordinate system. Transforming from the parent node
into the child’s coordinate system involves the inverse local transformation T(Nij )-1 of the child
node. The world transformation WT(Nij ) describes to global spatial transformation of a node
relative to the world coordinate system. Transforming from the world node into any node’s
coordinate system involves the inverse world transformation WT(Nij )-1 of the respective node.

All coordinate system transformations presented in this chapter depict the full sequence of all local node transformations along a connecting node path. For simplicity, the notation of the local transformation T(N) of a node is shortened to the node
name only, in this case N. For some illustrations, multi-parent scenegraph structures
are used. This powerful mechanisms enables the sharing of a resource (e.g. geometry,
screen, pointer) in multiple spatial contexts. Specifically, a child node can be simultaneously attached to multiple parent nodes, which results in multiple concurrent
coordinate system dependencies. During graph traversal (e.g. rendering) this node
can then be reached on different node paths with different world transformations. In
case multi-parent structures are not directly supported by a system, this mechanism
can also be realized through explicit synchronization of multiple equivalent node instances representing the same semantic object.

7.2

Basic Viewing and Interaction Setup

Following the descriptions of Tramberend [132] and Robinett & Holloway [110], we
organize the scenegraph in two main branches (Figure 7.2): the scene branch, where
the virtual objects are arranged, and the viewing and interaction branch, where the displays, the users, and the 3D interaction devices are represented. The scene objects
(Oi ) can be arranged hierarchically to represent spatial and semantic relations among
them and are usually attached to a joint model node (M) representing the whole scene
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subtree. The viewing setup contains a screen node (S) as the representative of the
physical display and a head node (H) representing the user’s tracked head with two
attached eye or camera nodes (L and R) as projection centers. In contrast to the projective description of a digital camera, the viewing frustum of a user in an immersive
VR setup is constantly changing due to the headtracking input and is therefore asymmetric (off-axis) for most of the time. The spatial relation between the screen and the
eye nodes provides the parameters for the computation of a user’s viewing frustum.
Specifically, the eye nodes need to be transformed into the coordinate system of the
screen. In Table 7.1(a), this is shown exemplary for the left eye L.

W
M
O1

N
H

On
L
Scene

W - World

M - Model

navMat = navMat * inputMat

trackMat

S

P

trackMatP

R
Viewing and Interaction

O - Object

N - Navigation

S - Screen

H - Head

L/R - Left/Right Eye

P - 3D Pointer

Figure 7.2: Scenegraph template for a basic viewing and interaction setup. All entities in an
application can be expressed in one of the two branches. The scene content is organized in the
scene branch (blue background). Usually, the scene objects are organized in hierarchies in order to move subgroups independently. The viewing and interaction branch (red background)
contains various nodes that represent the real-world entities such as the user’s head (H) and
eyes (L and R), the screen (S), or any input devices (P). They are all attached to the navigation
node (N) that allows moving the whole configuration relative to the scenegraph root. Direct
user input can be captured with tracking systems and directly applied to the respective scenegraph nodes, e.g. the head (H) or the pointer (P) nodes. Navigation input can be applied in
various ways, for instance by accumulating steering input to the navigation matrix in N.

With the transformed eye point LS and the physical screen dimensions, the corresponding off-axis projection matrix can be derived and used to render the 3D objects
into 2D image space. For the correct stereoscopic projection, the properties and the
spatial transformations (e.g. interpupillary distance, screen dimensions, head and
screen position) of all nodes in the viewing setup have to correspond exactly to the
real-world configuration. In order to project the 3D geometries onto the screen plane,
the geometry nodes have to be transformed into the screen coordinate system with
the so called model-view transformation. This applies to all objects in the scene branch
but also to geometry nodes in the viewing and interaction branch, e.g. the geometry of
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a 3D ray pointer or avatar nodes of the users. In Table 7.1(b), the model-view transformation is exemplary shown for the scene object O1 .
transformation

formula

(a)

eye - screen

LS = S -1 · H · L

(b)

model - view

O1 S = S -1 · N -1 · M · O1

(c)

pointer - scene

P M = M -1 · N · P

Table 7.1: Relevant coordinate system transformations for rendering and interaction.

View adjustments on the scene content can be expressed in both branches of the
scenegraph (Figure 7.2). First, the transformation matrix of the objects or the whole
object branch can be modified, i.e. by moving the model node (M). This corresponds
to the manipulation metaphor. Alternatively, all nodes in the viewing branch can be
moved relative to the world coordinate system by applying navigation input to the
branch’s parent node. This node is dubbed as the navigation node or navigation platform. Various navigation techniques can be implemented, for instance steering with
an elastic controller. To this end, the actual steering input is accumulated every frame
to the matrix of the navigation node:
navM at = navM at · inputM at
We focus on the navigation metaphor since the navigation platform can be seen as
the direct representation of the physical workspace in the application (Figure 7.3). In
our setups, the navigation coordinate system corresponds to the center of the physical workspace (N in Figure 7.3a) and provides the reference for all navigation input.
However, for rotation and scaling, it might be beneficial to situate the reference center
somewhere else, for instance in the center of the screen or inside the trackball of the
Spheron navigation device. This position offset can be modeled in the input accumulation step, here exemplary shown for rotation input relative to the screen center:
navM at = navM at · S · rotInputM at · S -1
3D input devices are also represented as nodes below the navigation node, e.g. as
a virtual hand or a 3D pointer node (P). As a result, they are implicitly affected by
navigation input and move in conjunction with the user’s viewing setup through
the scene. Device movements within the workspace are measured with a tracking
system and directly fed into the respective node’s transformation matrix. For 3D
interaction, the tool node needs to be transformed into the coordinate system of the
scene where the specific functionality is then executed, e.g. a ray intersection method
for object selection. Table 7.1(c) shows the transformation for the 3D pointer (P) into
the coordinate system of the scene.
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The presented scenegraph template continuously represents all entities of the physical workspace and their spatial relation towards each other in the simulation of the
virtual environment (Figure 7.3a). Thus, the workspace and the virtual scene blend
into a coherent interaction space where the user perceives the virtual world as an
direct extension of the real place (Figure 7.3b).

(a) Situation in the virtual scene.

(b) Situation in the interaction space.

Figure 7.3: The workspace is the physical environment with the display hardware and the input devices (Spheron and 3D pointer). The movements of the user and the pointer are captured
with a tracking system across the whole area. Separate coordinate systems represent different
aspects of the physical setup in the virtual world. The top-level coordinate system is the navigation platform (N), which situates the workspace in the virtual scene. The coordinate systems
of the screen (S), the head (H), and the 3D pointer (P) are defined relative to the navigation
platform with respect to their configuration in the real world (a). The scene is rendered for the
user’s tracked head position and displayed on the screen. Thus, the physical workplace and
the simulated world blend into a coherent interaction space for the user (b).
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7.3

Multi-User Setup

In order to support multiple users in a projection-based setup, the scenegraph configuration has to provide the necessary information to compute and apply correct
projection matrices for all users. To this end, individual head and eye nodes are introduced into the scenegraph for each user, i.e. H1 - H3 in Figure 7.4. The interpupillary distance has to be measured for all users and is modeled in the associated eye
nodes. The individual headtracking information is transferred into the head node
of each respective user (trackMat1-3). The screen is the shared display area for all
users and therefore has to be present only once in the scenegraph. For rendering, all
geometries are transformed into the (shared) screen space with the model-view transformation. Then, the views of all users are consecutively rendered with respect to
their individual viewpoints. For this, all eye nodes have to be transformed into the
screen coordinate system to calculate the corresponding projection matrices. If all
parameters are modeled carefully, a coherent interaction space is formed for all users
that enables mutual pointing towards virtual objects with bare fingers.
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W - World

M - Model

O - Object
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trackMat1
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N - Navigation
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L/R - Left/Right Eye

P - 3D Pointer

Figure 7.4: Scenegraph template for joint group navigation of three co-located users. Introducing separate head and eye nodes enables independent transformation paths for each eye into
the shared screen coordinate system. Hence, independent off-axis projection matrices can be
computed for each user’s eyes. The navigation node (N) moves the whole subgraph including
the users (H1 - H3 ), the screen (S), and tracked input devices (P) relative to the scene branch.

7.3.1

Group Navigation Capabilities

The navigation platform metaphor directly supports group navigation. The screen, the
head nodes, and the tracked input devices are all attached to the navigation node
(Figure 7.4). In our scenarios, navigation input is provided by the Spheron device.
This allows one user to take over navigation control and move the whole navigation
platform with all users and input devices through the virtual scene. Keep in mind
that this may lead to inconvenient travel experiences for the passengers as they can be
accidentally moved through obstacles by the navigator. Section 7.4 provides details
for the realization of augmented group navigation techniques that handle these collisions.
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Individual Navigation Capabilities

In some application scenarios, it can be beneficial to enable individual navigation capabilities per user - at least temporarily during phases of independent exploration. To
do so, the head subgraphs of all users (including head and eye nodes) can be attached
to separate navigation nodes, i.e. N1 - N3 in Figure 7.5. A correct screen description
is required in all the users’ viewing setups in order to define the individual viewing
frusta and the projection matrices. At the same time, the physical display is shared
by all users, and its parameters (dimensions, resolution) are identical for every individual viewing setup. Thus, the screen node needs to be attached to all navigation
nodes simultaneously, e.g. by using a multi-parent mechanism in the scenegraph.
This enables separate transformation paths for the model-view transformation and allows the scene objects to occur at different positions in the screen space of different
users. Individual navigation input can be applied to the separate navigation nodes
and thus constantly alters the view component in the model-view transformation of the
respective user.
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Figure 7.5: Scenegraph template with individual navigation capabilities for multiple users.
Introducing separate navigation platforms (N1 - N3 ) above each user’s viewing setup enable
independent model-view transformations for each user. Applying input to a navigation node
will only alter the view transformation component of one user. For other users, the scene
objects are transformed with their corresponding model-view transformation into the screen
space (S). The experience of a shared interaction space between the users is not given in this
setup.

Individual navigation states inevitably result in a discrepancy between the users’ configuration in the real world and their virtual positions, which can severely impair
cooperation. While users are standing next to each other in the physical workspace,
they can be situated at completely different places in the virtual scene. If a user then
points towards a viewed object, the pointing gesture cannot be understood by others. As a result, the experience of a shared interaction space between the users is not
given.
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Joint group navigation (Section 7.3.1) can also be realized with this scenegraph configuration if the matrices in all navigation nodes are explicitly synchronized right
after navigation input is applied to one of them. If a user wants to temporary separate from the group, the explicit synchronization mechanism of the user’s navigation
platform with the others must be disabled. To rejoin later on, the navigation matrix of
the group is then again applied to the deviator’s navigation node. If applied directly,
this synchronization step would appear as an instant jump for the joining user. This
could be avoided by an animation sequence over multiple application frames.
Input devices, such as tracked 3D pointers, are of particular concern in this configuration. In contrast to the shared screen, a hand-held pointing device can only be
used by one person at a time. Thus, the pointer node can only be attached to a single
navigation node (N3 in Figure 7.5). In phases of separate navigation, the physical input device and its virtual representation (e.g. a 3D ray pointer) cannot be perceived
integrally by the other users. In case the device is handed over to another user, it has
to be relocated in the scenegraph below the new owner’s navigation node. Alternatively, each user can be equipped with his or her own input device. The virtual device
representation is then permanently attached to the respective navigation node.

7.4

Augmented Group Navigation Techniques

In projection-based multi-user environments, the actual configuration of users may
not always fit in the spatial constrictions of the virtual environment, for instance
when traveling through narrow passages (Section 5). The navigator is steering the
whole group from his or her viewpoint and tries to avoid obstacles and walls as best
as possible. However, this is not always feasible if users are standing further away
from the position of the navigator in the physical workspace. One approach to deal
with these situations is to virtually redirect the affected passengers towards collisionfree areas along the travel path of the group. To this end, the absolute viewpoint
of the user needs to be repositioned (Chapter 5). The redirection can by realized by
either Detour-ing the user’s whole viewing setup (Section 7.4.1) or by Distort-ing the
user’s headtracking matrix (Section 7.4.2).

7.4.1

Detour Technique

One way of implementing collision-avoidance is to introduce additional Detour nodes
(D1 - D3 ) between the group’s navigation node and each head-subgraph (Figure 7.6).
Furthermore, the screen node needs to be moved one level lower and attached to
all detour-subgraphs simultaneously (e.g. by using a multi-parent mechanism). This
modified scenegraph template enables individual model-view transformations for each
user’s viewing setup due to the separate view transformation components. The view
transformation now consists of contributions from the navigation matrix which is
used in all transformation paths, the corresponding detour node matrix, and the local
screen transformation. The navigation matrix is the primary component and contains
the main travel route executed by the navigator. The detour matrix is the secondary
component and describes the spatial redirection of a single user towards the central
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travel path. The screen component is not changing from frame to frame since the display remains at a fixed position in the workspace. In situations where no individual
redirection is required, the detour matrix is set to identity.
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Figure 7.6: Scenegraph template for augmented group navigation with the Detour approach.
Including detour nodes (D) between the navigation node and all viewing setups enables local
path corrections for each user relative to the group’s main travel path (N). While the stereoscopic projection is unaffected by the redirection, the spatial configuration of the users relative
to each other does not correspond to their real world one. During phases of detouring, the
experience of a shared interaction space between the users is therefore not given.

Keep in mind that this proposed template facilitates smaller redirections relative to
the main travel path, for instance lateral translations of a passenger towards the navigator’s virtual viewpoint. However, in some situations, the restriction to stick as best
as possible to the navigator’s path can lead to rapid and jerky redirection patterns for
the passengers. In such cases, it can be more beneficial to redirect a user to a more
divergent path, completely detached from the rest of the group, and join again later
on. Individual navigation platforms provide the means for this kind of independent
travel (Section 7.3.2). The automated redirection then has to continuously fuse the
navigator’s steering input and any sort of individual collision avoidance in every
passenger’s navigation node.
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7.4.2

Distort Technique

The Distort approach can be directly realized with the default scenegraph configuration for multi-user navigation (Section 7.3.1) and does not require further restructuring. The redirection is realized by changing the user’s head position relative to the
screen (see modified head matrix in Figure 7.7). Therefore, the corrective movement
is added to the regular headtracking matrix of the user and applied to the head node.
Contrary to the Detour approach, here the screen is not moved in conjunction with
the head for corrective measures which results in a distorted viewing perspective
on the virtual world. Please note that incorrect (stereoscopic) projection inevitably
prevents any kind of a shared interaction space experience between the group members. At the same time, this approach is limited to very small deviations from the
user’s original tracked head position and mainly to sideward movements. In case
the redirection also involves head adjustments in the main travel direction, the eye
nodes could even outrun the screen node (eye behind screen plane) and result in a
completely degenerated and flipped viewing frustum.
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Figure 7.7: Scenegraph template for augmented group navigation with the Distort approach.
The viewpoint modification is directly applied on top of the headtracking matrix of a user into
his or her head node (H). The virtual viewpoint does not correspond to the user’s viewpoint
in front of the real screen, which leads to a distorted perception of the virtual scene. In consequence, the experience of a coherent interaction space is not given.
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Distributed User Groups

The paradigm of joint navigation platforms can be directly applied for multiple distributed user groups, for instance in telepresence applications (Chapter 6). Here, the
viewing and interaction setups of all co-located users are attached to a single navigation node while all remote user groups are bound to their own navigation platforms.
Figure 7.8 shows a scenario with two distributed user pairs. Both groups can travel
independently through the shared virtual environment. The navigation platforms
can be temporarily coupled for joint group travel. In Section 7.3.2, we described the
explicit synchronization of multiple independent navigation platforms for each user
for occasional joint travel. The same synchronization mechanism can be applied here
on the group level.
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Figure 7.8: Scenegraph template for the navigation of two independent user groups. Both
groups (including their viewing and interaction setups) have their own navigation platform
(NA and NB ) and can travel the scene independently. Avatar representations, in form of simple
head proxies or full-fledged 3D video avatars, facilitate mutual awareness between the remote
user groups. Traversal masks are used to manage the visibility of the avatars nodes in different
views. Remote avatars are always visible whereas the local ones are not shown.

While the users can directly observe the actions of their coworkers in the local workspace environment and relate them to the seen content, the remote group is not
directly visible to them. To support mutual awareness between distributed groups
avatar representations of the users can be included in the template (Figure 7.8). As
a first step, a geometry node can be attached below each user’s tracked head node
for the visualization of the head pose, e.g. by using a simple proxy geometry or a
pre-scanned head model of the user. In case other body parts of the users are also
tracked, they can be visualized with additional geometry nodes. Alternatively, 3D
video avatars can be used for a full-fledged user representation. Following the approach of Beck et al. [9], this involves a slightly different scenegraph structure since
the recording setup captures a whole section of the physical workspace (including
people and their surroundings) but without any semantic association to individual
users. Hence, only one node is required for the visualization and is directly attached
to the navigation platform. Both approaches require mechanisms to control the visibility of the avatars in the views of different users. While the avatar nodes of remote users should be always visible, one’s own body representation and those of
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co-located persons need to be excluded for rendering. Traversal masks provide the
means to exclude a tagged node (and its whole subgraph) for the render traversal
of a specific camera. For instance, in Figure 7.8, the avatar node AA1 is tagged to be
rendered in the remote users’ eyes LB1 , RB1 and LB2 , RB2 but not for the local users
(LA1 , RA1 and LA2 , RA2 ).

7.6

Virtual Viewing Windows

Virtual viewing windows or portals are simulated display areas that enable secondary
views into the scene, parallel to the main view of users. They are not bound to physical display hardware and can be placed freely in the virtual scene or be attached to
a tracked device in the users’ workspace. As additional displays, they involve a separate viewing setup (red branch in Figure 7.9) with an own center of projection (C), a
portal screen (SP ), and a portal navigation node (NP ).
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Figure 7.9: The scenegraph template for portals involves two additional subtrees. The portal
view branch (red) describes a secondary viewing setup including an own projection center
(C), the portal screen (SP ), and the portal navigation coordinate system (NP ). NP provides
a separate model-view transformation path for the scene objects into the portal screen space
(SP ). The transformed scene objects are then rendered into a textured quad (T) with respect to
the portal’s projection center (C) and shown in the portal display branch (blue). The portal
frame node (F) is used to place the portal display relative to the virtual scene.

For rendering the portal view, the scene objects are transformed along the corresponding model-view transformation path into the portal screen, here shown for O1 :
O1 SP = S P -1 · N P -1 · M · O1
The transformed objects are rendered with respect to the portal’s projection center
(C) and are shown in the portal display (blue branch in Figure 7.9). To realize this, a
multi-pass rendering approach can be used. In a first step, the portal view is rendered
in a pre-pass into a 2D texture (T). Eventually, the corresponding portal is rendered
as a textured plane with all other scene geometry and interface elements in the main
rendering pass for each user.
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Photoportal Viewing Setup

Photoportals (Chapter 3) extend the introduced scenegraph setup for virtual viewing
windows by two aspects:
First, they wrap virtual viewing windows into an interaction technique based on
the metaphor of digital photography. Interaction tools are usually associated to the
workspace of the users. This requires that the whole portal display (blue branch
in Figure 7.10) is relocated to a level below the navigation platform (N), where it is
implicitly moved by the group’s navigation input. The frame node (F), additionally,
allows the portal display to be moved locally in the navigation coordinate system
according to its tracked position in the physical workspace.
Second, Photoportals support multi-user stereo viewing. In order to provide a correct
stereoscopic view into a portal, an additional stereo image pair has to be computed
for each user before it can be shown in a user’s main view. This involves secondary
viewing setups for each user (red branch in Figure 7.10), including head and eye
nodes (H1 * , L1 * , R1 * and H2 * , L2 * , R2 * ), in the navigation coordinate system of the
portal (NP ). The portal views of all users are rendered into separate textures (T1 and
T2 ). During the main rendering pass, only the corresponding portal texture of a user
is rendered with the rest of the scene. Traversal masks are used to exclude the portal
textures belonging to other users.
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Figure 7.10: Scenegraph template for handheld stereoscopic multi-user portal views. The portal view branch (red) contains secondary viewing setups for each user in the portal’s own
navigation coordinate system (NP ). The head nodes (H1 and H2 ) are transformed into the coordinate system of the portal frame (F) and represented as H1 * and H2 * in the subgraph of NP .
H1 * or H2 * need to be updated every time the matrix of the portal frame (F) or the corresponding head node (H1 or H2 ) is changing. The portal views of user 1 and 2 are rendered into the
textures T1 and T2, respectively, and are shown in the portal display (blue). The tracked frame
node (F) allows users to move the portal display in the group’s navigation platform (N).

For the calculation of a user’s portal frustum, the spatial relation between the head
and the portal frame must be continuously calculated and applied in the user’s portal
viewing setup. Specifically, the head node of a user, e.g. H1 , must be transformed into
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the portal frame coordinate system (F) and represented as node H1 * in the portal view
branch:
H 1 * = F -1 · H 1

(a) Situation in the virtual scene.

(b) Situation in the interaction space.

Figure 7.11: Primary viewing setup and secondary Photoportal viewing setup of a user. The
user’s wall view (turquoise parts) shows a wide shot of the virtual scene while the portal (rose
parts) shows a close-up of the tree (a). The portal view is shown in the tracked portal frame (b).
The spatial relation of the tracked head towards the tracked portal frame is replicated in the
user’s portal camera frustum at the viewing position defined by the portal navigation node.

7.6.2

Photoportal Navigation Techniques

Mimicking the capturing process of a digital camera, the pose of the tracked portal
frame is taken for the definition of the initial view of a Photoportal. For this purpose,
the world transformation (N · F ) of the portal frame is calculated and copied once
into the portal’s navigation node (Figure 7.12a). Subsequent view modifications can
be realized by updating the portal’s navigation node. For instance, the relative movement of the frame node (∆F ) in the last application frame can be accumulated to the
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navigation matrix of the portal (Figure 7.12b). The Photoportal interface enables a
user group to jump directly to a location seen in a portal. To this end, the matrix of
the group’s main navigation platform is substituted with the portal navigation matrix
(Figure 7.12c).
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(a) Capturing process of a portal view. The pose of the tracked portal frame
(F) relative to virtual world is taken as the initial view location in NP .
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(b) Subsequent adjustment of the portal view. The relative movement of
the tracked portal frame (∆F ) is accumulated to the portal’s navigation
matrix (NP ).
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(c) Group transition into portal view. The group’s primary navigation
matrix (N) is substituted with the portal navigation matrix (NP ).

Figure 7.12: Navigation capabilities with Photoportals.
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7.6.3

Photoportal Manipulation Techniques

Direct 3D manipulation tools, for instance a 3D ray pointer, require a separate representation in the portal navigation coordinate system to be operable in a Photoportal
(Figure 7.13). Similar to the secondary head nodes (H1 * and H2 * ) in the portal’s viewing setup, the tool is represented as node P* below the portal navigation node (NP ).
The spatial relation between the tracked 3D input device and the portal display in
the users’ workspace needs to be continuously calculated and applied to the tool’s
portal representation node (P* ). The pointer’s functionality, e.g. picking and object
dragging, can then be executed on the new transformation path into the scene branch:
P * M = M -1 · N P · P *
Finally, the application must provide control schemes to decide which representation
of the tool (P or P* ), the one in the main navigation platform or the other one in the
portal navigation node, or actually both of them, are used for the execution of the
functionality (Section 4.4.2).
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Figure 7.13: Scenegraph template for Photoportals with manipulation tools. The 3D pointer
(P) is transformed into the coordinate system of the portal frame (F) and represented as P* in
the portal’s navigation node (NP ). P* needs to be updated every time the matrix of F or P is
changing. The represented tool can now potentially interact with the scene models on two
independent transformation paths, starting from P or P* respectively.

7.7

Multi-Context Interaction

Multi-context interaction (Chapter 4) amalgamates individual viewing capabilities
per display and a continuous interaction space for tools across all display territories.
The former can be realized with individual viewing and navigation setups per context. Each user is represented with a head node and a camera setup in all navigation
platforms (Figure 7.14). Here, this is realized with a multi-parent scenegraph mechanism, where the head sub-trees of H1 and H2 are attached to both navigation platforms NW and NT at the same time. The user’s eyes are consecutively transformed
into both screen spaces and used to render the scene content with the context’s corresponding model-view transformation in separate rendering passes (Table 7.2).
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Figure 7.14: Scenegraph template for multi-context interaction with two co-located multi-user
displays, namely a large 3D wall (blue) and a 3D tabletop display (red). Both contexts comprise
their own navigation platform (NW and NT ) for individual navigation capabilities and their
own screen node (SW and ST ). The users are represented with individual viewing setups in both
contexts. Here, this is shown with a multi-parent scenegraph, where the users’ heads (H1 and
H2 ) are child nodes of both navigation platforms. The wall and the tabletop view of each user
are rendered subsequently. For this, the eye nodes are first transformed into the wall screen
(SW ) and then into the tabletop screen (ST ) to define the corresponding projection matrices
for rendering. The 3D pointer (P) is also represented in both contexts. Its functionality, can
therefore be potentially executed on two separate transformations paths into the scene branch.

For the realization of the continuous interaction space across the displays, the tools
also need to be represented in all platforms (Figure 7.14). The pointer node (P) is
attached to both navigation nodes (NW and NT ) to be operable in both contexts. The
application, then, has to decide which of the two transformation paths into the scene
is used for the execution of the tool’s functionality (Table 7.2).
context

wall

table

transformation

formula

eye - screen

L1 SW = S W -1 · H 1 · L1

model - view

O1 SW = S W -1 · N W -1 · M · O1

pointer - scene

P M = M -1 · N W · P

eye - screen

L1 ST = S T -1 · H 1 · L1

model - view

O1 ST = S T -1 · N T -1 · M · O1

pointer - scene

P M = M -1 · N T · P

Table 7.2: Relevant transformations per viewing context for the setup in Figure 7.14.
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(a) Situation in the virtual scene.

(b) Situation in the interaction space.

Figure 7.15: Our multi-display workspace with the co-located 3D wall and the 3D tabletop
display (b). The user is represented with two independent navigation and viewing setups in
the scene, one for each display (a). The user’s wall view (turquoise parts) shows a wide shot of
the virtual scene (see also white-framed callout) while the tabletop view (rose parts) shows a
miniature top-down view of a scene section. The latter setup (NT , HT , ST ), thus, appears larger
in the scene.
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The introduced scenegraph configuration for multi-context interaction can be directly
applied for Photoportals (Figure 7.16). The Photoportal involves an independent portal navigation node NP with additional nodes/subtrees that represent the users (e.g.
H1 * , L1 * and R1 * ) and 3D input tools (P* ) in the portal navigation coordinate system.
The transformation matrices of H1 * and P* must be derived from the dynamic spatial
relation of the portal display frame and the corresponding tracking matrices of user
1 and the 3D pointing device in the workspace (see Figure 7.10 and 7.13).
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Figure 7.16: Scenegraph template for multi-context interaction with two co-located displays
and a Photoportal tool. The additional portal context extends the basic multi-context configuration with a separate portal navigation and viewing branch (yellow) and a portal display
branch (dark grey) using the same structure and update mechanisms as shown in the Figure 7.10. However, the portal display subtree itself is attached to both primary navigation platforms (wall and table) with a multi-parent approach. Thus, the portal display can be shown in
the views of both hardware displays and appears continuous in the users’ interaction space.

7.8

Summary

Scenegraphs are a powerful tool for organizing entities in graphical applications, and
this chapter has shown how to realize complex interactive 3D workplaces. Scenegraphs serve as an abstraction layer to represent, structure, and manage the application entities in the virtual simulation. They provide the information basis and interfaces for the backend functionality (e.g. rendering, picking, and 3D geometry access)
as well as for the high-level application development involving application logic and
interaction techniques.
We demonstrated that the semantic and logical relation of the components and actors
involved in collaborative multi-user workspaces can be straightforwardly transferred
into a node hierarchy in the scenegraph. The proposed scenegraph templates contain
all the necessary information to represent this highly dynamic working environment
and provide the basis for multi-view rendering, for joint and individual scene exploration, and for the direct interaction with the 3D data. Specifically, we build upon
the metaphor of a navigation platform, which serves as a high-level compound of the
physical workspace where the users are operating. This platform ensures the spatial coherence of users, tools, and output devices during interaction and in particular
during navigation tasks. The concept is highly flexible and can support diverse types
of user configurations including co-located and remote user groups but also individ-
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uals. Regarding the latter, we adapted our templates to (temporarily) relax the spatial
coherence of a shared navigation platform between the users in the form of individual navigation platforms on a user basis or subordinate redirection nodes per user.
This flexibility provides the means for individual exploration and collision avoidance during group travel. Furthermore, we seamlessly integrated additional viewing
windows (virtual and hardware-based) with independent navigation capabilities into
our shared workspaces. Each viewing context is realized with a separate navigation
platform and multi-view support for perspectively correct rendering, which enables
a visual coherent workspace experience. Input representations in all navigation platforms, finally, constitute the continuous interaction space across these independent
but co-located 3D views.
Our descriptions can be used as guidelines to extend and realize further interaction
techniques in collaborative multi-window workspaces. Last but not least, they provide valuable insights for the transfer of the proposed implementation concepts to
other immersive multi-user setups, e.g. multi-HMD environments.

Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis reported on novel multi-user interaction techniques, implementation patterns, and scenegraph templates for co-located and remote collaboration in virtual environments. Our collaborative workspace developments were specifically designed
to support phases of loose and tightly-coupled cooperation. We integrated additional
viewing and interaction territories into our working environment that can be used
privately or for public exchange. These independent working territories can help to
structure parallel activities and minimize mutual interferences, but they can also be
used complementarily with other interface facets. Complementary interaction capabilities constitute a further building block in our collaborative setups. Synergistic
operation patterns can increase the effectiveness of complex activities through mutual support, facilitate user engagement through complementary roles, and can help
to reduce interaction conflicts through the coordination of concurrent activities. Another guideline for the development of our collaborative interaction techniques was
to maintain workspace awareness through a coherent representation of the working
environment, the users, their activities, and the utilized artifacts. The presented interaction techniques in the domains of exploration, navigation, and direct object manipulation provide comprehensible information cues that leverage mutual awareness
and coordination efforts in co-located and distributed group configurations.
Stereoscopic multi-user projection systems provide the technical foundation for our
collaborative workspaces. Our display systems support separate stereo image streams
for as many as six users. We realized perspectively correct viewing setups for all users
based on their tracked position in the physical workspace. The users therefore perceive a coherent interaction space where they can directly point at details of the 3D
model. We realized a vehicle-based navigation technique with a central input device, the Spheron, which upholds the spatial consistency of the group during travel.
In Chapter 5, we described a novel problem which is directly related to workspace
coherence during the passage of spatial constrictions. We suggested different Augmented Group Navigation Techniques that mitigate individual collisions with scene objects by either redirecting the users to a collision-free path or by obstacle fading. The
113
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former approach ensures the consistent appearance of the virtual world while the latter solution prioritizes the spatial consistency of the group. In our implementations,
we aimed for minimal redirections or transparency modifications and realized seamless transitions to hide temporary inconsistencies. Both approaches were preferred
over naive solutions or unresolved collisions and were individually appreciated depending on respective user expectations and application contexts.
In Chapter 6, we explored different group formations and joint input modalities for
Remote Collaboration in Immersive Group-to-Group Telepresence setups. Our distributed
setup builds on two separate multi-user 3D displays and 3D capturing technology.
The users meet in the shared virtual environment that constitutes a coherent interaction space for their activities. 3D video avatar representations of the users support
mutual awareness and facilitate coordination efforts between the remote collaborators. Our developments enable individual interaction and exploration capabilities
for both groups, but they also support tight group couplings for joint activities. The
groups can join in face-to-face and side-by-side configurations for collaborative object
manipulation or joint travel. In the latter context, we introduced a shareable world
in miniature for increased coordination and efficient travel planning among the distributed user groups.
While multi-user projection displays inherently support a coherent workspace for
multiple co-located users, group-independent input options mainly refer to individual position changes of the users in the tracking space. In order to support more
loosely-coupled activities in the group we included additional viewing and interaction territories in our multi-user setup. Chapter 3 presented the design and implementation of the novel interface of Photoportals for the ad-hoc creation and management of handheld virtual viewing windows. Our interface is based on the metaphor
of digital photography and supports various viewing modalities in the form of 3D,
2D, and orthographic views of the shared scene. Users can prepare views and follow
individual tasks independently from the rest of the group. Nevertheless, they can
easily re-engage in close exchange and present their findings to the others. Additionally, our virtual viewing windows are tightly integrated into collaborative workflows
and provide complementary interfaces to other activities. Specifically, they support
direct object manipulation within and across the boundaries of the visible scene section. The adjusted views can also be transferred to the main view, which may serve as
a navigation shortcut. In accordance with the spatial facet, Photoportals can also be
used to create temporal references of the scene. The interface supports the recording
of entire interaction sequences including tool and navigation activities in conjunction
with recorded 3D video avatar representations of the users. These temporal snippets
can later be revisited and analyzed from any desired viewpoint.
In Chapter 4, we generalized our interaction patterns for multiple viewing territories
into a high-level software design. Specifically, we presented the implementation pattern of Multi-Context Objects, which realizes seamless 3D interaction across multiple
co-located but independent 3D views. A particular challenge hereby was the transparent handling of ambiguities that are associated with multiple concurrent input
representations in a shared 3D environment. We suggested visibility-based disam-
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biguation schemes to prevent such input conflicts. We applied our proposed implementation pattern in a workspace consisting of two co-located multi-user displays (a
large 3D wall and a 3D tabletop) and additional Photoportal windows. Their tight
integration into a coherent workspace environment offers high flexibility for subtask distribution and enables fluent transitions between independent work and tight
user couplings. We additionally extended the complementary capabilities of our interfaces. The affordance of the tabletop display, for instance, facilitates top-down
miniature views of the scene and supports way finding for egocentric exploration at
the wall display. Photoportals serve as a mobile exchange interface and enable the
capturing and transfer of scene views between both hardware displays. Finally, we
tested our multi-window workspace in a formal user study, which revealed general
performance and usability benefits for collaborative 3D data exploration.
Chapter 7 presented detailed Scenegraph Templates for Cooperative Interfaces, specifically for the realization of multi-view capabilities, augmented group navigation techniques, exploration with distributed user groups, Photoportals, and multi-window
3D interaction. These descriptions can provide a reference for the development of
further collaborative functionality and they can serve as guidelines for the adaptation of these techniques to other scenegraph-based VR environments.

Foresight and Future Work
Projection-based multi-user displays enable a coherent visual representation of the
simulated 3D scenes for small user groups. This technology has matured beyond a
prototype stage and is now commercially available for a broader target group. We believe in the imminent emergence of novel visual analysis labs building on multi-user
technology for the in-depth analysis and presentation of complex 3D problems and
datasets, for instance in the context of architecture reviews and infrastructure monitoring. A prime challenge will be the tight integration of domain-specific functionalities with respect to our high-level design principles of workspace coherence, dedicated interaction territories, and complementary interfaces. Our scenegraph templates and implementation patterns can provide a valuable reference and testbed
environment for their realization. The integration of further displays with specific
capabilities (e.g. high-resolution 2D display, portable display devices) can ameliorate
complementary data visualizations and enable additional access points with dedicated input modalities. Here, our generalized implementation pattern for multiwindow interaction can also serve as a template for customized input representations
and manipulation possibilities.
Multiple of these collaborative lab spaces can be interconnected to collaborate with
experts at different sites for joint exploration, analysis, and decision making. We
realized different types of group couplings for tightly-coupled and independent interaction that mimic real-world group formations. A further research focus will be
the adaptation of these group coupling mechanisms for the fluent formation and
adjournment of more than two distributed user groups. Specific challenge hereby
will be the superposition of multiple physical workspaces of various dimensions and
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group sizes in due consideration of proxemic constraints. We already experienced
confusing situations (especially in side-by-side couplings) where remote and local
users were unknowingly occupying the same place in the shared interaction space.
The consolidation of a comprehensive contextual image of the local activities and
states will be an essential requirement for coordination across multiple independent
workspaces. The extension of complementary opportunities for user engagement
constitutes a further building block for effective co-located and remote cooperation.
Our multi-window 3D interaction techniques can provide a basis for the refinement
of these synergistic interface facets.
A more widespread application case, presumably, will be collaborative workplaces
building on multiple connected HMD devices. The users might be co-located in
the same place or join remotely from different sites. The coherence and reference
of (visible) real-world activities provides a strong basis for mutual coordination in
projection-based multi-user environments. In HMD setups, however, the physical
activities can usually not be directly seen (with the exception of see-through HMDs)
and must be synthesized in the shared interaction space, for instance in the form of
3D video avatar representations. This poses similar challenges for the conveyance of
context information and the coordination of individual engagement as described for
telepresence scenarios. Nevertheless, many of our proposed interaction techniques
can be directly applied to multi-HMD environments, for instance virtual viewing
windows or coupled navigation groups. Multi-context 3D interaction in HMD environments is applicable as well, but bound to virtual display territories (since other
physical displays are not visible). These can be handheld versions such as our Photoportals or fixed display places embedded in the virtual world. Such stationary
displays can be dedicated for specific tasks for instance as miniature overviews and
for that purpose mimic the affordance of our 3D tabletop.
I am convinced that the presented 3D interaction techniques, implementation patterns, and scenegraph templates will provide essential contributions for the development of novel collaborative workspaces in multi-user virtual reality.
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